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PREFACE 

The Output Processor Users' Guide 

This guide will help you use the AUGMENT Out
put Processor. The body of the document consists 
of the Output Processor directive descriptions. We 
have grouped the directives by function so you can 
look them up under a subject heading or read 
through related groups. There is a definition for 
each directive along with the range of values you 
can specify. While the guide is not intended to 
teach you to use the Output Processor, the Intro
duction and the appendices contain helpful informa
tion. The Introduction is a conceptual discussion 
of the Output Processor that includes general back
ground information. The Glossary defines the 
terms that are used in this guide. Appendix I in
cludes diagrams and instructions on how to use the 
directives to format a document. Appendix II, Ap
pendix III, and Appendix IV contain samples of the 
various type faces for the photocomposition devices 
currently available to AUGMENT users. 
If you are an inexperienced Output Processor user, 
we recommend that you begin by reading the In
troduction to learn about the different types of di
rectives and how to use them. The definitions in 
the Glossary will greatly aid your understanding of 
the individual directive descriptions. Unless you 
plan to use a simple format, it will be extremely 
helpful for you to examine the page layout diagram 
and the related discussion in Appendix I to learn 
how various page layout directives interact. 
If you are an experienced Output Processor user, 
you can simply use the alphabetical index at the 
end of the guide to locate specific directive descrip
tions. Note, however, that the Introduction has 
been completely rewritten since the last edition of 
the guide and contains new information that may 
be of interest. 
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The Output Processor is a program you can use to 
make computer files ready for printing. When you 
give the AUGMENT command to send it a file for 
printing, the Output Processor automatically applies 
an initial format. It breaks the text into pages, 
numbers the pages, sets up margins, and so on. 
You alter and control this initial format by in
serting Output Processor directives into your file. 

Output Processor directives are instructions that 
control the printed appearance of an individual 
piece of text, a statement, a page, or an entire 
document. They consist of easily recognized char
acters and can be inserted any place in a file. 
Normally every directive is preceded by a period 
and followed by a semicolon, and the directive 
name begins with a capital letter. For example, 
.Gcr; is a commonly used directive that will gener
ate a return character (end of line). Directives do 
not appear as text or take up any space when you 
print a file by sending it to the Output Processor. 
When you use an AUGMENT printing command 
that does not send your file to the Output Proces
sor' directives are ignored as instructions and are 
printed as ordinary text. 

1 

AUGMENT files can be printed on several differ
ent types of devices: line printers, typewriter ter
minals' electrostatic printers, and photocomposition 
devices. The type of format you choose for a 
document and the directives you will use to create 
it depend on the kind of output device you plan to 
use and the type of document you want to pro
duce. The Output Processor has a wide range of 
capabilities, from simple one - time effects, such as 
centering a line, to complex phototypesetting based 
on the outline structure of AUGMENT files, such 
as setting all third -level statements in a specified 
type face. You can use the Output Processor to 
print out a simple one - page letter on a typewriter 
terminal or to phototypeset a 300 - page textbook, 
complete with a cover page, table of contents, illus
trations' and so on. 

We recommend that you become experienced with 
using simple formats for the line printer or type
writer terminal before attempting to use the photo
typesetting directives. When you are ready to for
mat a document to be phototypeset, please contact 
your client coordinator at Augmentation Resources 
Center (ARC). He or she will help you choose an 
appropriate photocomposition vendor and help make 
arrangements for paying for their typesetting ser
vices. 



2 Introduction 

How To Use The Output Processor For line 
Printer Or Typewriter Terminal 

Planning Your Format 

Directives give you the ability to control the entire 
layout of a page. You can specify a set of stan
dard conventions to take effect throughout the en
tire document, such as setting the size of the right 
margin, and you can also make individual changes 
on particular pages, such as leaving room for a di
agram. The page layout diagram in Appendix I 
shows the directives that control the overall page 
layout. It is extremely helpful to plan exactly how 
you want your page to look before you begin in
serting directives into a tile. 

When formatting for a line printer or typewriter 
terminal, the Output Processor calculates the di
mensions of a page by counting characters and 
lines, just as you do when using a typewriter. On 
most line printers and typewriter terminals, there 
are 10 characters per horizontal inch and 6 lines 
per vertical inch. This means that if you set the 
right margin to 65, the Output Processor will print 
up to 65 characters (including blank spaces) or 6 
1/2 inches of text and then move on to the next 
line. If you specify that two blank lines should 
follow a particular statement, the Output Processor 
will skip two lines of text or 1/3 inch before 
printing the next statement. 

Note: Although most line printers and typewriter 
terminals print 10 characters to the inch, some 
high - quality typewriter terminals provide the option 
of printing 12 characters to the horizontal inch (12 
pitch). Because the Output Processor measures 
characters and not inches, if you print at 12 pitch 
with a right margin of 65, the Output Processor 
will print 65 characters or 5.4 inches. If you plan 
to print at 12 pitch, you should figure your page 
dimensions accordingly. 

When you change horizontal measurements to suit 
12 pitch, it will not affect the vertical dimensions 
of the page. However, some high - quality printers 
have a separate option to control the number of 
lines printed for every vertical inch. On these de
vices, you can choose between 6 and 8 lines per 
vertical inch. If you set your top margin to 6 and 
print with the standard 6 lines per inch, the top 
margin will be equal to 6 lines or 1 inch. If you 
set your top margin to 6 and print at 8 lines per 
inch, the top margin will be equal to 6 lines or .75 
inches. If you plan to print with 8 lines per verti-
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cal inch, be sure to adjust your page dimensions to 
compensate. Vertical dimensions are controlled 
separately and will not affect the horizontal dimen
sions. 

You should understand that the Output Processor 
does not layout a page by printing specific pieces 
of text at specific places on the page. The vertical 
position of one section of text, such as the first 
line of body text, is often determined by the posi
tion of another section of text, such as a running 
head or header at the top of the page. For exam
pIe, if you set the top margin to 3, specify a 
header that takes up one line, and set the space 
between the header and the top of the body text 
to 4, the first line of body text will be printed on 
line 9 of the page. If you alter the size of some
thing on a page, the Output Processor will compen
sate by moving or expanding something else to 
take up the space. For example, if you changed 
the header to be 2 lines long, the first line of body 
text would begin on line 10. If you took out the 
header entirely, the {IrSt line of body text would 
begin on line 4. 

Horizontal measurements depend on the left margin 
base, the Output Processor's absolute margin from 
which most horizontal measurements are calculated. 
Nothing can be printed to the left of the left mar
gin base, and if you change the position of the left 
margin base, all other horizontal margins will be 
moved equivalently. However, if you change any 
horizontal measurement except the left margin base, 
the Output Processor will not adjust the other hor
izontal measurements to compensate. For example, 
if your right margin is 65 and if you increase the 
left margin from 5 to 10, the right margin will re
main 65, and the lines of text will now be 5 char
acters shorter. 

By studying the page layout diagram in Appendix I 
and by gaining experience with how various direc
tives interact, you can learn to accurately control 
the position of every element on the page. 

When you plan the layout of your page, remember 
that you are not starting with a blank page. The 
Output Processor uses an initial format and if you 
want to change one of the elements or dimensions 
you have to do so specifically. Many times, you 
may wish to completely eliminate or "turn off" 
something that appears in the standard format, for 
example, the footer (page number) at the bottom of 
the page. There are directives that switch various 
page elements 01 on 01 or 01 off 01 • Where appropriate, 



there is an initial value for what each directive 
controls; for example, the initial value for the top 
margin is 3. To see the Output Processor's initial 
format, send it a me that does not contain direc
tives. You can find out the initial value for indi
vidual directives by looking them up in the direc
tive descriptions in this guide. 

With the Output Processor, you can frequently con
trol complex formats for a long document with 
only a few directives. To do so, you specify for
mat according to the outline structure of your doc
ument. For example, if you wish to start every 
section of a report on a new page and each section 
is a separate branch in an AUGMENT me, you 
can use the directive Plev= 1 to say "start a new 
page at every level 1 statement". Of course, you 
can use a one - time directive at each place in the 
document where you want to start a new page (for 
example, the directive Pes means "start a new 
page at the end of this statement"), but it is worth 
your while to work with a consistent, well
structured file. Using hierarchical directives makes 
it easier to create a format and easier to change it. 

USing Directives 

After you have planned how you want your docu
ment to look, use the directive descriptions and the 
alphabetical index in this guide to find the appro
priate directives to control the format. For online 
information about directives and access to lists of 
directives grouped by function, type "h" to reach 
Help and then "directives" followed by <OK>. 
You can also use Help to find out about individual 
directives. Type" h" and then the word "direc
tive" followed by a space and the directive name. 
Follow with <OK>. 

Before you start entering directives into your file, 
use the Update command to preserve a version of 
your document without directives. Since many di
rectives take effect after the line, statement, or 
page in which they appear in the file, the directives 
that you use to control the format of the document 
as a whole can be inserted at the beginning of the 
file in the origin statement; use the Insert com
mand to type in the directives. Putting directives 
in the origin statement ensures that they will take 
effect for statement 1 if you begin printing from 
the beginning of the file. The directives will con
trol the format of your entire me unless you 
change them or turn them off by inserting new di
rectives at a later point. So that page 1 of your 
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document will begin with statement 1, we recom
mend that you include directives to print the origin 
statement on a page by itself and set the number 
of that page to 0; you can do this by using the di
rectives Pes and Pn =0. 

Many directives consist of two parts: the name of 
the directive and the value or values that you as
sign. In the directive Ifirst=n, " Ifirst" is the name 
of the directive and the letter "n" means that you 
can type a number following the equal sign. If 
you put in the number S, the first line of every 
statement will be indented S characters. In this 
guide, we often use symbols (like "n") or lower 
case words to stand for the type of values you can 
specify. In some directives you can omit the value 
and the Output Processor will use an "assumed" 
value. For example, if you use the Gcr directive 
without a value, the assumed value is 1, i.e., it will 
generate one return character. The assumed values 
for directives that have them are listed in the di
rective descriptions. 

In some directives the value is expressed by a 
word. Several directives are "switches" and sim
ply accept the value of "On" or "Off". Other 
directives defme some text to be printed by en
closing the text within double quote marks. The 
types of values that can be set with each directive 
are clearly indicated in the directive descriptions in 
this guide. 

You can use one directive to specify the value for 
another directive when appropriate. (The value of 
a directive is always equal to whatever you set it 
to most recently, or, if you did not set it, it is 
equal to the initial value for that directive.) You 
can also use simple arithmetic to combine the val
ues of one or more directives and numbers. For 
example, you could set Rm=65 and Brm=Rm-2. 
The right margin for the body text (set by Brm) 
will then be 63, two characters less than the right 
margin. If you use a directive for a value, do not 
include directive delimiters. 

A directive can be included within a directive that 
defmes text to be printed. For example, you can 
defme a header to be H = "Draft.Split;Draft ". The 
Split directive will align the text to its left on the 
left margin and the text to its right on the right 
margin. In this case, because you want the direc
tive that is included within the H directive to be 
executed, you include the delimiters. 
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Sometimes the options for a directive are expressed 
as "intervals". For example, in the directive 
Snfshow=intervals, "intervals" indicates that you 
can show right statement numbers for one or more 
levels. Rather than being limited to ·a single value, 
you have the option of specifYing a range of val
ues. For example, you could use the Snfshow di
rective to print right statement numbers for only 
statements at levels less than or equal to 4, or for 
only those at levels between 5 and 8. The defini
tions of the symbols you can use to express "in
tervals" are listed in this guide, under the descrip
tion of the appropriate individual directive. 

Some directives work in pairs; one specifies which 
statements will be affected and the other deter
mines how the affected statements will be format
ted. An example is the pair of level positioning 
directives, Pxpshow=intervals and Pxp [level] =n. 
The first of the pair enables you to specify which 
level or levels you want to position; for example, 
Pxpshow= I means that you will position level 1 
statements only. The second enables you to spec
ify how the statements at that level will be posi
tioned; for example, Pxp [ 1] =3 means that the 
level I statements will be centered. 

After you have finished inserting into the origin 
statement the directives to control the overall for
mat of your document, you can make special ad
justments to particular parts of your document. 
For example, you can center an entire statement or 
force a new page. Various directives take effect at 
different times, according to the logic of what they 
do. Some take effect immediately and some in the 
next line, statement, or page; this affects where you 
should insert them in your file. Check the direc
tive descriptions to find out when a directive takes 
effect. 

Type in directives carefully. A directive that is 
not preceded by a period and ended with a semico
Ion or one that contains mistyped characters will 
not be followed as a directive but will be printed 
as ordinary text. Use AUGMENT editing com
mands to correct typing errors. If you type in a 
directive correctly but specify an inappropriate 
value that the Output Processor cannot execute, the 
directive will not be followed and will be printed 
as text. 
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Printing The Document 

When you have fmished formatting your fIle, you 
can print it to see the effect of the directives you 
used. Note, however, that the viewspecs you have 
in force when you send your fIle to the Output 
Processor may affect the format of your document. 
The viewspecs that control content analyzers, blank 
lines, left and right statement numbers, statement 
names, and statement signatures can all be counter
acted with special directives. Level, line, and 
branch clipping viewspecs will always remain in ef
fect, so make sure that you show all the levels, 
lines, and branches you want to print. 

The Output Processor will ignore the directives (as 
well as the text) in the statements before the 
statement at which you begin printing. Therefore, 
if you want the directives in the origin statement 
to be in effect when you print your fIle, you must 
begin printing from the origin statement. If you 
only want to print part of your document and still 
retain the overall format defmed in the origin 
statement, there are directives that enable you to 
print limited sections. These directives are de
scribed in the "Printing" section of the directive 
descriptions in this guide. 



How To Use The Output Processor For Computer 
Photocomposition 

Photocomposition or phototypesetting is the process 
of photographically casting type to produce proofs 
or camera-ready copy. You can use an AUG
MENT command to format a file to be composed 
on one of the four photocomposition devices cur
rently available to AUGMENT users, the Video
comp 500, the Videocomp 800, the COMP80, and 
the Singer 6000. 

Using a photocomposition device to create camera
ready copy provides several advantages. The pho
tocomposition device produces very high - quality 
characters; the letters are sharper and more legible 
than typewriter characters, and the result is a 
cleaner, more professional looking document. The 
Output Processor provides a wider range of format
ting capabilities for photocomposition than for line 
printer or typewriter terminal. For example, the 
user can choose between several proportionally
spaced type faces, with bold and Italic variations, 
and specify up to four columns on a page. Propor
tional type makes a legible and attractive document 
and saves space. Up to 40 percent more text will 
fit on a page in a given type height of proportional 
type than in the same type height of monospaced 
type. Photocomposition directives provide much 
finer control of the page. Page dimensions can be 
specified in thousandths of an inch, thousandths of 
a centimeter, or points (1/72 of an inch). 

Photocomposition is more expensive than line 
printer or typewriter terminal printing and the pro
cess takes longer. It is impractical to use photo
composition for informal documents, such as letters 
and memos, or documents with a tight deadline, 
such as most proposals. We recommend using 
photocomposition for more formal documents that 
will be reproduced in great quantities or distributed 
to a wide audience, such as brochures, manuals, 
textbooks, and technical reports. Output Processor 
skill and experience is necessary to produce an at
tractive document; however, when it counts, the re
sults you can achieve are worth the effort. 

Note: Electrostatic printers offer an intermediate 
level of expense, convenience, and formality be
tween line printers and photocomposition devices 
and allow printing of graphics. All Output Proces
sor directives that apply to photocomposition de
vices also apply to electrostatic printers. 
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Designing A Document For Photocomposition 

Before you design a format for your document, 
choose the phototypesetting device you will use. 
The particular device affects both practical and aes
thetic decisions you make about the format. The 
devices each provide a different selection of type 
faces and styles, and the quality of the type they 
produce can vary from merely adequate to excel
lent. (See Appendix II, Appendix III, and Appen
dix IV for type samples.) The services also differ 
in price. Contact your client coordinator at ARC 
to discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the 
various photocomposition devices. 

A photocomposed page is laid out in the same way 
that a line printer or typewriter terminal page is 
laid out, except that you can use more than one 
column. The same Output Processor directives you 
use to create a line printer or typewriter terminal 
format, with appropriate photocomposition mea
surements, control the position of the page ele
ments. Special photocomposition directives allow 
you to specify type fonts for each page element. 
See Appendix I for diagrams showing the various 
page layout and typesetting directives. 

It is easy to use the same format you created for a 
line printer or typewriter terminal when you send a 
document to be phototypeset, but this is not an ef
fective use of the medium. For example, line 
printer formats are often designed to reflect AUG
MENT outline structure; every level is indented 
two or three characters and much space (and 
paper) is wasted. With photocomposition, outline 
structure can be expressed much more effectively 
through type style; level 1 statements can be set in 
bold face, level 2 in Italic, and so on. Line printer 
margins are usually set for 12-point, monospaced 
type (only 10 characters per inch) and are inappro
priate for smaller proportional type. 

We recommend that you use photocomposition 
formats that are designed especially for typeset, 
published documents. The Output Processor uses 
an initial format for photocomposition that closely 
resembles the initial format it uses for the line 
printer. When you want to set or change any of 
the elements or dimensions, you have to do so 
specifically. 

When formatting for photocomposition, the Output 
Processor calculates the dimensions of a page ac
cording to whatever type of measurement you spec
ify; you can use inches, centimeters, points, or 
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characters. For example, if you set the right mar
gin to 6.499, text will stop printing at 6.499 inches; 
if you set the right margin to 8.5c, text will stop 
printing at 8 1/2 centimeters. The section on pho
tocomposition measurements in Appendix I tells 
you how to indicate the different types of mea
surements. 

We strongly recommend that you use inches or 
centimeters to set the position of page elements for 
photocomposition. Characters in a proportional 
type face vary in size; if you specify photocomposi
tion measurements in number of characters or lines, 
the results will not be easy to predict. Although 
line printers and typewriter terminals consistently 
print either 10 or 12 characters to the inch, photo
composition devices produce a different number of 
characters per inch for every font. The option of 
using points is valuable for people with a back
ground in traditional typesetting who are most com
fortable working with points. 

Choosing a type face is an integral part of design
ing a document. The type you choose will affect 
the legibility and beauty of your document. Each 
of the photocomposition devices has a different se-
1ection of type; see samples in Appendix II, Ap
pendix III, and Appendix IV. Many people are 
tempted to show off the abilities of the Output 
Processor (or their own abilities) by crowding many 
different fonts in several sizes onto one page. We 
recommend that you start simply. A good looking 
document can be produced using one type face, 
with Italic and bold variations, in a few different 
sizes. Try not to use more than two type faces, 
one serif and one sans serif, on the same page. 
For photocomposed technical documents, most body 
text should be set in type ranging from 9 to 11 
points. A serif type face is considered more legible 
for body text, but a sans serif face can be used ef
fectively for shorter material or to create a " tech -
nical" or "contemporary" look. 

If you don't know how a typeset document should 
look or if you feel reluctant to start from scratch, 
you can copy or imitate a format that has already 
been created. Since most of the directives for an 
AUGMENT ftle are stored in its origin statement, 
you can copy them to the origin statement in your 
own file. You will then only need to make indi
vidual adjustments to special pages. If one section 
of a document has a format you like, such as a 
title page, you can copy the directives from that 
section to your own ftle. 
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You can use a printed document that was not cre
ated online as a model; use Output Processor direc
tives to imitate the format. The editorial depart
ments in most organizations have established regu
lations for formatting published documents. You 
can use Output Processor directives to reproduce a 
standard format (and you'll make the editors very 
happy). It is extremely valuable to plan the format 
of your document and determine the page dimen
sions before you begin to insert directives in a ftle. 
Ready - made formats are also available. If the ex
penditure is justified, speak to your client coordina
tor about adding your own standard format to the 
repertoire of ready - made formats. 

Using Photocomposition Directives 

After you have designed a format, use the descrip
tions of directives in this guide to find the appro
priate directives to create it. Except for directives 
that control columnation and typesetting, you can 
use the same directives you used to create a line 
printer format to create a photocomposition format. 
Place directives in the origin statement to control 
overall format and elsewhere to change a specific 
value, cause an immediate action, or change the 
format for a special section of your document. 

Almost every directive that specifies a measurement 
can take both a nonphotocomposition measurement 
and a photocomposition measurement, separated by 
a comma. The first is always the nonphotocompo
sition measurement in characters or lines. This 
measurement will take effect when the Output Pro
cessor prints the ftle on a nonphotocomposition de
vice. The second is the photocomposition mea
surement and will only operate when the ftle is 
printed on a photocomposition device or an electro
static printer. 

Both nonphotocomposition and photocomposition 
measurements may appear alone. If a photocompo
sition measurement appears alone (e.g., Rm=,6.0), 
the value will have an effect on photocomposition 
devices or electrostatic printers only. If the file is 
printed on a nonphotocomposition device, the initial 
value for the nonphotocomposition format or a 
value set by a previous directive will be used. 

If a nonphotocomposition measurement appears 
alone (e.g., Rm=65), the Output Processor will cal
culate an equivalent photocomposition measurement 
for output to photocomposition. However, we 
strongly recommend that you specifically set the photo-



composition values. The mechanisms used to trans
late nonphotocomposition values into photocomposi
tion values are extremely complex and the results 
may not be what you expect. For nonphotocompo
sition devices, directives that pertain to photocom
position only, such as typesetting directives, will be 
ignored. They will not be printed as text and they 
will have no effect on the format. 

You can specify a font for every page element. 
Set up the overall document by inserting directives 
in the origin statement, and then make changes on 
individual pages, such as setting a phrase in Italic 
or changing the font for a table. In the font direc
tives that set type for page elements, you may 
specify any or all of three categories of values: 
size, face, and style. If one is left out, it retains 
its previous value, either whatever you specified 
most recently for that element or the initial value. 
You can control anyone of these categories indi
vidually' with special typesetting directives. 

Type size refers to the height of a font, tradition
ally measured in points, from the top of the ascen
der (the part that extends up on an "h ") to the 
bottom of the descender (the part that extends 
down on a "p "). This does not measure the 
width of the characters; the width of the letter 
"m II in different fonts that are of identical height 
or point size will vary. You may change the type 
size at any place in a line or statement with the 
Size directive. Remember that a change in type 
size will alter the number of characters that will fit 
on a line. 

A type face includes all the type of a single de
sign, regardless of size. For example, one face 
available to AUGMENT users is Times Roman. 
Times Roman was developed in the 19308 for the 
London Times. It is based on the tradition of 
old - style types, and has larger letters, size for size, 
than most other serif type. You may change the 
type face at any place in a line or statement with 
the Face directive. Note that a change in type 
face may alter the number of characters that will 
fit on a line. 

Type style includes the range of variations for an 
individual type face. This includes both the weight 
of the letters (light, medium, and bold) and the 
choice between upright or Italic. (Note: If true 
Italic is not available, the photocomposition device 
may create an imitation Italic.) Although underlin
ing is not truly a type variation, underlining is also 
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an option for type style with the Output Processor. 
You may change the type style at any place in a 
line or statement with special typesetting directives. 

Checking The Format 

The Proof Subsystem. If you have access to an 
AUGMENT Graphics work station, use the Proof 
subsystem to check your photocomposition. The 
Proof subsystem shows pages as they would appear 
printed via photocomposition. It displays the lay
out of the page in approximate type sizes. The 
system knows the size of each character in every 
font and displays the correct amount of text on 
each line and on each page. However, the termi
na1 does not display different fonts. 

When you give the command to print a file on a 
photocomposition device, the Output Processor cre
ates a specially formatted file that is appropriate for 
sending to a photocomposition vendor. The Proof 
subsystem will display only these special photocom
position files (which cannot be viewed with Base 
subsystem commands). Use the appropriate com
mand to create a file in your directory for 
proofing. Be sure to specify the actual photocom
position device you will be using; the size of the 
characters differs on the various devices and this 
will affect line and page breaks. 

To learn how to reach the Proof subsystem, type 
"proof" in Help. In Proof, you will type in and 
see the commands on your AUGMENT display 
terminal while the Graphics screen displays the 
formatted pages. The subsystem will display your 
photocomposition file with the Proof command. 
Other commands provide several flexible ways of 
moving around in the file. 

You may find it efficient to view on your display 
screen the AUGMENT file from which the photo
composition file you are proofing was made. You 
can check the directives in your file that produce 
the format displayed on the Graphics screen and 
make changes and corrections as you go along. 
Changes to the directives in the AUGMENT file 
will not appear in the photocomposition file you 
are displaying; to check the changes, you must re
peat the process of creating and displaying the pho
tocomposition file. 

Photocomposition tests. A photocomposition test is a 
special printer file that precisely describes in words 
and numbers how a photocomposed document will 
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look. Because it is a written description of visual 
information, it is rather complex and difficult to 
read. To learn how to read a photocomposition 
test, contact your client coordinator. It is best 
used in conjunction with the Proof subsystem; it 
provides more detailed information about type faces 
or the exact position of an element on a page than 
Proof. If a Graphics work station is not available, 
you can learn to read photocomposition tests for an 
exact description of the positions and sizes of ev
erything on the page, as well as to check the over
all format. Careful use of photocomposition tests is 
valuable for eliminating errors before your docu
ment is photocomposed. 

Use the appropriate command to create a test ftle 
for the photocomposition device you will be using. 
This ftle has a special structure and cannot be 
viewed with Base subsystem commands; you can 
look at it by giving the command that prints a se
quential ftle on a printer or terminal. 

Sending A Document To A Photocomposition Device 

When you are ready to send your document to be 
phototypeset, use the command to create in your 
directory a photocomposition ftle for each of your 
formatted AUGMENT ftles, and contact Feedback 
at ARC to make arrangements to send the photo
composition ftles to the photocomposition vendor. 
The ARC staff will copy the photocomposition ftles 
onto a magnetic tape and will send the tape to the 
vendor of your choice. The vendor will use the 
tape to produce microftlm, plates, proofs (low
quality for examination or correction only), or 
camera - ready copy (high - quality on special paper 
to ensure good reproduction) on its photocomposi
tion device. 

We generally advise that you request proofs of 
your document and check them carefully before re
questing the camera-ready copy. You may decide 
to make changes to your original file, create a new 
photocomposition ftle, and send the corrected doc
ument back to the vendor. For further information 
about this process, send a message to Feedback. 
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DIRECTIVE DESCRIPTION 

Directive Name ---l~~ Lm "Left margin" ....... ~ __________ Directive Long Name 

Directive Usage .. Lm=n,m 
Initial Value .. Initial value: 0 

Range: [ - Xmax, Xmax - Lmbase] ...... 1------- Range of Values 

The first character printing position will be n char
acters to the right of Lmbase. Optionally, m may 
be specified; m is a photocomposition measure and 
replaces n on output to photocomposition. If only 
m is specified (Lm=,m), the nonphotocomposition 
value will not be changed. On nonphotocomposi
tion devices, the first possible printing position is 0, 
so all statements will be indented at least n spaces. 
Lm sets the left margin for the body, the headers 
(except the Journal header), and the footer, all at 
once. You may subsequently change these margins 
using the Blm, HIm, and Flm directives. Lm takes 
effect on the next line. 

r 
Directive Description 



DESCRIPTIONS OF 
OUTPUT PROCESSOR DIRECTIVES 
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How To Read Directive Descriptions 

This section contains descriptions of all Output 
Processor directives, organized according to func
tion. The illustration on the facing page shows the 
organization of a typical directive description. The 
elements shown in the illustration are discussed 
below. 

Directive Name is the name of the directive, such 
as Igd or Trun. The first letter must be upper 
case. Subsequent letters may be either upper case 
or lower case. For example, the names Igd, IGD, 
IgD, and IGd are all equivalent. 

Directive Long Name very briefly indicates the ef
fect of the directive or the parameter that it sets. 
For example, It Truncate to n lines" is the long 
name of the Trun directive, and "Body right mar
gin It is the long name of the Brm directive. 

Directive Usage shows what you must type to use 
the directive (excluding the directive delimiters). If 
the directive does not have arguments, only the di
rective name appears; otherwise, an equal sign (=) 
and all possible arguments follow the directive 
name. In some cases, an additional argument ap
pears within square brackets ([]) following the di
rective name. 

If the directive usage shows an argument beginning 
with a lower case letter, you must type an appro
priate value for that argument, as discussed later in 
the directive description. For example, the usage 
of the Trun directive is shown as Trun=n and its 
description indicates that n represents a number of 
lines. You would use Trun=3 to instruct the Out
put Processor to truncate all statements to three 
lines. In most cases, the letter n represents an in
teger (e.g., a number of characters or lines) and m 
represents a photocomposition measurement (as de
scribed in Appendix I). 

In some directives you may use an alphabetic 
equivalent in place of a number. For example, 
Pntype= 1 is equivalent to Pntype= Dec because Dec 
is the alphabetic equivalent of 1. Like directives, 
alphabetic equivalents must begin with upper case 
letters. 

If the directive usage shows an argument as either 
a number or a word beginning with an upper case 
letter, you must type the number or word itself. 
When special characters such as quote marks and 
square brackets are shown in the directive usage, 
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you must type them., with one exception: A slash 
(I) separates choices of what you may type follow
ing the equal sign; you do not type the slash. For 
example, the usage of the F directive is shown as 
F= "string" /" odd" , "even" . This means you can 
follow F= by either one argument enclosed in dou
ble quote marks or by two such arguments separa
ted by a comma. 

Where the only choices shown are On and Off, 
you may type the number 1 in place of the word 
On, and 0 in place of Off. Note, however, that 
when On and Off are not the only choices, they 
may not be equivalent to 1 and o. Read the di
rective description carefully to avoid problems. 

Some arguments are optional. The detailed direc
tive description indicates whether you may omit 
any arguments and what values are assumed if you 
do. If you omit the argument within square brack
ets following the directive name, you must also 
omit the brackets. If you omit all arguments 
shown following the equal sign, you must also omit 
the equal sign. 

If you omit an argument normally followed by a 
comma, you may also omit the comma if no other 
arguments follow it. For example, if the directive 
usage is Bfont=size,face,style, you may use the 
form Bfont=size,face to omit the style argument. 
However, you must type both commas if you wish 
to omit size or face, e.g., Bfont="style. 

Initial Value is the value the Output Processor will 
use if you do not use the directive. Where not 
applicable, an initial value is not shown. The name 
of a directive appears here when the initial value is 
equal to the value of that directive. 

" AUGMENT" means that the initial value is the 
value in effect in AUGMENT when the file is sent 
to the Output Processor. For example, AUG
MENT is shown as the initial value of the Trun 
directive, indicating that when Trun is not used, 
lines will be truncated according to the current 
AUGMENT viewspecs. 

If the initial value for photocomposition differs 
from that for nonphotocomposition, the photocom
position value is shown following the nonphoto
composition value. 

A slash (I) separates choices of initial values, as 
explained later in the directive description. For 
example, the Rm directive shows two choices for 
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the nonphotocomposition initial value, and its de
scription explains that the second applies only when 
you print the file on a display or typewriter termi
nal. 

Range of Values is the allowed range for argument 
values. Where unlimited or not applicable, a range 
of values is not shown. [min, max] indicates that 
min is the minimum value and max is the maxi
mum. The min and max may appear here as 
numbers or the names of other directives (repre
senting their values) and may include symbols spec
ifying simple arithmetic operations, such as addition 
(+) and subtraction (-). >=0 indicates that the 
minimum value is 0 and the maximum is a very 
large positive number. 

Directive Description provides information about 
the directive such as the effects of using it, the 
meanings and values of its arguments, the point at 
which it takes effect, and, in some cases, sugges
tions and examples. 



Page Layout 

Headers 

H1 "Text of header 1" 
HI= "string "/"odd ", "even" 

HI sets the text of header I to the string. This 
string will be printed at the top of each page, after 
the vertical distance of Tm, as long as Hlsw is 
On. The horizontal position of header I is deter
mined by the Hlp directive. When two strings are 
dermed, the first will apply to all odd numbered 
pages and the second will apply to all even num
bered pages. H is a synonym for HI (i.e., when 
you omit the number, it assumes you are referring 
to HI). 

Directives may appear in the header string (sur
rounded by directive delimiters); they will be exe
cuted each time the header is printed. Directives 
that have a continuing effect (as opposed to those 
that generate output once) may affect the subse
quent text on the page; you may need to change 
them back at the end of the header string. The 
end of the string is a double qqote mark immedi
ately followed by the directive right delimiter; 
therefore, a double quote mark may appear in the 
string only if it is not immediately followed by the 
right delimiter character. This directive takes effect 
on the next page. 

H2 "Text of header 2" 
H2= "string" /" odd" , "even " 

See HI description. 

H3 "Text of header 3" 
H3= "string" /"odd", "even" 

See HI description. 

H4 "Text of header 4" 
H4= "string "/"odd ", "even" 

See HI description. 
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Hlsw "Header 1 switch" 
Hlsw=On/Off 
Initial value: On 

When Hlsw is On, the string defined by HI will 
be printed at the top of each page. When Hlsw is 
otT, header I will not be printed. Initially, Hlsw 
is On but HI is not defined; therefore, simply de
fining HI will cause it to be printed. Hsw is a 
synonym for Hlsw. This directive takes effect on 
the next page. 

Hlsw "Header 2 switch" 
H2sw=On/Qff 
Initial value: On 

See Hlsw description. 

H3sw "Header 3 switch" 
H3sw=On/otT 
Initial value: On 

See Hlsw description. 

H4sw "Header 4 switch" 
H4sw=On/otT 
Initial value: On 

See Hlsw description. 

HJ "Text of Journal header" 
Hj= "string "/"odd 00, "even" 

Hj sets the text of the Journal header to the string. 
This string is printed within the top margin on 
each page, as a running head above everything else, 
including the other headers (see Ybhjtm). The hor
izontal position of the Journal header is determined 
by the Hjp directive (initially flush right). If two 
strings are dermed, the first will be printed on all 
odd numbered pages and the second will be printed 
on even numbered pages. When a me is journal
ized, Hj is set by the Journal mechanism to the 
sender's ident, a space, the date and time of jour
nalization, a space, and the journal number. Once 
set, the Journal header may not be changed; subse
quent Hj directives will be recognized only by D 
(directive print switch). Hjournal is a synonym for 
Hj. This directive takes effect on the next page. 
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Footer 

F "Text of footer" 
F= " string " /" odd " , " even" 
Initial value: " .Gpn; " 

This directive sets the text of the footer to the 
string. The footer string will be printed at the bot
tom of each page, after the vertical distance of 
Bm+Ypf, as long as Fsw is set to On. Note: If 
Bm+ Ypf exceeds Ymax, the footer will not print. 
The horizontal position of the footer is determined 
by the Fp directive. Directives may appear in the 
footer string (surrounded by directive delimiters); 
they will be executed each time the footer is 
printed. The initial footer generates the current 
page number; once another footer is defmed, auto
matic page number generation is cancelled. So if 
you want a page number at the bottom of the 
page, you must include a Gpn directive in the 
footer string. If you wish no footer (page num
bers) to be printed, set Fsw to Off. When two 
strings are defmed, the first will apply to all odd 
numbered pages and the second will apply to all 
even numbered pages. This directive takes effect 
on the current page. 

The end of the string is a double quote mark im
mediately followed by the directive right delimiter; 
therefore, a double quote mark may appear in the 
string only if it is not immediately followed by the 
right delimiter character. The footer will not ap
pear when a Mcsf string is being printed on the 
page because it contains a marked statement. 
(Mcsfsw=On overrides Fsw on pages with marked 
statements.) 

Fsw "Footer switch" 
Fsw=On/Off 
Initial value: On 

When Fsw is On, the string defmed by the F di
rective will be printed at the bottom of each page 
(see F). When Fsw is Off, the footer defined by F 
will not be printed. Footers for changed pages will 
still appear when Fsw is Off, Mcsfsw is On, and 
Mcsf is defmed. Fsw takes effect on the current 
page. 
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Vertical page dimensions 

Ymax "Maximum vertical distance on a page" 
Ymax=n,m 
Initial value: 66, 11.0 
Range: >=0 

Ymax sets the length of a "logical" page (a page 
of print) to n lines. Optionally, m may be speci
fied; m is a photocomposition measure and replaces 
n on output to photocomposition. If only m is 
specified (ymax=,m), the nonphotocomposition 
value will not be changed. If m is not specified 
on output to photocomposition, the Output Proces
sor will calculate the size of a line by adding the 
type size and the leading. On output to photo
composition devices, a page may be no longer than 
11 inches, so Y max is useful only for making short 
pages. Ymax must always be greater than 
Bm+Ypf+(height of footer). Note: If Bm+Ypf ex
ceeds Y max, the footer will not print. Increasing 
Y max will not affect any of these parameters, how
ever, so you must subsequently increase one or 
more of them to make use of the additional space 
on the page. 

Most terminals and printers have physical pages of 
66 lines (an 11" page at 6 lines per inch). You 
Cati specify a logical page shorter or longer than 
II" . For example, if you are using 10.5" paper, 
set Ymax=63. You may use more than one physi
cal page to produce a long logical page (for in
stance, if you plan on photoreducing the printer 
output). Make sure the form feed position is estab
lished on the output device so that a new logical 
page always begins at the top of a new physical 
page. Note that on high - quality typewriter termi
nals' the print line indicator shows the location of 
the bottom of the characters, so you must leave 
enough space above it to print the first line of 
characters. 

Tm "Top margin" 
Tm=n,m 
Initial value: 3, 1.0 
Range: [0, Ymax] 

There will be n lines in the top margin, i.e., the 
area between the top edge of the page and the first 
line of header or, if there is no header, the first 
line of the body text. Optionally, m may be speci
fied; m is a photocomposition measure and replaces 
n on output to photocomposition. If only m is 
specified (Tm=,m), the nonphotocomposition value 



will not be changed. If m is not specified on out
put to photocomposition, the Output Processor will 
calculate the size of a line by adding the· type size 
and the leading. If a Journal header is defined, it 
will be printed in the top margin and there will be 
Ybhjtm lines between its first line and the end of 
the top margin. Tm takes effect on the next page. 

Ybhjtm "Distance between Journal header and top 
IIl8l'gin II 

Ybhjtm=n,m 
Initial value: 0 
Range: [0, Ymax] 

There will be n lines between the first line of the 
Journal header and the end of the top margin. 
Optionally, m may be specified; m is a photocom
position measure and replaces n on output to pho
tocomposition. If only m is specified (Ybhjtm=,m), 
the nonphotocomposition value will not be changed. 
If m is not specified on output to photocomposi
tion, the Output Processor will calculate the size of 
a line by adding the type size and the leading. 
Ybhjtm will take effect only if a Journal header is 
being printed. If you subsequently change the size 
of the top margin but not the value of Ybhjtm, the 
position of the Journal header will change accord
ingly. 

Ybhlh2 "Distance between headen 1 and 2" 
Ybhlh2=n,m 
Initial value: 0 
Range: [0, Ymax] 

There will be n blank lines between header 1 and 
any following headers. Optionally, m may be spe
citied; m is a photocomposition measure and re
places n on output to photocomposition. If only m 
is specified (Ybh1 h2=,m), the nonphotocomposition 
value will not be changed. If m is not specified 
on output to photocomposition, the Output Proces
sor will calculate the size of a line by adding the 
type size and the leading. Ybhlh2 will take effect 
only if header 1 and at least one additional header 
are being printed. 
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Ybh2h3 "Distance between headen 2 and 3" 
Ybh2h3=n,m 
Initial value: 0 
Range: [0, Ymax] 

There will be n blank lines between header 2 and 
any following headers. Optionally, m may be spe
cified; m is a photocomposition measure and re
places n on output to photocomposition. If only m 
is specified (Ybh2h3=,m), the nonphotocomposition 
value will not be changed. If m is not specified 
on output to photocomposition, the Output Proces
sor will calculate the size of a line by adding the 
type size and the leading. Ybh2h3 will take effect 
only if header 2 and a header following header 2 
are being printed. 

Ybh3h4 "Distance between headen 3 and 4" 
Ybh3h4=n,m 
Initial value: 0 
Range: [0, Ymax] 

There will be n blank lines between header 3 and 
header 4. Optionally, m may be specified; m is a 
photocomposition measure and replaces n on output 
to photocomposition. If only m is specified 
(Ybh3h4=,m), the nonphotocomposition value will 
not be changed. If m is not specified on output to 
photocomposition, the Output Processor will calcu
late the size of a line by adding the type size and 
the leading. Ybh3h4 will take effect only if header 
3 and header 4 are being printed. 

Yfh "Distance following headen" 
Yfh=n,m 
Initial value: 3, 0.5 
Range: [0, Ymax] 

There will be n blank lines following the last 
header before the body text begins. Optionally, m 
may be specified; m is a photocomposition measure 
and replaces n on output to photocomposition. If 
only m is specified (yfh=,m), the nonphotocomposi
tion value will not be changed. If m is not speci
tied on output to photocomposition, the Output 
Processor will calculate the size of a line by adding 
the type size and the leading. This directive will 
take effect only if at least one header is being 
printed; if no header is being printed, the body text 
will immediately follow the top margin. Yth takes 
effect the next time the last header is printed. 
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Bm "Bottom margin" 
Bm=n,m 
Initial value: 56, 10.0 
Range: [0, Ymax] 

n is the last line on which body text will be 
printed. Optionally, m may be specified; m is a 
photocomposition measure and replaces n on output 
to photocomposition. If only m is specified 
(Bm=,m), the nonphotocomposition value will not 
be changed. If m is not specified on output to 
photocomposition, the Output Processor will calcu
late the size of a line by adding the type size and 
the leading. If statement numbers and signatures 
are being printed as well as the text, and they 
overlap each other on the last line, the statement 
number will be printed on line n+ 1 and the signa
ture will be printed on line n+2. The bottom 
margin must be greater than Tm+(height of head
ers)+ Yth. It may not be set so that 
Bm+Ypf+(height of footer) exceeds Ymax. Since 
Bm takes effect immediately, if you want to set 
Bm and Ymax to be larger than the initial value 
for Ymax, the new Ymax directive must precede 
the new Bm directive. Note: If Bm+Ypf exceeds 
Y max, the footer will not print. Bm takes effect 
on the current page, unless it moves the bottom 
margin to a point above the end of the current 
statement. 

Ypf "Distance preceding footer" 
Ypf=n,m 
Initial value: 3, 0.5 
Range: [0, Ymax] 

There will be n blank lines between the end of the 
body text and the footer (defined by F or Mcst). 
Optionally, m may be specified; m is a photocom
position measure and replaces n on output to pho
tocomposition. If only m is specified (Ypf=,m), the 
nonphotocomposition value will not be changed. If 
m is not specified on output to photocomposition, 
the Output Processor will calculate the size of a 
line by adding the type size and the leading. Ypf 
will take effect only when a footer is being printed 
(as determined by Fsw and Mcsfsw). 
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Horizontal page dimensions 

Xmax "Maximum horizontal distance" 
Xmax=n,m 
Initial value: 132, 8.5 
Range: >=0 

Xmax sets the width of a page, measuring from 
Lmbase. n is the maximum number of character 
positions. Optionally, m may be specified; m is a 
photocomposition measure and replaces n on output 
to photocomposition. If only m is specified 
(Xmax=,m), the nonphotocomposition value will not 
be changed. To allow a directive to measure a 
greater distance from Lmbase than the initial value 
of Xmax, increase Xmax accordingly, noting that 
some directives measure from the statement's left 
margin rather than from Lmbase. 

Lmbase "Left margin base" 
Lmbase=n,m 
Initial value: 0, 1.5 
Range: [ - Xmax, Xmax] 

Lmbase sets a reference position to n characters to 
the right of character position 0 on nonphotocom
position devices and to the right of the left edge of 
the page on photocomposition devices. Optionally, 
m may be specified; m is a photocomposition mea
sure and replaces n on output to photocomposition. 
If only m is specified (Lmbase=,m), the nonphoto
composition value will not be changed. Most hori
zontal margin settings are relative to this position. 
When you set Lm, HIm, FIm, or BIm to n, the 
appropriate left margin will be set to n+ Lmbase 
from the zero position. Changing Lm, HIm, Flm, 
or Blm does not change the reference point from 
which right margins are calculated, since right mar
gins are calculated from Lmbase. Lmbase takes ef
fect at the beginning of the current line. 

BIm "Body left margin" 
Blm=n,m 
Initial value: Lm 
Range: [ - Xmax, Xmax - Lmbase] 

Blm sets the body left margin to n characters to 
the right of Lmbase. Optionally, m may be speci
fied; m is a photocomposition measure and replaces 
n on output to photocomposition. If only m is 
specified (Blm=,m), the nonphotocomposition value 
will not be changed. On nonphotocomposition de
vices, the first possible printing position is 0, so all 



body statements will be indented at least n spaces. 
Setting Lm sets BIm to the same value at the same 
time. BIm takes effect on the next line. 

HIm "Header left margin" 
HIm=n,m 
Initial value: Lm 
Range: [ - Xmax, Xmax - Lmbase] 

HIm sets the left margin of all headers except the 
Journal header to n characters to the right of 
Lmbase. Optionally, m may be specified; m is a 
photocomposition measure and replaces n on output 
to photocomposition. If only m is specified 
(HIm=,m), the nonphotocomposition value will not 
be changed. On nonphotocomposition devices, the 
first possible printing position is 0, so the headers 
will be indented at least n spaces. Setting Lm sets 
HIm to the same value at the same time. HIm 
takes effect beginning with the next occurrence of 
a header. 

FIm "Footer left margin" 
Flm=n,m 
Initial value: Lm 
Range: [ - Xmax, Xmax - Lmbase] 

Flm sets the left margin of the footer to n charac
teTs to the right of Lmbase (when a footer is being 
printed, as determined by the F, Fsw, Mcsf, and 
Mcsfsw directives). Optionally, m may be speci
fied; m is a photocomposition measure and replaces 
n on output to photocomposition. If only m is 
specified (Flm=,m), the nonphotocomposition value 
will not be changed. On nonphotocomposition de
vices, the first possible printing position is 0, so the 
footer will be indented at least n spaces. Setting 
Lm sets Flm to the same value at the same time. 
Flm takes effect on the current page. 

Lm "Left margin" 
Lm=n,m 
Initial value: ° 
Range: [ - Xmax, Xmax - Lmbase] 

The first character printing position will be n char
acters to the right of Lmbase. Optionally, m may 
be specified; m is a photocomposition measure and 
replaces n on output to photocomposition. If only 
m is specified (Lm=,m), the nonphotocomposition 
value will not be changed. On nonphotocomposi
tion devices, the first possible printing position is 0, 
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so all statements will be indented at least n spaces. 
Lm sets the left margin for the body, the headers 
(except the Journal header), and the footer, all at 
once. You may subsequently change these margins 
using the BIm, HIm, and Flm directives. Lm takes 
effect on the next line. 

Brm "Body right margin" 
Brm=n,m 
Initial value: Rm 
Range: [0, Xmax - Lmbase] 

Brm sets the body right margin to n characters to 
the right of Lmbase. Optionally, m may be speci
fled; m is a photocomposition measure and replaces 
n on output to photocomposition. If only m is 
specified (Brm=,m), the nonphotocomposition value 
will not be changed. Setting Rm sets Brm to the 
same value at the same time. Brm takes effect on 
the next line. 

Hrm "Header right margin" 
Hrm=n,m 
Initial value: Rm 
Range: [0, Xmax - Lmbase] 

Hrm sets the right margin of all headers except the 
Journal header to n characters to the right of 
Lmbase. Optionally, m may be specified; m is a 
photocomposition measure and replaces n on output 
to photocomposition. If only m is specified 
(Hrm=,m), the nonphotocomposition value will not 
be changed. Setting Rm sets Hrm to the same 
value at the same time. Hrm takes effect begin
ning with the next occurrence of a header. 

Frm "Footer right margin" 
Frm=n,m 
Initial value: Rm 
Range: [0, Xmax - Lmbase] 

Frm sets the footer right margin to n characters to 
the right of Lmbase (when a footer is being 
printed, as determined by the F, Fsw, Mcsf, and 
Mcsfsw directives). Optionally, m may be speci
fled; m is a photocomposition measure and replaces 
n on output to photocomposition. If only m is 
specified (Frm=,m), the nonphotocomposition value 
will not be changed. Setting Rm sets Frm to the 
same value at the same time. Frm takes effect on 
the current page. 
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Rm "Right margin" 
Rm=n,m 
Initial value: 72/65, 6.0 
Range: [0, Xmax - Lmbase] 

The right margin will be set to n characters to the 
right of Lmbase, i.e., Rm+Lmbase is the last char
acter position in which a character will be printed. 
Optionally, m may be specified; m is a photocom
position measure and replaces n on output to pho
tocomposition. If only m is specified (Rm=,m), the 
nonphotocomposition value will not be changed. 
Rm sets the right margin for the body, the headers 
(except the Journal header), and the footer, all at 
once. You may subsequently change these margins 
using the Brm, Hrm, and Frm directives. The ini
tial value is 65 for display or typewriter terminals 
and 72 for all other nonphotocomposition devices. 
Rm takes effect on the next line segment. 

Hjlm "Journal header left margin" 
Hjlm=n,m 
Initial value: ° 
Range: [ - Xmax, Xmax - Lmbase] 

Hjlm sets the Journal header left margin to n char
acters to the right of Lmbase. Lm does not affect 
Hjlm. Optionally, m may be specified; m is a pho
tocomposition measure and replaces n on output to 
photocomposition. If only m is specified 
(Hjlm=,m), the nonphotocomposition value will not 
be changed. On nonphotocomposition devices, the 
first possible printing position is 0, so the Journal 
header will be indented at least n spaces. Hjlm 
takes effect beginning with the next occurrence of 
a Journal header. 

Hjrm "Journal header right margin" 
Hjrm=n,m 
Initial value: 76/72, 6.5 
Range: [0, Xmax - Lmbase] 

Hjrm sets the Journal header right margin to n 
characters to the right of Lmbase. Rm does not 
affect Hjrm. Optionally, m may be specified; m is 
a photocomposition measure and replaces n on out
put to photocomposition. If only m is specified 
(Hjrm=,m), the nonphotocomposition value will not 
be changed. The initial value is 72 for display or 
typewriter terminals and 76 for all other nonphoto
composition devices. Hjrm takes effect beginning 
with the next occurrence of a Journal header. 
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Vertical spacing 

Gcr "Generate return character(s)" 
Ocr=n 
Range: [0, 75] 

Ocr generates n return characters at that point in 
the output. Gcr without an argument generates 
one return character. Gcr may be placed in any 
text, including in headers and footers. When gen
erated within the body text, the blank lines are 
considered to be part of the current statement. 
You may prefer instead to use Oybs or Gyes for 
blank space before or after a statement. Oybl or 
Gyel can be used instead of Gcr within a state
ment. 

Gybl "Generate vertical distance before line" 
Gybl=n,m 
Range: [1, 792] 

Gybl generates n blank lines before the current 
line. Optionally, m may be specified; m is a pho
tocomposition measure and replaces n on output to 
photocomposition. If only m is specified 
(Gybl=,m), nothing will happen on nonphotocompo
sition devices. If m is not specified on output to 
photocomposition, the Output Processor will calcu
late the size of a line by adding the type size and 
the leading. Blank lines generated by Gybl imme
diately following an automatic pagination or colum
nation will be discarded. If you really need blank 
space at the top of a page, use also the directive 
Pel or Pbl to force the pagination where it would 
otherwise occur automatically. If you need blank 
space at the top of a column, use instead eel or 
Cbl with Ocr. 

Gybs "Generate vertical distance before state
ment" 

Gybs=n,m 
Range: [1, 792] 

Oybs generates n blank lines before the current 
statement. Optionally, m may be specified; m is a 
photocomposition measure and replaces n on output 
to photocomposition. If only m is specified 
(Oybs=,m), nothing will happen on nonphotocom
position devices. If m is not specified on output 
to photocomposition, the Output Processor will cal
culate the size of a line by adding the type size 



and the leading. Gybs applies to the body area 
only. The distance will be generated even if this is 
the first statement on a page or in a column. 

Gyel "Generate vertical distance at end of line" 
Gyel=n,m 
Range: [1, 792] 

Gyel generates n blank lines after the current line. 
Optionally, m may be specified; m is a photocom
position measure and replaces n on output to pho
tocomposition. If only m is specified (Gyel=,m), 
nothing will happen on nonphotocomposition de
vices. If m is not specified on output to photo
composition, the Output Processor will calculate the 
size of a line by adding the type size and the 
leading. To generate vertical distance after the last 
line in a statement, use Gyes; Gyel has no effect 
in the last line of a statement. 

Gyes "Generate vertical distance at end of 
statement" 

Gyes=n,m 
Range: [1, 792] 

Gyes generates n blank lines after the current 
statement. Optionally, m may be specified; m is a 
photocomposition measure and replaces n on output 
to photocomposition. If only m is specified 
(Gyes=,m), nothing will happen on nonphotocom
position devices. If m is not specified on output 
to photocomposition, the Output Processor will cal
culate the size of a line by adding the type size 
and the leading. Gyes applies to the body area 
only. 

Pxfys "Insert vertical distance at same level" 
Pxfys [level] =n,m 
Initial value: 1 
Range: [0, Ymax] 

n blank lines will be inserted after a statement of 
the given level if the next statement is at the same 
level; i.e., n is the number of blank lines to be in
serted between statements of the same level. If the 
succeeding statement is not at the same level, 
Pxfys has no effect. The level must be set by the 
Pxfshow directive. If you omit [level]. the direc
tive applies to all levels set by Pxfshow. Option
ally, m may be specified; m is a photocomposition 
measure and replaces n on output to photocomposi
tion. If only m is specified (Pxfys [level] =,m), the 
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nonphotocomposition value will not be changed. 
On output to photocomposition, the initial value is 
the type size plus the leading. Pxfys takes effect 
immediately and is in addition to any other vertical 
distance (e.g., Ybs). Note that one extra blank line 
will be inserted when this directive is not used for 
a level set by Pxfshow. 

Pxfyd "Insert vertical distance down a level" 
Pxfyd [level] =n,m 
Initial value: 1 
Range: [0, Ymax] 

n blank lines will be inserted after a statement of 
the given level if the next statement is one level 
down; i.e., n is the number of blank lines to be in
serted before the first substatement of every state
ment of the given level. If the succeeding state
ment is not a substatement, Pxfyd has no effect. 
The level must be set by the Pxfshow directive. If 
you omit [level], the directive applies to all levels 
set by Pxfshow. Optionally, m may be specified; 
m is a photocomposition measure and replaces n 
on output to photocomposition. If only m is speci
tied (Pxfyd [level] =,m), the nonphotocomposition 
value will not be changed. On output to photo
composition, the initial value is the type size plus 
the leading. Pxfyd takes effect immediately and is 
in addition to any other vertical distance (e.g., 
Ybs). Note that one extra blank line will be in
serted when this directive is not used for a level 
set by Pxfshow. 

Pxfyu "Insert vertical distance up a level" 
Pxfyu [level] =n,m 
Initial value: 2 
Range: [0, Ymax] 

n blank lines will be inserted before a statement of 
the given level if the preceding statement was at 
any lower level; i.e., n is the number of blank lines 
to be inserted when moving up in level to a state
ment of the given level. If the succeeding state
ment is not at a higher level, Pxfyu has no effect. 
The level must be set by the Pxfshow directive. If 
you omit [level], the directive applies to all levels 
set by Pxfshow. Optionally, m may be specified; 
m is a photocomposition measure and replaces n 
on output to photocomposition. If only m is speci
fied (pxfyu [level] =,m), the nonphotocomposition 
value remains the same. On output to photocom
position, the initial value is twice the sum of the 
type size and the leading. Pxfyu takes effect im-
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mediately and is in addition to any other vertical 
distance (e.g., Ybs). Note that two extra blank 
lines will be inserted when this directive is not 
used for a level set by Pxfshow. 

Pxfshow "Levels for inserting vertical distance" 
Pxfshow=intervals 
Initial value: 0 
Range: [0, 35] 

Blank lines will be inserted for the listed intervals 
of levels as specified by PxfYu, Pxfys, and Pxfyd. 
Pxfshow takes effect immediately and is in addition 
to any other vertical distance (e.g., Ybs). It re
mains in effect until changed or set to Off. Note 
that when you set Fxfshow for some levels, you 
will get at least one extra blank line if you have 
not changed the initial values for Pxfyu, Pxfys, and 
Pxfyd. 

"intervals" represents a series of intervals of levels 
in any of the following forms (where n and m are 
integers between 1 and 35): 

n 

<n 
<=n 
>n 
>=n 
(n, m) 
[n, m) 
(n, m] 
[n, m] 
All/On/Yes 
None/Off/No/O 

Level n only 
Levels 1 through n - 1 
Levels 1 through n 
Levels n+ 1 through 35 
Levels n through 3S 
Levels n+ 1 through m - 1 
Levels n through m - 1 
Levels n+1 through m 
Levels n through m 
Levels 1 through 3S 
No levels (resets the directive) 

To specify more than one interval, separate them 
with commas (e.g., <=3, [10,12]). You may not 
specify an interval from one number through a 
lower number (e.g., [12,10]). 

Vsplit "Vertical split" 
Vsplit 

At the end of the current line segment, return 
characters will be inserted such that the rest of the 
statement will appear at the bottom of the page. 
An easy way to force an end to the line segment 
is to follow the Vsplit directive with Gcr= 1. V split 
will be ignored if there is not enough room for the 
rest of the statement on the page. 
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Vbl "Distance between lines within a statement" 
Ybl=n,m 
Initial value: 0 
Range: [0, Ymax] 

There will be n blank lines between lines within a 
statement. (Ybl does not affect space between 
statements; see Ybs.) Optionally, m may be speci
lied; m is a photocomposition measure and replaces 
n on output to photocomposition. If only m is 
specified (Ybl=,m), the nonphotocomposition value 
will not be changed. If m is not specified on out
put to photocomposition, the Output Processor will 
calculate the size of a line by adding the type size 
and the leading. Ybl applies to the body area only 
and takes effect immediately. 

Ybs "Distance between statements" 
Ybs=n,m 
Initial value: AUGMENT 
Range: [0, Ymax] 

There will be n blank lines between the last line of 
one statement and the beginning of the next. This 
directive will override the AUGMENT viewspec 
y/z. Optionally, m may be specified; m is a pho
tocomposition measure and replaces n on output to 
photocomposition. If only m is specified (Ybs=,m), 
the nonphotocomposition value will not be changed. 
If m is not specified on output to photocomposi
tion' the Output Processor will calculate the size of 
a line by adding the type size and the leading. 
Ybs takes effect immediately. 

Horizontal spacing 

Gsp "Generate space(s) " 
Gsp=n 
Range: [0, 75] 

Gsp generates n spaces at that point in the output. 
Gsp without an argument generates one space. 

Leading "Leading spaces switch" 
Leading=On/Off 
Initial value: On 

Spaces at the beginning of a line are normally 
printed, i.e., Leading=On. When Leading=Off, any 
blank spaces at the beginning of each line will not 
be printed. This directive takes effect on the next 
line. 



Trailing "Trailing spaces switch" 
Trailing=On/Off 
Initial value: Off 

Trailing spaces (at the end of a line) are normally 
not printed, i.e., Trailing=Off. If you center lines 
or set lines flush right, spaces at the end of the 
line would cause different positioning than you 
might expect. If you want to retain spaces at the 
end of each line, use Trailing=On. This directive 
takes effect beginning with the next line segment. 

Gtab "Generate tab(s) " 
Gtab=n 
Range: [0, 10] 

Gtab generates n tabs at that point in the output. 
Gtab without an argument generates one tab. 
Printing resumes in the character position where 
the nth tab stop from the current position is set. 
(See Tabstops.) 

Tabstops "Clear and set tab stops" 
Tabstops=m,n,o,p,etc.(a,b,c,d,etc. ) 
Initial value: AUGMENT 
Range: [0, Xmax-Lmbase] 

This directive cancels the previous tab stops and 
sets new tab stops at positions m, n, 0, p, etc. (rel
ative to Lmbase). When a tab is executed, printing 
begins in the character position where the next tab 
stop is set. A tab may be in the AUGMENT text 
or generated with a Gtab directive. Optionally, a, 

. b, c, d, etc. may be specified; these are photocom
position measures and only take effect on output to 
photocomposition. Photocomposition tabs accept 
measurements in inches (or centimeters) rather than 
character positions. If only the photocomposition 
tab stops are specified (Tabstops=(a,b,c,d, etc.», the 
nonphotocomposition tab stops will not be changed. 
If a, b, c, d, etc. are not specified on output to 
photocomposition, the distances are calculated from 
the current body type size. This directive takes ef
fect immediately. 

Three dots set the rest of the tab stops in intervals 
equal to the difference between the last two argu
ments. For example, Tabstops=7,15, ... (1.0,2.0, ... ) 
has the same effect as Tabstops=7,15,23,31,39,etc. 
(1.0,2.0,3.0,etc.). Note that the three dots must be 
preceded by a comma. 
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Tabto "Tab to character position" 
Tabto=n,m 
Range: [0, Xmax - Lmbase] 

Tabto tabs to the given character position. The 
next visible character following the directive will be 
printed in the nth character position to the right of 
Lmbase. If you are at or beyond the given posi
tion, nothing will happen. Optionally, m may be 
specified; m is a photocomposition measure and re
places n on output to photocomposition. The left 
edge of the next character will begin m distance to 
the right of Lmbase. In a second, third, or fourth 
column, m is measured from the left margin of that 
column; e.g., in the second column, m will be mea
sured to the right of Lmbase+(width of tirst col
umn)+ Xbc. If only m is specified (Tabto=,m), 
nothing will happen on nonphotocomposition de
vices. Tabto does not insert a tab character and is 
not affected by tab stops. Tabto takes effect im
mediately and constitutes a line segment break. 

Indenting 

Imax "Maximum total indentation" 
Imax=n,m 
Initial value: 48 
Range: [0, Xmax - Blm] 

The maximum amount of indenting from the body 
left margin by all the other indentation directives 
will be n spaces. Optionally, m may be specified; 
m is a photocomposition measure and replaces n 
on output to photocomposition. If only m is speci
tied (Imax=,m), the nonphotocomposition value will 
not be changed. The initial value for photocompo
sition is 48 times the width of an M in the current 
font. Imax takes effect on the next line. 

Dev "Indentation per level" 
Ilev=n,m 
Initial· value: AUGMENT 
Range: [ - Imax, Imax] 

Ilev sets the distance that each statement will be 
indented relative to the indenting of a statement at 
the next higher level. Each line of each statement 
will be indented n times L - 1 spaces from the body 
left margin, where L is the statement level. For 
example, if Ilev=3, a level 2 statement will be in-

.. dented 3 spaces and a level 3 statement will be in
dented 6 spaces. Optionally, m may be specified; 
m is a photocomposition measure and takes effect 
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only on output to photocomposition. If only m is 
specified (llev=,m), the nonphotocomposition value 
will not be changed. This indentation is always 
performed before any other indenting; it establishes 
the statement's left margin, from which further in
denting may be specified by other directives. No 
indentation will be greater than Imax. To control 
indentation for each level separately, use instead 
Pxi and Pxishow. Ilev takes effect on the next 
statement. 

hi "Indentation for specific levels" 
Pxi [level] =n,m 
Initial value: See below 
Range: [0, Imax] 

Each statement of the given level, when set by 
Pxishow, will be indented n spaces from the body 
left margin. This indentation replaces the current 
value of Ilev for each level set by Pxishow. If you 
omit [level], the directive applies to all levels set 
by Pxishow. Optionally, m may be specified; m is 
a photocomposition measure and replaces n on out
put to photocomposition. If only m is specified 
(Pxi [levelJ =,m), the nonphotocomposition value 
will not be changed. On nonphotocomposition de
vices, the initial value is 3 spaces times (level-I); 
on photocomposition, it is 0.3 inches times (level-
1). Pxi takes effect on the next statement. 

Pxishow "Levels for Pxi" 
Pxishow=intervals 
Initial value: 0 
Range: [0, 35] 

Pxishow controls the indenting of each level inde
pendently. The listed intervals of levels will be in
dented according to the current value of Pxi for 
those levels. This indentation 'replaces Ilev for 
those levels. (llev will continue to affect levels not 
listed.) Pxishow takes effect on the next statement 
and remains in effect until changed. 

" intervals" represents a series of intervals of levels 
in any of the following forms (where n and m are 
integers between 1 and 35): 

n 

<=n 
>n 
>=n 
(n, m) 
[n, m) 
(n, m] 

Level n only 
Levels 1 through n - 1 
Levels 1 through n 
Levels n+l through 35 
Levels n through 35 
Levels n+l through m-l 
Levels n through m - 1 
Levels n+ 1 through m 
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[n, m] 
AIi/OnlYes 
None/Off/No/O 

Levels n through m 
Levels 1 through 35 
No levels (resets the directive) 

To specify more than one interval, separate them 
with commas (e.g., <=3, [10,12]). You may not 
specify an interval from one number through a 
lower number (e.g., [12,10]). 

Ifirst "Indentation for first line of statement" 
I(trst=n,m 
Initial value: 0 
Range: [0, Imax] 

Ifirst indents the first line of each statement n 
spaces from the statement's left margin. (The 
statement's left margin is the body left margin plus 
any level indenting, i.e., indenting resulting from 
the Ilev or Pxi directives.) Optionally, m may be 
specified; m is a photocomposition measure and re
places n on output to photocomposition. If only m 
is specified (lfirst=,m), the nonphotocomposition 
value will not be changed. No indentation will be 
greater than Imax. If you want to vary the 
amount of indenting by level,. use instead Pxifirst 
and Pxifirstshow. I(trst takes effect on the next 
statement. 

Pxifirst "Indentation for first lines of statements 
by level" 

Pxitirst [level] =n,m 
Initial value: 0 
Range: [0, Imax] 

The (lrst line of each statement of the given level, 
when set by Pmtrstshow, will be indented n spaces 
from the statement's left margin. This indentation 
replaces the current value of I(trst for each level 
set by Pxitirstshow. If you omit [level], the di
rective applies to all levels set by Pxirtrstshow. 
Optionally, m may be specified; m is a photocom
position measure of the amount of indenting and 
only takes effect on output to photocomposition. If 
only m is specified (pxitirst [level] =,m), the non
photocomposition value will not be changed. 
Pmtrst takes effect starting with the next state
ment. It is often easier to tum it off by changing 
Pxitirstshow to omit levels, rather than by changing 
pmtrst. No indentation will be greater than Imax. 



Pxifirstshow "Levels for Pxifirst" 
Pxitirstshow=intervals 
Initial value: 0 
Range: [0, 3S] 

The listed intervals of levels will be indented ac
cording to the values of Pxitirst. This indentation 
replaces Ifirst for those levels. (lfirst will continue 
to affect levels not listed.) Pmtrstshow takes effect 
starting with the next statement and remains in ef
fect until changed. 

"intervals" represents a series of intervals of levels 
in any of the following forms (where n and m are 
integers between 1 and 3S): 

n 

<n 
<=n 
>n 
>=n 
(n, m) 
[n, m) 
(n, m] 
[n, m] 
AIi/OnIYes 
None/Off/No/O 

Level n only 
Levels 1 through n - 1 
Levels 1 through n 
Levels n+ 1 through 35 
Levels n through 35 

Levels n+ 1 through m - 1 
Levels n through m - 1 
Levels n+1 through m 
Levels n through m 
Levels 1 through 35 
No levels (resets the directive) 

To specify more than one interval, separate them 
with commas (e.g., <=3, [10,12]). You may not 
specify an interval from one number through a 
lower number (e.g., [12,10]). 

Jrest "Indentation for statement lines after first 
line" 

Irest=n,m 
Initial value: 0 
Range: [0, lmax] 

All but the first line of each statement will be in
dented n spaces from the statement's left margin. 
Optionally, m may be specified; m is a photocom
position measure and replaces n on output to pho
tocomposition. If only m is specified (lrest=,m), 
the nonphotocomposition value will not be changed. 
No indentation will be greater than Imax. Irest 
takes effect on the next line. 
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Pxirest "Indentation for statement lines after first 
line by level" 

Pxirest [level] =n,m 
Initial value: 0 
Range: [0, Imax] 

All but the first line of each statement of the given 
level, when set by Pxirestshow, will be indented n 
spaces from the statement's left margin. This in
dentation replaces the current value of Irest for 
each level set by Pxirestshow. If you omit 
[level], the directive applies to all levels set by 
Pxirestshow. Optionally, m may be specified; m is 
a photocomposition measure of the amount of in
denting and replaces n on output to photocomposi
tion. If only m is specified (pxirest [level] =,m), 
the nonphotocomposition value will not be changed. 
Pxirest takes effect starting with the next line. It 
is often easier to turn it off by changing 
Pxirestshow to omit levels, rather than by changing 
Pxirest. No indentation will be greater than lmax. 

Pxirestshow It Levels for Pxirest It 
Pxirestshow=intervals 
Initial value: 0 
Range: [0, 3S] 

The listed intervals of levels will be indented ac
cording to the values of Pxirest. This indentation 
replaces Irest for those levels. (Irest will continue 
to affect levels not listed.) Pxirestshow takes effect 
starting with the next line and remains in effect 
until changed. 

It intervals" represents a series of intervals of levels 
in any of the following forms (where n and m are 
integers between 1 and 3S): 

n 
<n 
<=n 
>n 
>=n 
(n, m) 
[n, m) 
(n, m] 
[n, m] 
All/On/Yes 
None/Off/No/O 

Level n only 
Levels 1 through n - 1 
Levels 1 through n 
Levels n+1 through 35 
Levels n through 35 
Levels n+ 1 through m - 1 
Levels n through m - 1 
Levels n+ 1 through m 
Levels n through m 
Levels 1 through 35 
No levels (resets the directive) 

To specify more than one interval, separate them 
with commas (e.g., <=3, [10,12]). You may not 
specify an interval from one number through a 
lower number (e.g., [12,10]). 
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Icr "Indentation for return character on previous 
line" 

Icr=n,m 
Initial value: 0 
Range: [0, Imax] 

Each line following a return character will be in
dented n spaces from the statement's left margin. 
(These spaces are in addition to any resulting from 
other indentation directives.) Optionally, m may be 
specified; m is a photocomposition measure and re
places n on output to photocomposition. If only m 
is specified (lcr=,m), the nonphotocomposition value 
will not be changed. Icr does not indent the fIrst 
line of a statement or the overflow of a line onto 
the next line. No indentation will be greater than 
Imax. Icr takes effect on the next line. 

low "Indentation for overflow of previous line" 
lovr=n,m 
Initial value: 0 
Range: [0, Imax] 

When the Output Processor cannot fIt a statement 
or a line all on one print line, it begins a new line; 
this new line is called overflow. Overflow from 
the previous line in a statement will be indented n 
spaces from the statement's left margin. (These 
spaces are in addition to any resulting from other 
indentation directives.) Optionally, m may be spe
cifIed; m is a photocomposition measure and re
places n on output to photocomposition. If only m 
is specifIed (lovr=,m), the nonphotocomposition 
value will not be changed. No indentation will be 
greater than Imax. lovr takes effect on the next 
line. 

II "Indentation per line in statement" 
II=n,m 
Initial value: 0 
Range: [0, Imax] 

Each line of each statement will be indented n 
spaces from the beginning of the previous line (not 
necessarily from the fIrst visible); i.e., it is cumula
tive for each statement. Optionally, m may be 
specified; m is a photocomposition measure and re
places n on output to photocomposition. If only m 
is specifIed (II=,m), the nonphotocomposition value 
will not be changed. No indentation will be 
greater than Imax. 11 takes effect on the next line. 
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IIcr "Indentation per line ended by return char-
acter in statement" 

IIcr=n,m 
Initial value: 0 
Range: [0, Imax] 

Each occurrence of a return character (or a Gcr 
directive) will increment total indentation in that 
statement by n spaces; i.e., the line resulting from 
the return character and all subsequent lines in the 
statement will be indented n more spaces than the 
previous line. Optionally, m may be specified; m 
is a photocomposition measure and replaces n on 
output to photocomposition. If only m is specifIed 
(llcr=,m), the nonphotocomposition value will not 
be changed. No indentation will be greater than 
lmax. IIcr takes effect on the next line. 

Irel "Indentation relative to first visible in 
previous line" 

Irel=n,m 
Initial value: 0 
Range: [0, Imax] 

Each line of each statement will be indented n 
spaces from the position of the fIrst visible charac
ter in the previous line of the statement; i.e., it is 
cumulative for each statement. Optionally, m may 
be specifIed; m is a photocomposition measure and 
replaces n on output to photocomposition. If only 
m is specifIed (Irel=,m), the nonphotocomposition 
value will not be changed. No indentation will be 
greater than Imax. Irel takes effect on the next 
statement and overrides the directives Irest, 11, IIcr, 
lovr, and Icr. 

Isn "Indentation to replace statement numbers" 
Isn=n,m 
Initial value: 0 
Range: [0, Imax] 

If left statement numbers are not being printed 
(Sn =Oft), n spaces will be printed before the fIrst 
character of the fIrst line of each statement. 
(These spaces are in addition to any resulting from 
other indentation directives.) Optionally, m may be 
specifIed; m is a photocomposition measure and re
places n on output to photocomposition. If only m 
is specifIed (Isn=,m), the nonphotocomposition 
value will not be changed. No indentation will be 
greater than Imax. Isn takes effect on the next 
statement. 



Positioning 

Bp "Body position" 
Bp=n,m 
Initial value: 1 
Range: [1, 10] 

Bp sets the horizontal position of the text of the 
body. Optionally, m may be specified; m replaces 
n on output to photocomposition. If only m is 
specified (Bp=,m), the nonphotocomposition value 
will not be changed. Bp takes effect in the current 
line. 

The following are the position options: 

FI 1 set flush left 
Fr 2 set flush right 
C 3 center between left and right margins 
Cp 4 center between Lmbase and right margin 
Ci 5 center between statement's left margin and right 

margin 
Oddl 8 set odd pages flush left, even pages flush right 
Oddr 9 set even pages flush left, odd pages flush right 
J 10 set with full justification 

A line containing a tab will be set flush left. You 
may use either the alphabetic equivalents or the 
numbers (e.g., either Oddl or 8). 

Hlp "Header I position" 
Hlp=n,m 
Initial value: 1 
Range: [1, 10] 

Hlp sets the horizontal position of header 1 be
tween the header left and right margins (when HI 
is defined and Hlsw is On). Optionally, m may 
be specified; m replaces n on output to photocom
position. If only m is specified, (Hlp=,m), the 
nonphotocomposition value will not be changed. 
Hp is a synonym for Hlp. This directive takes ef
fect beginning with the next occurrence of header 
1. 

The following are the position options: 

FI set flush left 
Fr 2 set flush right 
C 3 center between left and right margins 
Cp 4 center between Lmbase and right margin 
Ci 5 center between header's left margin and right 

margin 
Oddl 8 set odd pages flush left, even pages flush right 
Oddr 9 set even pages flush left, odd pages flush right 
J 10 set with full justification 
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A line containing a tab will be set flush left. You 
may use either the alphabetic equivalents or the 
numbers (e.g., either Oddl or 8). 

Hlp "Header 2 position" 
H2p=n,m 
Initial value: I 
Range: [1, to] 

See Hlp description. 

H3p "Header 3 position" 
H3p=n,m 
Initial value: 1 
Range: [1, to] 

See Hlp description. 

H4p "Header 4 position" 
H4p=n,m 
Initial value: 1 
Range: [1, to] 

See Hlp description. 

Fp "Footer position" 
Fp=n,m 
Initial value: 3 
Range: [1, to] 

Fp sets the horizontal position of the footer with 
respect to the footer left and right margins (when a 
footer is being printed, as determined by the F, 
Fsw, Mcsf, and Mcsfsw directives). Optionally, m 
may be specified; m replaces n on output to photo
composition. If only m is specified, (Fp=,m), the 
nonphotocomposition value will not be changed. 
Fp takes effect on the current page. 

The following are the position options: 

FI 1 set flush left 
Fr 2 set flush right 
C 3 center between left and right margins 
Cp 4 center between 1mbase and right morgin 
Ci 5 center between footer's left margin and right 

margin 
Oddl 8 set odd pages flush left, even pages flush right 
Oddr 9 set even pages flush left, odd pages flush right 
J 10 set with full justification 

A line containing a tab will be set flush left. You 
may use either the alphabetic equivalents or the 
numbers (e.g., either Oddl or 8). 
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Hjp "Journal header position" 
Hjp=n,m 
Initial value: 2 
Range: [1, 10] 

Hjp sets the horizontal position of the Journal 
header between the Journal header left and right 
margins. Optionally, m may be specified; m re
places n on output to photocomposition. If only m 
is specified, (Hjp=,m), the nonphotocomposition 
value will not be changed. Hjp takes effect begin
ning with the next occurrence of a Journal header. 

The following are the position options: 

FI 1 set flush left 
Fr 2 set flush right 
C 3 center between left and right 

Jaurnal header margins 
Cp 4 center between Lmbase and right margin 
Oddl 8 set odd pages flush left, even pages flush right 

Oddr 9 set even pages flush left, odd pages flush right 
J 10 set with full justification 

A line containing a tab will be set flush left. You 
may use either the alphabetic equivalents or the 
numbers (e.g., either Odd! or 8). 

Tabp "Position of line segment ended by tab" 
Tabp=n,m 
Initial value: 1 
Range: [1, 10] 

If the current line segment ends with a tab, it will 
be horizontally positioned according to the value of 
Tabp. Optionally, m may be specified; m replaces 
n on output to photocomposition. If only m is 
specified (Tabp=,m), the nonphotocomposition value 
will not be changed. Tabp will override any other 
horizontal positioning directives (such as Bp, Hp, 
etc.). 

The following are the position options: 

FI set flush left 
Fr 2 set flush right 
C 3 center between left and right margins 
Cp 4 center between Lmbase and right margin 
Ci 5 center between statement's left margin and right 

margin 
J 10 set with full justification 

You may use either the alphabetic equivalents or 
the numbers (e.g., either Fr or 2). 
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Lp "Line position" 
Lp=n,m 
Initial value: 1 
Range: [1, 10] 

Lp sets the horizontal position of the current line. 
Optionally, m may be specified; m replaces n on 
output to photocomposition. If only m is specified 
(Lp=,m), the nonphotocomposition value will not be 
changed. 

The following are the position options: 

FI 1 set flush left 
Fr 2 set flush right 
C 3 center between left and right margins 
Cp 4 center between Lmbase and right margin 
Ci 5 center between statement's left margin and right 

margin 
Oddl 8 set odd pages flush left, even pages flush right 
Oddr 9 set even pages flush left, odd pages flush right 

J 10 set with full justification 

A line containing a tab will be set flush left. You 
may use either the alphabetic equivalents or the 
numbers (e.g., either Odd! or 8). 

Sp "Statement position" 
Sp=n,m 
Initial value: Bp 
Range: [1, 10] 

Sp sets the horizontal position of the current 
statement; it affects only the current line and any 
remaining lines in the statement. Optionally, m 
may be specified; m replaces n on output to photo
composition. If only m is specified (Sp=,m), the 
nonphotocomposition value will not be changed. 

The following are the position options: 

FI 1 set flush left 
Fr 2 set flush right 
C 3 center between left and right margins 
Cp 4 center between Lmbase and right margin 
Ci 5 center between statement's left margin and right 

margin 
Oddl 8 set odd pages flush left, even pages flush right 
Oddr 9 set even pages flush left, odd pages flush right 
J 10 set with full justification 

A line containing a tab will be set flush left. You 
may use either the alphabetic equivalents or the 
numbers (e.g., either Oddl or 8). 



Pxp "Body position by level" 
Pxp [level] =n,m 
Initial value: 3 
Range: [1, 10] 

All statements of the given level will be horizon
tally positioned as specified. when Pxpshow is set 
for that level. When Pxpshow is not set for a 
level, statements of that level will be set according 
to Bp (body position). If [level] is not specified, 
the directive applies to all levels set by Pxpshow. 
Note that when this directive is not used for a 
level set by Pxpshow, statements of that level will 
be centered. Optionally, m may be specified; m 
replaces n on output to photocomposition. If only 
m is specified (pxp=,m), the nonphotocomposition 
value will not be changed. Pxp takes effect on the 
next statement. 

The following are the position options: 

FI set flush left 
Fr 2 set flush right 
C 3 center between left and right margins 
Cp 4 center between Lmbase and right margin 
Ci 5 center between statement's left margin and right 

margin 
Oddl 8 set add pages flush left, even pages flush right 
Oddr 9 set even pages flush left, odd pages flush right 
J 10 set with full justificatian 

A line containing a tab will be set flush left. You 
may use either the alphabetic equivalents or the 
numbers (e.g., either Oddl or 8). 

Pxpshow "Levels for Pxp" 
Pxpshow=intervals 
Initial value: 0 
Range: [0, 35] 

Pxpshow controls the horizontal positioning of each 
level independently. The listed intervals of levels 
will be positioned according to the current value of 
Pxp for those levels; levels not listed will be posi
tioned according to Bp (body position). Note that 
Pxp is initially defined to center all levels set with 
Pxpshow. Pxpshow takes effect on the next state
ment and remains in effect until changed. 

" intervals" represents a series of intervals of levels 
in any of the following forms (where n and m are 
integers between 1 and 35): 

n 
<n 
<=n 
>n 

Level n only 
Levels 1 through n - 1 
Levels 1 through n 

Levels n+ 1 through 35 
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>=n 
(n, m) 

[n, m) 
(n, m] 
[n, m] 
AIi/OnlYes 
None/Off/No/O 
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Levels n through 35 
Levels n+ 1 through m - 1 
Levels n through m - 1 
Levels n+1 through m 
Levels n through m 
Levels 1 through 35 
No levels (resets the directive) 

To specify more than one interval, separate them 
with commas (e.g., <=3, [10,12]). You may not 
specify an interval from one number through a 
lower number (e.g., [12,10]). 

Center "Center n lines" 
Center=n 
Range: >=0 

Beginning with the current line, n lines will be cen
tered between the left and right margins of the 
page area or column. The count includes blank 
lines. If no number is given, 1 will be assumed. 
Center will override any other horizontal position
ing directives (such as Bp, Hp, etc.). 

Justify "Fully justify n lines" 
Justify=n 
Range: >=0 

This directive fully justifies n lines, beginning with 
the current line, i.e., it adds spacing so that the 
last character of each line will be aligned with the 
right margin. If n is not specified, one line will be 
justified. Justify will override any other horizontal 
positioning directives (such as Bp, Hp, etc.). On 
devices with monospaced type only, Justify adds 
spaces after punctuation and long words where pos
sible. This directive takes effect in the current 
line. 

Set! "Set n lines flush left" 
Setl=n 
Range: >=0 

Sed sets the next n lines, including the current 
line, flush to the left margin. If you use Setl to 
set lines in a statement, the lines are set flush to 
the statement's left margin; in a header or footer, 
they are set flush to the header or footer left mar
gin. If no number is given, 1 is assumed. Setl 
will override any other horizontal positioning direc
tives (such as Bp, Hp, etc.). 
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Setr "Set n lines flush right" 
Setr=n 
Range: >=0 

Setr sets the next n lines, including the current 
line, flush to the right margin. If you use Setr to 
set lines in a statement, the lines are set flush to 
the body right margin; in a header or footer, they 
are set flush to the header or footer right margin. 
If no number is given, 1 is assumed. Setr will 
override any other horizontal positioning directives 
(such as Bp, Hp, etc.). 

Split "Split line" 
Split 

The text in the current line to the left of this di
rective will be set flush left, and the text to the 
right of the directive will be set flush right. This 
is particularly useful in formatting headers and 
footers. 

Leading (photocomposition only) 

Yleacl "Leading" 
Ylead=m 
Initial value: 2p 

For photocomposition only. Ylead controls leading 
for photocomposed text. There will be m amount 
of blank space following every line of type. One 
line space, the amount of vertical space taken up 
by a line of text, is equal to the current type size 
plus the leading. Determine the amount of leading 
according to the type face, type size, and line 
length you are using. A general rule of thumb is 
that leading should be no more than 25% of the 
point size of the body type. Ylead takes effect for 
the next line. Note: You can use the directive 
Ybl along with Ylead to put additional vertical 
space between lines. 

Pxyleacl "Leading by level" 
Pxylead [level] =m 
Initial value: 2p 

For photocomposition only. Pxylead controls the 
leading for the individual levels set by 
Pxyleadshow. If you omit [level], the directive 
applies to all levels set by Pxyleadshow. There 
will be m amount of blank. space following every 
line of type at the given level. Pxylead takes ef
fect in the next statement. 
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Pxyleadshow "Levels for Pxyleacl" 
Pxyleadshow=intervals 
Initial value: 0 
Range: [0, 35] 

For photocomposition only. Pxyleadshow sets the 
intervals of levels for which Pxylead will take ef
fect. If a level is listed in Pxyleadshow but not 
specified in a Pxylead directive, the initial value of 
2 points will be used. Pxyleadshow takes effect in 
the next statement. 

" intervals" represents a series of intervals of levels 
in any of the following forms (where n and m are 
integers between 1 and 35): 

n 

<n 
<=n 
>n 
>=n 
(n, m) 
[n, m) 
(n, m] 
[n, m] 
AIi/OnlYes 
None/Off/No/O 

Level n only 
Levels 1 through n - 1 
Levels 1 through n 
Levels n+ 1 through 35 
Levels n through 35 
Levels n+ 1 through m - 1 
Levels n through m - 1 
Levels n+ 1 through m 
Levels n through m 
Levels 1 through 35 
No levels (resets the directive) 

To specify more than one interval, separate them 
with commas (e.g., <=3, [10,12]). You may not 
specify an interval from one number through a 
lower number (e.g., [12,10]). 

Columns (photocomposition only) 

Columns "Number of columns on a page" 
Columns=n 
Initial value: 1 
Range: [1, 4] 

For photocomposition only. Beginning with the 
next statement, there will be n columns on the 
page, with Xbc determining the horizontal distance 
between the columns. When you change the num
ber of columns, the next statement will appear in 
the left column below the lowest y coordinate yet 
written on the page. If you are printing right 
statement numbers, you will probably want to de
fme them in terms of the apparent right margins 
(otherwise the numbers for all the columns will ap
pear in the same place). To do so, redefine Snf 
and set Snfrel to On. (See Snfrel.) 



Xbc "Horizontal distance between columns" 
Xbc=n,m 
Initial value: 0.25 
Range: [0, Xmax] 

For photocomposition only. When there is more 
than one column, there will be n blank character 
positions between the end of one column and the 
beginning of the next. Alternatively, you may give 
this distance in photocomposition measure by speci
fying m (Xbc=,m). If you specify both n and m, 
m replaces n. Xbc takes effect at the next occur
rence of a pagination, a columnation, or a change 
in the number of columns. 

Yfc "Vertical distance following change in 
columns" 

Yfc=n,m 
Initial value: 0.5 
Range: [0, Ymax] 

For photocomposition only. n blank lines will be 
generated after each change in the number of col
umns (see Columns). Alternatively, you may give 
this distance in photocomposition measure by speci
fying m (Vfc=,m). If you specify both n and m, 
m replaces n. The actual blank space after a 
change in the number of columns will be Yfc+ Ybs. 
The tops of the columns will be lined up. 

Paginating 

Numdash "Number of dashes at page breaks" 
Numdash=n 
Initial value: 0/9 
Range: [0, Xmax] 

When Numdasb is set to other than 0, n dashes 
(or whatever character you set with the Dash di
rective) will be printed at page breaks to show 
where the page ends. The initial value is 9 for 
output to a display or typewriter terminal (unless 
you choose to wait at page breaks) and 0 on all 
other devices. 
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Dash "Dash character for page breaks" 
Dash=character 
Initial value: ' -
Range: [DB, 177B] 

Dash sets the "dash" character to any desired 
character for printing at each page break. when the 
Numdash directive is in effect. The character may 
be expressed in ASCII code (e.g., 72B) or typed in 
with a preceding apostrophe. For example, you 
may print a row of Q's at each page break. if de
sired (Dash='Q). This directive does not apply to 
dashes within the text. (Characters within the text 
can be changed on output using the Code direc
tive.) The Dash directive takes effect immediately 
and remains in effect until changed. 

Pbl "Paginate before line" 
Pbl=n 
Range: [1, 75] 

Pbl forces a new page that begins with the current 
line. If Pbl equals a number greater than 1, blank. 
pages will appear. There will be one blank page 
for every number above 1; that is, Phl=2 will gen
erate one blank. page, Pbl=l1 will generate 10 
blank. pages, etc. Pbl = 1 forces pagination without 
creating blank pages. If no number is given, 1 will 
be assumed. Directives in this line (and any re
maining lines in the statement) will be interpreted 
as if they appeared before the pagination. 

Pbs "Paginate before statement" 
Pbs=n 
Range: [1, 75] 

Pbs forces a new page that begins with the current 
statement. If Pbs equals a number greater than 1, 
blank. pages will appear. There will be one blank. 
page for every number above 1; that is, Pbs=2 will 
generate one blank. page, Pbs= 11 will generate 10 
blank. pages, etc. Pbs= 1 forces pagination without 
creating blank pages. If no number is given, 1 will 
be assumed. Directives in this statement will be 
interpreted as if they appeared before the pagina
tion. 
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Pel "Paginate at end of line" 
Pel=n 
Range: [1, 75] 

Pel forces a new page that begins with the next 
line (or, if there are no more lines in the state
ment, with the next statement). If Pel equals a 
number greater than 1, blank pages will appear. 
There will be one blank page for every number 
above 1; that is, Pel=2 will generate one blank 
page, Pel=l1 will generate 10 blank pages, etc. 
Pel=1 forces pagination without creating blank 
pages. If no number is given, 1 will be assumed. 
Directives in any remaining lines in the statement 
will be interpreted as if they appeared before the 
pagination. 

Pes "Paginate at end of statement" 
Pes=n 
Range: [1, 75] 

Pes forces a new page that begins with the next 
statement. If Pes equals a number greater than 1, 
blank pages will appear. There will be one blank 
page for every number above 1; that is, Pes=2 will 
generate one blank page, Pes= 11 will generate 10 
blank pages, etc. Pes= 1 forces pagination without 
creating blank pages. If no number is given, 1 will 
be assumed. 

Pfit "Paginate to fit statements" 
Pfit=OnlOff 
Initial value: Off 

When Pfit is On, pagination will occur before a 
statement if the statement will not completely tit 
on the page. If no argument is given, On will be 
assumed. Pfit affects the current statement and all 
thereafter until changed. 

Plev "Paginate before statements of level n or 
higher" 

Plev=n 
Initial value: 0 

Pagination will occur before every statement of 
level n or above level n. Directives in the first 
statement following the pagination will be inter
preted as if they appeared on the previous page 
(e.g., Pn). Plev will be ignored if pagination would 
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automatically occur at that point. To tum off this 
option, set Plev to O. Plev affects the current 
statement and all thereafter until changed. 

Grab "Paginate if n lines do not fit on page" 
Grab=n,m 
Range: [0, Ymax] 

Grab will force pagination if too few lines of a 
statement will end up on the bottom of a page. 
Pagination (or, on photocomposition, columnation) 
will occur if n lines, beginning with the first line of 
the current statement, will not tit on the current 
page (or column). The count includes all blank 
vertical space and overflow lines. Optionally, m 
may be specified; m is a photocomposition measure 
and replaces n on output to photocomposition. If 
only m is specified (Grab=,m), nothing will happen 
on nonphotocomposition devices. If m is not spe
cified on output to photocomposition, the Output 
Processor will calculate the size of a line by adding 
the type size and the leading. When m is sped
tied, the distance is measured from the top of the 
tirst line in the current statement. Grab is com
monly used to avoid heading widows, e.g., to en
sure that a chapter head is not the last line on a 
page. 

Pxgrab "Paginate to fit n IiRes for specific 
levels" 

Pxgrab [level] =n,m 
Initial value: 0 
Range: [0, Ymax] 

Pxgrab will force pagination if too few lines of a 
statement will end up on the bottom of a page. 
For each statement at the given level, pagination 
will occur if n lines, beginning with the flrSt line of 
the statement, will not fit on the current page. 
The count includes all blank vertical space and 
overflow lines. The level must be set by 
Pxgrabshow. If you omit [level], the directive 
applies to all levels set by Pxgrabshow. Optionally, 
m may be specified; m is a photocomposition mea
sure and replaces n on output to photocomposition. 
If only m is specified (pxgrab [level] =,m), nothing 
will happen on nonphotocomposition devices. If m 
is not specified on output to photocomposition, the 
Output Processor will calculate the size of a line 
by adding the type size and the leading. You 
could, e.g., use Pxgrab to ensure that there are at 
least two lines of a statement at the bottom of 
every page (pxgrabshow= All and Pxgrab=2). 



Pxgrab takes effect on the next statement and re
mains in effect until changed. If a Grab directive 
is included in a statement affected by Pxgrab, the 
Grab directive will override Pxgrab. 

Pxgrabshow "Levels for Pxgrab" 
Pxgrabshow=intervals 
Initial value: 0 
Range: [0, 35] 

Pxgrabshow sets the levels for which Pxgrab will 
take effect. Pxgrabshow takes effect at the begin
ning of the next statement and remains in effect 
until changed. 

"intervals to represents a series of intervals of levels 
in any of the following forms (where n and m are 
integers between 1 and 35): 

n 
<n 
<=n 
>n 
>=n 
(n, m) 
[n, m) 
(n, m] 
[n, m] 
AIi/OnlYes 
None/Off/No/O 

Level n only 
Levels 1 through n - 1 
Levels 1 through n 
Levels n+1 through 35 
Levels n through 35 
Levels n+ 1 through m - 1 
Levels n through m - 1 
Levels n+1 through m 
Levels n through m 
Levels 1 through 35 
No levels (resets the directive) 

To specify more than one interval, separate them 
with commas (e.g., <-3, [10,12]). You may not 
specify an interval from one number through a 
lower number (e.g., [12,10]). 

Widowl "Minimum number of widowed lines on 
Dext page" 

Widowl=n 
Initial value: 2 
Range: [0, Ymax] 

At least n lines of a statement must appear to
gether at the top of each page (or, on photocompo
sition, column). If filling a page (or column) 
would leave between 1 and n - 1 lines for the next 
page (or column), a pagination (or columnation) 
will occur n lines from the end of the statement (if 
the statement is at least n lines long). Widowl 
takes effect beginning with the current statement. 
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Evenpage to Ensure an even page to 

Evenpage 

The Output Processor will make sure that the cur
rent page will be an even numbered page. If it 
would fall on an odd numbered page, pagination 
will occur before the current statement. Verso (a 
printer's term for left or back page) is a synonym 
for Evenpage. 

Oddpage to Ensure an odd page" 
Oddpage 

The Output Processor will make sure that the cur
rent page will be an odd numbered page. If it 
would fall on an even numbered page, pagination 
will occur before the current statement. Recto (a 
printer's term for right page) is a synonym for 
Oddpage. 

Psw "Pagination switch to 

Psw=OnlOff 
Initial value: On 

When Psw is Off, no page breaks will be made. 
The output will be in continuous form. There will 
be no page numbers, headers, footers, or dashes at 
end of page. Page size and pagination directives 
will be meaningless. This directive takes effect 
immediately. 

Columnating (photocomposition only) 

Cbl "Columnate before line" 
Cbl 

For photocomposition only. Cbl causes colum
nation (or pagination if Columns=l) before the cur
rent line. Directives in this line (and remaining 
lines in the statement, if any) will be interpreted as 
if they appeared in the previous column (or on the 
previous page if Columns=I). 

Cbs to Columnate before statement" 
Cbs 

For photocomposition only. Cbs causes colum
nation (or pagination if Columns=l) before the cur
rent statement. Directives in this statement will be 
interpreted as if they appeared in the previous col
umn (or on the previous page if Columns=l). 
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Cel "Columnate at end of line" 
Cel 

For photocomposition only. Cel causes colum
nation (or pagination if Columns=1) at the end of 
the current line. 

Ces "Columnate at end of statement" 
Ces 

For photocomposition only. Ces causes colum
nation (or pagination if Columns=1) at the end of 
the current statement. 

Cfit "Columnate to fit statements" 
Cfit=OnJOff 
Initial v:alue: Off 

For photocomposition only. When Cfit is On, a 
new column will be started if a statement will not 
entirely fit in the current column. If no argument 
is given, On will be assumed. Cfit affects the cur
rent statement and all thereafter until changed. 

Clev "Columnate before statements of level n or 
higher" 

Clev=n 
Initial value: 0 
Range: >=0 

For photocomposition only. A new column will be 
started before every statement of level n or above 
level n. Clev will be ignored if a columnation 
would automatically occur at that point. To turn 
off this option, set Clev to O. Clev affects the cur
rent statement and all thereafter until changed. 

Hyphenating 

Hyphenate "Hyphenate words at ends of lines" 
Hyphenate=OnJOff 
Initial value: Off 

When Hyphenate is On and a word cannot fit on 
a line, the following steps will be taken: If the 
word consists of 5 or fewer letters, it will be 
placed on the next line. If the word contains a 
hyphen, it will be broken at the hyphen and the 
second part placed on the next line. If neither of 
the above is true, the hyphenation dictionary will 
be checked. If the word is not found in the dic
tionary' it will be placed on the next line. If it is 
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found, the word will be broken at a point allowed 
in the dictionary; the first part and a hyphen will 
appear on the first line, and the rest will appear on 
the second line. If there is a choice of break
points, as much of the word as possible will appear 
on the ftrSt line. If no argument is given, On will 
be assumed. 

Hyphenate takes effect on the next line; it will 
function regardless of whether the lines are being 
justified on the right, i.e., according to Bp (body 
position) or other horizontal positioning directives. 



Diagrams And Illustrations 

Photo "Insert photograph" 
Photo=catnum,(x,y),(x,y) 

For photocomposition only. The page on which 
the flrst character of the current statement appears 
will have the specifted line drawing or half-tone 
photograph superimposed on the page within the 
given coordinates. The fust number, catnum, is the 
catalog number of the photograph. The remaining 
numbers locate the comers of the photo area: The 
second number is the x coordinate of the upper
left comer; the third number is the y coordinate of 
the upper -left comer; the fourth number is the x 
coordinate of the lower - right comer; the last num
ber is the y coordinate of the lower-right comer. 
All flve numbers must be specifted. You may omit 
the parentheses. The photo will be an overlay, so 
unless you want text within the picture area, you 
must allow room for the photo. The use of Gybs 
or Gyes might prove helpful for this. Arrange
ments must be made with Feedback to have a copy 
of the photo sent to a photocomposition vendor. 

Diasid "Insert diagram" 
Diasid=sid,n,m 
Range: [0, Ymax] 

The diagram attached to the statement with the 
given SID will be portrayed where this directive 
appears. The entire width of the current body (or 
column) is available for the width of the diagram; 
level indenting is ignored. nand m set the height 
of the diagram. n is the number of line spaces to 
be set aside on output to nonphotocomposition de
vices (for printing drafts); m is a photocomposition 
measurement for the height of the diagram. No 
more than one Diasid may appear in a statement. 

The proportions of the diagram as specifted in the 
Graphics subsystem are preserved. If the propor
tional width would be greater than the column 
width available, the diagram will be reduced to fit 
the available width. The rest of the given height 
will be filled with white space on the top and bot
tom equally. If the proportional width is less than 
the column width, the diagram will be horizontally 
centered in the column with white space on either 
side. Only characters and portions of figures 
falling within the diagram's current Graphics mar
gins will be portrayed. 
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DiaIm "Diagram left margin" 
Dia1m=n,m 
Initial value: ° 
Range: [0, Xmax - Lmbase] 

For photocomposition only. DiaIm moves or re
duces a diagram if necessary to provide the given 
amount of white space between the edge of the di
agram and Lm. Initially, no white space is pro
vided; the diagram bleeds to the margin. n defUles 
the white space in character positions; m is a pho
tocomposition measure and replaces n when both n 
and m are specifted. The diagram may be moved 
right and, if necessary, proportionally reduced. If 
the diagram's height as specifted by Diasid causes 
enough white space to be left on the sides, DiaIm 
will not reduce the diagram. (See Diasid.) If re
duction is necessary, additional white space will 
appear at the top and bottom of the diagram to flll 
out the height specified by Diasid. Dialm affects 
diagrams in the current statement and subsequent 
statements. 

Diann II Diagram right margin II 
Diarm=n,m 
Initial value: ° 
Range: [0, Xmax - Lmbase] 

For photocomposition only. Diarm moves or re
duces a diagram if necessary to provide the given 
amount of white space between the edge of the di
agram and Brm (or the column's right margin). 
Initially, no white space is provided; the diagram 
bleeds to the margin. n defUles the white space in 
character positions; m is a photocomposition mea
sure and replaces n when both n and m are speci
fled. The diagram may be moved left and, if nec
essary, proportionally reduced. If the diagram's 
height as specifted by Diasid causes enough white 
space to be left on the sides, Diarm will not re
duce the diagram. (See Diasid.) If reduction is 
necessary, additional white space will appear at the 
top and bottom of the diagram to fill out the 
height specifted by Diasid. Diarm affects diagrams 
in the current statement and subsequent statements. 
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Diatm "Diagram top margin" 
Diatm=n,m 
Initial value: 0 
Range: [0, Ymax] 

For photocomposition only. Diatm moves or re
duces a diagram if necessary to provide the given 
amount of white space between the top edge of the 
diagram and the bottom of the preceding line of 
printing. Initially, no white space is provided; the 
diagram bleeds to the bottom of the preceding line. 
n defines the white space in line spaces; m is a 
photocomposition measure and replaces n when 
both n and m are specified. The diagram may be 
moved down and, if necessary, proportionally re
duced. If the diagram's proportions and height as 
specified by Diasid already cause enough white 
space to be left on the top and bottom, Diatm will 
not reduce the diagram. (See Diasid.) If reduc
tion is necessary, additional white space will appear 
at the sides of the diagram. Diatm does not affect 
the distance between the text preceding and follow
ing Diasid; only the distance between the top and 
bottom of the diagram itself is reduced. Diatm af
fects diagrams in the current statement and subse
quent statements. 

Diabm "Diagram bottom margin" 
Diabm=n,m 
Initial value: 0 
Range: [0, Ymax] 

For photocomposition only. Diabm moves or re
duces a diagram if necessary to provide the given 
amount of white space between the bottom edge of 
the diagram and the top of the following line of 
printing. Initially, no white space is provided; the 
diagram bleeds to the top of the next line. n de
fines the white space in line spaces; m is a photo
composition measure and replaces n when both n 
and m are specified. The diagram may be moved 
up and, if necessary, proportionally reduced. If the 
diagram's proportions and height as specified by 
Diasid already cause enough white space to be left 
on the top and bottom, Diabmwill· not reduce the 
diagram. (See Diasid.) If reduction is necessary, 
additional white space will appear at the sides of 
the diagram. Diabm does not affect the distance 
between the text preceding and following Diasid; 
only the distance between the top and bottom of 
the diagram itself is reduced. Diabm affects dia
grams in the current statement and subsequent 
statements. 
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Special Text 

Statement names 

Names "Statement names switch" 
Names=OnJOtT 
Initial value: AUGMENT 

This directive will override the current AUGMENT 
viewspecs. If you set Names to OtT, it will sup
press the output of statement names; if you set it 
to On, statement names will be printed. This di
rective takes etTect on the next statement. 

Statement signatures 

Sigf "Statement signatures position" 
Sigf=n,m 
Initial value: AUGMENT 
Range: [ - Xmax, Xmax - Lmbase] 

When n is other than 0, statement signatures will 
be printed right justified to position n, after the 
last of the text of the statement. If Sigfrel is Off, 
n is to the right of Lmbase (or, if n is less than 
20, statement signatures will be printed flush left). 
If Sigfrel is On, n is to the right (or if negative, to 
the left) of the apparent right margin. The appar
ent right margin is the body right margin unless 
multiple columns are being printed, in which case 
it is the column right margin. When AUGMENT 
viewspecs specify something ditTerent from Sigf, 
Sigf takes etTect instead of the viewspecs. Option -
ally, m may be specified; m is a photocomposition 
measure and replaces n on output to photocomposi
tion. If only m is specified (Sigf=,m), the nonpho
tocomposition value will not be changed. When 
signatures are on in AUGMENT, the initial value 
is 72 on nonphotocomposition devices and 6.5 on 
photocomposition devices. Sigf takes etTect begin
ning with the current statement. 

The Output Processor will attempt to put the 
statement signature on the same line as the last 
line of the statement. If the signature would over
lap the text of the statement, it will instead be 
printed in the blank line following the statement. 
If there are no blank lines between statements, a 
blank line will be created to accommodate the sig
nature. Statement numbers have precedence and 
will be printed first in case of overlap. (Signatures 
will be printed on the next line.) Two items of 
text "overlap" if there is not at least one space 
between them. Indentation, Lm, and Rm settings 
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do not affect signatures. The signature will always 
appear on the same page as the last line of its 
statement (unless there is a Pel in that line). 

Sigfrel "Statement signatures position relative to 
right margin" 

Sigfrel =On/Off 
Initial value: Off 

When Sigfrel is On, the value of Sigf will be taken 
relative to the apparent right margin. When Sigfrel 
is Off, Sigf will be counted from Lmbase as usual. 
This directive is particularly useful for photocompo
sition when there is more than one column and 
therefore multiple column right margins, since only 
the farthest right body margin on the page can be 
set specifically (with Rm, Brm). If statement signa
tures are taken relative to Lmbase (when Sigfrel is 
Oft), the signatures for both columns will be right 
justified to the same place. Sigfre1 can be used to 
position signatures to the right of each column. 
Sigfrel takes etTect on the current statement. 

Gsig "Generate text for statement signature" 
Gsig 

Gsig immediately generates the following text: the 
ident of the person who last changed the current 
statement, a space, the date the last change was 
made, a space, and the time of last change. It oc
cupies from 17 to 20 character positions. 

Gid "Generate text for ident" 
Gid 

Gid immediately generates the text for the ident of 
the person who last changed the current statement. 
It occupies from 1 to 4 character positions. 

Statement numbers/SIDs 

Sn "Left statement numbers switch" 
Sn=On/Off 
Initial value: AUGMENT 

When Sn is On, statement numbers will be printed 
at the left of each statement. When AUGMENT 
viewspecs specify something different from Sn, Sn 
takes effect instead of the viewspecs. Left state
ment numbers are completely independent of right 
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statement numbers, so if Sn is On and Snf is other 
than 0, two sets of statement numbers will be 
printed. Sn takes effect on the next statement. 

Snshow "Show left statement numbers for these 
levels" 

Snshow=intervals 
Initial value: AUGMENT 
Range: [0, 35] 

Snshow limits the printing of left statement num
bers to only the given intervals of levels. Left 
statement numbers will be printed only if allowed 
by either the Sn directive or the AUGMENT 
viewspecs. Snshow takes effect on the next state
ment and remains in effect until set to Off or 
changed by a subsequent Snshow directive. 

"intervals" represents a series of intervals of levels 
in any of the following forms (where n and m are 
integers between 1 and 35): 

n 
<n 
<=n 
>n 
>=n 
(n, m) 
[n, m) 
(n, m] 
[n, m] 
AIiIOnlYes 
NonelOff INolO 

Level n only 
Levels 1 through n - 1 
Levels 1 through n 
Levels n+ 1 through 3S 
Levels n through 3S 
Levels n+ 1 through m - 1 
Levels n through m - 1 
Levels n+ 1 through m 
Levels n through m 
Levels 1 through 3S 
No levels (resets the directive) 

To specify more than one interval, separate them 
with commas (e.g., <=3, [10,12]). You may not 
specify an interval from one number through a 
lower number (e.g., [12,10]). 

Sntype "Left statement numbering type" 
Sntype=n 
Initial value: AUGMENT 

Sntype specifies the type of statement numbering to 
be printed at the left of statements when the Sn 
and Snshow directives or the AUGMENT view
specs are permitting those statements to be num
bered. The number, followed by one space, pre
cedes the leading spaces at the beginning of the 
first output line of each statement. If Sntype is 
not used, the type of left numbering is determined 
by which AUGMENT viewspec I/J is in effect at 
the time of processing (whether or not viewspec m 
is on). Sntype takes effect beginning with the next 
statement. 
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Specify one of the following after the equal sign: 

Dec 

Snum 
Dotnum 

7 
8 

SIDs in decimal numbers (01, 02, 
03, etc.) 
statement numbers (I, la, lal, etc.) 
dot numbers (I, 1.1, 1.1.1, etc.) 

You may use either the alphabetic equivalents or 
the numbers (e.g., either Dotnum or 8). 

To enclose the number, add one of the following to 
the number that specifies type: 

Parens 
Brackets 
Angles 
Hyphens 

10 
20 
30 
40 

enclose number in (parentheses) 
enclose in [brackets] 
enclose in <angle brackets> 
enclose in - hyphens -

To print a character after the number, add one of 
the following to the number that specifies type: 

Period 

Colon 

100 

200 

follow number (and enclosing 
character) with a period 
follow number (and enclosing 
character) with a colon 

To print two spaces rather than one after the num
ber and any enclosing characters andlor punctua
tion, add the following to the number that specifies 
type: 

Space 1000 follow number with a second 
space 

For example, either 1000+200+30+1 or 1231 or 
Space+Colon+Angles+Dec will produce decimal 
numbers in the form "<01>:" followed by two 
spaces. 

Snf "Right statement numbers position" 
Snf=n,m 
Initial value: AUGMENT 
Range: [ - Xmax, Xmax - Lmbase] 

When Snf is other than 0, statement numbers will 
be printed right justified to position n, after the 
last of the text of the statement. If Snfrel is Off, 
n is to the right of Lmbase (or, if n is negative, 
statement numbers will be printed flush left). If 
Snfrel is On, n is to the right (or if negative, to 
the left) of the apparent right margin. The appar
ent right margin is the body right margin unless 
multiple columns are being printed, in which case 
it is the column right margin. When AUGMENT 
viewspecs specify something different from Snf, Snf 
takes effect instead of the viewspecs. Optionally, 
m may be specified; m is a photocomposition mea-



sure and replaces n on output to photocomposition. 
If only m is specified (Snf=,m), the nonphotocom
position value will not be changed. When right 
statement numbers are on in AUGMENT, the ini
tial value is 72 on nonphotocomposition devices, 
6.5 on photocomposition devices. Snf takes effect 
beginning with the current statement. 

The Output Processor will attempt to put the 
statement number on the same line as the last line 
of the statement. If the statement number would 
overlap the text of the statement, it will instead be 
printed in the blank line following the statement. 
If there is no blank line following the statement, a 
blank line will be created to accommodate the 
statement number. Two items of text "overlap" if 
there is not at least one space between them. The 
statement number will always appear on the same 
page as the last line of its statement (unless there 
is a Pel in that line). Snf is not affected by inden
tation' Lm, or Rm settings. 

Snfrel "Right statement numbers position relative 
to right margin" 

Snfrel=On/Off 
Initial value: Off 

When Snfrel is On, the value of Snf will be taken 
relative to the apparent right margin. When Snfrel 
is Off, Snf will be counted from Lmbase as usual. 
On photocomposition devices, you may define more 
than one column on a page (see Columns). This 
directive is particularly useful in such a situation, 
since for more than one column, there are multiple 
apparent right margins (although only one actual 
right margin on the page). If right statement num
bers are taken relative to Lmbase, the numbers for 
both columns will appear in the same place. Snfrel 
will put statement numbers applying to the left col
umn between the columns. Snfrel takes effect on 
the current statement. 

Snfshow "Show right statement numbers for these 
levels " 

Snfshow=intervals 
Initial value: All 
Range: [0, 35] 

Snfshow limits the printing of right statement num
bers to only the given intervals of levels. Right 
statement numbers will be printed only if Snf is set 
to a value other than 0 or if Snf is not used and 
the AUGMENT viewspecs are causing right state-
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ment numbers to appear. (See Snf.) Snfshow 
takes effect beginning with the current statement 
and remains in effect until set to Off or changed 
by a subsequent Snfshow directive. 

" intervals" represents a series of intervals of levels 
in any of the following forms (where n and mare 
integers between 1 and 35): 

n 

<n 
<=n 
>n 
>=n 
(n, m) 

[n, m) 
(n, m] 
[n, m] 
All/On/Yes 
None/Off/No/O 

level n only 
levels 1 through n - 1 
levels 1 through n 
levels n+ 1 through 35 
levels n through 35 
levels n+ 1 through m - 1 
levels n through m - 1 
levels n+ 1 through m 
levels n through m 
levels 1 through 35 
No levels (resets the directive) 

To specify more than one interval, separate them 
with commas (e.g., <=3, [10,12]). You may not 
specify an interval from one number through a 
lower number (e.g., [12,10]). 

Snftype "Right statement numbering type" 
Snftype=n 
Initial value: AUGMENT 

Snftype specifies the type of statement numbering 
to be printed at the right of statements when the 
Snf and Snfshow directives or the AUGMENT 
viewspecs are permitting those statements to be 
numbered. The position of the number is deter
mined by the Snf and Snfrel directives. If Snftype 
is not used, the type of right numbering is deter
mined by which AUGMENT viewspec I/J is in ef
fect at the time of processing (whether or not 
viewspec m is on). Snftype takes effect beginning 
with the current statement. 

Specify one of the following after the equal sign: 

Dec 

Snum 
Dotnum 

7 
8 

SIDs in decimal numbers (01, 02, 
03, etc.) 
statement numbers (1, la, 101, etc.) 
dot numbers (1, 1.1, 1.1.1, etc.) 

You may use either the alphabetic equivalents or 
the numbers (e.g., either Dotnum or 8). 
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To enclose the number, add one of the following to 
the number that specifies type: 

Parens 
Brackets 
Angles 
Hyphens 

10 
20 
30 
40 

enclose number in (parentheses) 
enclose in [brackets] 
enclose in <angle brackets> 
enclose in - hyphens -

To print a character after the number, add one of 
the following to the number that specifies type: 

Period 

Colon 

100 

200 

follow number (and enclosing 
character) with a period 
follow number (and enclosing 
character) with a colon 

For example, either 200+30+ 1 or 231 or 
Colon+Angles+Dec will produce decimal numbers 
in the form ., <01>: ., 

Page numbers 

Pn ., Current page number" 
Pn=n 

Pn sets the current page number to n. The first 
page of output is initially numbered 1. You may 
set Pn to 0 to cause the following page to be 
numbered 1. Negative numbers may also be used. 
You can make calculations in the argument of this 
directive, e.g., Pn=Pn -1 would cause a page to be 
numbered the same as the previous page. You can 
also use Pn in the argument of another directive. 
Note that if Pn is in a line or a statement before 
which a pagination occurred due to a directive 
such as PhI, Pbs, or Plev, the Pn will apply to the 
page on . which the line or statement would have 
appeared had there not been a pagination directive, 
not to the page on which that line or statement ac
tually appears. 

Gpn "Generate text for current page number" 
Gpn=n 

Gpn immediately generates the text for the current 
page number, in the form determined by n. When 
no argument is given, the page number is generated 
in the form determined by Pntype. The current 
page number may be controlled by Pn. Warning: 
When choosing enclosing characters for generated 
numbers, do not specify that the number should be 
preceded by the same character you are using for 
the directive left delimiter. 
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Specify one of the following after the equal sign: 

Dec decimal numbers 

Lr 2 lower case roman numerals 
Ur 3 upper case roman numerals 
LI 4 lower case leiters 
UI 5 upper case letters 
Oct 6 octal numbers 

You may use either the alphabetic equivalents or 
the numbers (e.g., either Ur or 3). 

To enclose the number, add one of the following to 
the number that specifies type: 

Parens 10 enclose number in (parentheses) 
Brackets 20 enclose in [brackets] 
Angles 30 enclose in <angle brackets> 
Hyphens 40 enclose in - hyphens -

To print a character after the number, add one of 
the following to the number that specifies type: 

Period 

Colon 

100 

200 

follow number (and enclosing 
character) with a period 
follow number (and enclosing 
character) with a colon 

For example, either 200+30+ 1 or 231 or 
Colon+Angles+Dec would refer to decimal numbers 
in the form "<1>:" 

Pntype ., Page number type" 
Pntype=n 
Initial value: 1 

Pntype controls the type of numbers generated by 
the Gpn directive. It takes effect immediately. 

Specify one of the following after the equal sign: 

Dec 1 decimal numbers 
Lr 2 lower case roman numerals 
Ur 3 upper case roman numerals 
LI 4 lower case leiters 
UI 5 upper case letters 
Oct 6 octal numbers 

You may use either the alphabetic equivalents or 
the numbers (e.g., either Ur or 3). 

To enclose the number, add one of the following to 
the number that specifies type: 

Parens 
Brackets 
Angles 
Hyphens 

10 
20 
30 
40 

enclose number in (parentheses) 
enclose in [brackets] 
enclose in <angle brackets> 
enclose in - hyphens-



To print a character after the number, add one of 
the following to the number that specifies type: 

Period 

Colon 

100 

200 

follow number (clnd enclosing 
character) with a period 
follow number (and enclosing 
character) with a colon 

For example, either 200+30+1 or 231 or 
Colon+Angles+Dec will produce decimal numbers 
in the form "<1>:" 

Numbers 

Plexnum "Number ,lex below current state
ment" 

Plexnum=n 

The statements in the plex that is one level down 
from the current statement are numbered as speci
tied by n (i.e., you must put the Plemum directive 
in the statement one level up from the plex you 
wish numbered). The number, followed by one 
space, precedes the leading spaces at the beginning 
of the first output line of each statement in the 
plex. These numbers will replace statement num
bers if statement numbers would otherwise be 
printed on the left. The numbers will be printed 
in the font in which the statement is initialized (as 
determined by either Bfont or the Pxfont for that 
level). Plexnum takes effect beginning with the 
next statement. If you wish to number plexes 
within plexes, use the more versatile Pm and 
Pmshow directives. 

Specify one of the following after the equal sign: 

Dec 1 decimal numbers (1, 2, 3, etc.) 
Lr 2 lower case roman numerals 
Ur 3 upper case roman numerals 
LI 4 lower case letters 
UI 5 upper case letters 
Oct 6 octal numbers 
Snum 7 statement numbers (1, la, 101, etc.) 
Dotnum 8 dot numbers (1, 1.1, 1.1.1, etc.) 

You may use either the alphabetic equivalents or 
the numbers (e.g., either Dotnum or 8). When one 
of the numbering types 1 through 6 is. used, the 
count starts with 1 at the first statement of the 
plex; when 7 or 8 is used, a statement's position in 
the hierarchy of the file determines its number. 
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To enclose the number, add one of the following to 
the number that specifies type: 

Parens 
Brackets 
Angles 
Hyphens 

10 
20 
30 
40 

enclose number in (parentheses) 
ene/ose in [brackets] 
enclose in <angle brackets> 
enclose in - hyphens -

To print a character after the number, add one of 
the following to the number that specifies type: 

Period 

Colon 

100 

200 

follow number (and enclosing 
character) with a period 
follow number (and enclosing 
character) with a colon 

To print two spaces rather than one after the num
ber and any enclosing characters and/or punctua
tion' add the following to the number that specifies 
type: 

Space 1000 follow number with a second 
space 

For example, either 1000+200+30+1 or 1231 or 
Space+Colon+Angles+Dec will produce decimal 
numbers in the form "< 1 >:" followed by two 
spaces. 

Pm "Number statements by level" 
Pm [level] =n 
Initial value: 8 

Pm specifies the type of numbering to be used at 
the given level, when Pxnshow is set for that level. 
The number, followed by one space, precedes the 
leading spaces at the beginning of the first output 
line of each statement. If you omit [level], the 
directive applies to all levels. Pm takes effect be
ginning with the next statement. 

Specify one of the following after the equal sign: 

Dec 1 decimal numbers (1, 2, 3, etc.) 
Lr 2 lower case roman numerals 
Ur 3 upper case roman numerals 
LI 4 lower case letters 
UI 5 ' upper case letters 

Oct 6 octal numbers 
Snum 7 statement numbers (1, la, 101, etc.) 
Dotnum 8 dot numbers (1, 1.1, 1.1.1, etc.) 

You may use either the alphabetic equivalents or 
the numbers (e.g., either Dotnum or 8). When one 
of the numbering types 1 through 6 is used, the 
count starts with 1 at the first statement of the 
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given level; when 7 or 8 is used, a statement's po
sition in the hierarchy of the ftIe determines its 
number. 

To enclose the number, add one of the following to 
the number that specifies type: 

Parens 
Brackets 
Angles 
Hyphens 

10 
20 
30 
40 

enclose number in (parentheses) 
enclose in [brackets] 
enclose in <angle brackets> 
enclose in - hyphens-

To print a character after the number, add one of 
the following to the number that specifies type: 

Period 

Colon 

100 

200 

follow number (and enclosing 
character) with a period 
follow number (and enclosing 
character) with a colon 

To print two spaces rather than one after the num
her and any enclosing characters and/or punctua
tion' add the following to the number that specifies 
type: 

Space 1000 follow number with a second 
space 

For example, either 1000+200+30+1 or 1231 or 
Space+Colon+Angles+Dec will produce decimal 
numbers in the form II < 1>: II followed by two 
spaces. 

Pxnsho'W II Levels for Pxn II 
Pxnshow=intervals 
Initial value: 0 
Range: [0, 35] 

The listed intervals of levels will be numbered ac
cording to the current value of Pm for those lev
e�s. Pxnshow takes effect on the next statement 
and remains in effect until changed. 

II intervals II represents a series of intervals of levels 
in any of the following forms (where n and m are 
integers between 1 and 35): 

n 

<n 
<=n 
>n 
>=n 
(n, m) 
[n, m) 
(n, m] 
[n, m] 
AIi/On/Yes 
None/Off/NolO 

Level n only 
Levels 1 through n - 1 
Levels 1 through n 
Levels n+1 through 35 
Levels n through 35 
Levels n+ 1 through m - 1 
Levels n through m - 1 
Levels n+ 1 through m 
Levels n through m 
Levels 1 through 35 
No levels (resets the directive) 
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To specify mot:e than one interval, separate them 
with commas (e.g., <=3, [10,12]). You may not 
specify an interval from one number through a 
lower number (e.g., [12,10]). 

Gn "Generate text for number" 
On=n 

On immediately generates the text for any number 
n, in the form determined by Ontype. The user 
storage directives (see UO) are often used in the 
argument of this directive. For example, you can 
print the page number of previous text using "See 
page .On=U2;" if you stored the page number in 
U2 earlier (U2=Pn). 

Gntype II Numbering type for Gn II 
Ontype=n 
Initial value: 1 

Ontype controls the type of numbers generated by 
the On directive. Warning: When choosing en
closing characters for generated numbers, do not 
specify that the number should be preceded by the 
same character you are using for the directive left 
delimiter. Gntype takes effect immediately. 

Specify one of the following after the equal sign: 

Dec 1 decimal numbers 
Lr 2 lower case roman numerals 
Ur 3 upper case roman numerals 
LI 4 lower case letters 
UI 5 upper case letters 
Oct 6 octal numbers 

You may use either the alphabetic equivalents or 
the numbers (e.g., either Ur or 3). 

To enclose the number, add one of the following to 
the number that specifies type: 

Parens 10 enclose number in (parentheses) 
Brackets 20 enclose in [brackets] 
Angles 30 enclose in <angle brackets> 
Hyphens 40 enclose in - hyphens -

To print a character after the number, add one of 
the following to the number that specifies type: 

Period 

Colon 

100 

200 

follow number (and enclosing 
character) with a period 
follow number (and enclosing 
character) with a colon 



For example, either 200+30+ 1 or 231 or 
Colon+Angles+Dec will produce decimal numbers 
in the form "<I>:" 

Date and time 

Gd "Generate text for current date" 
Od 

Od immediately generates the text for the current 
date (e.g., 22 Feb 78). It occupies 9 character po
sitions. The text will begin with a space if the day 
of the month is less than 10. 

Gt "Generate text for current time" 
Gt 

Gt immediately generates the text for the current 
time (e.g., 10:30am). It occupies 7 character posi-
tions. . 

Gdt "Generate text for current date and time" 
Odt 

Odt immediately generates the text for the current 
date, a space, and then the current time (e.g., 22 
Feb 78 10:30am). It occupies 17 character posi
tions. The text will begin with a space if the day 
of the month is less than 10. 

Cdc "Generate text for date of creation or last 
change" 

Ode 

Odc immediately generates the text for the date of 
the last change to the current statement or, if the 
statement has not been changed, the date it was 
created (e.g., 9-Jan-78). It occupies 8 or 9 char
acter positions. 

Gdtc "Generate text for date and time of 
creation or last change" 

Odtc 

Odtc immediately generates the text for the date 
and time of the last change to the current state
ment or, if the statement has not been changed, 
the date and time it was created (e.g., 9 - Jan -78 
13:06). It occupies 14 or 15 character positions. 
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Leaders 

Dotsplit "Split line with dots" 
Dotsplit 

The text in the current line to the left of the di
rective will be set flush left, and the text to the 
right of the directive will be set flush right. The 
area in between will be filled with dots (see Dot, 
Dotfont, and Dotspacing). Dotsplit is particularly 
useful in formatting indices and tables of contents. 

Dotto "Fill with dots to character position" 
Dotto=n,m 
Range: [0, Xmax - Lmbase] 

Dotto inserts dots to the given character position. 
The character following the directive will be in the 
nth position to the right of Lmbase. If you are at 
or beyond the given position, nothing will happen. 
Optionally, m may be specified; m is a photocom
position measure and replaces n on output to pho
tocomposition. The left edge of the next character 
will begin m distance to the right of Lmbase. In a 
second, third, or fourth column, m is measured 
from the left margin of that column; e.g., in the 
second column, m will be measured to the right of 
Lmbase+(width of first column) + Xbc. If only m is 
specified (Dotto=,m), nothing will happen on non
photocomposition devices. Dotto takes effect im
mediately. See also: Dot, Dotfont, and 
Dotspacing. 

Dotspaclng "Spacing between dots" 
Dotspacing=n,m 
Initial value: 0, .05 
Range: [0, Xmax- Lmbase] 

Dotspacing sets spacing between dots generated by 
Dotsplit or Dotto. Optionally, m may be specified; 
m is a photocomposition measure and replaces n 
on output to photocomposition. If only m is speci
tied (Dotspacing=,m), the nonphotocomposition 
value will not be changed. On nonphotocomposi
tion devices, Dotspacing is the number of spaces 
between dots; on photocomposition, it is the dis
tance between dots. If m is not specified, the pho
tocomposition value will be calculated from the 
width of a space in the current body font. Space 
is inserted before and after the series of dots so 
that the dots will be lined up vertically, as long as 
Dotspacing (and, on photocomposition, Dotfont) 
remain constant. On nonphotocomposition devices, 
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there will always be at least one space before and 
after the series of dots. On photocomposition de
vices, the minimum space before and after the se
ries of dots will be half of whichever is smaller: 
the value of Dotspacing or the width of a space in 
the current font. 

Dot "Dot character" 
Dot=character 
Initial value: '. 
RBnge: [OB, 1718] 

Normally, when you execute a Dotsplit or Dotto 
directive, the space is filled with dots (periods). 
This directive allows you to reset the "dot" char
acter so that the space may be filled with any 
character. The character may be expressed in 
ASCII code (e.g., 72B) or typed in with a preced
ing apostrophe. For example, you may want to fill 
the space with dashes (Dot=' - ). 

Statement marks 

Mes "Mark changed statements" 
Mcs=Off/On/(since),(before),ident 
Initial value: Off 

Use this directive to mark statements with a verti
cal bar in the left margin. You can mark all 
statements (Mcs=On), mark no statements 
(Mcs=Ofl), or specify arguments so that only the 
statements that meet a set of conditions will be 
marked. Three arguments can be used in any 
combination: since, before, and ident (see below). 
The level of statements to be marked can be speci
fied with Mcslev. The position and type of marks 
are determined by Mcstext, Mcsline, Mcstfont, 
Mcstlpos, Mcstrpos, Mcstpos, Mcsrm, and Mcsonce. 
Be sure to set your body margins so there is space for 
the mark to print. You may use Mcsf and Mcsfsw 
to indicate in a footer that statements on the page 
have been changed. You can also count changes, 
mark statements individually, and mark dates, 
times, and idents; see Mcscn, Mcsforce, Osig, Ode, 
Odte, and Gid. Mes takes effect on the next 
statement. 

"since" means mark those statements that have 
been changed since the date you specify. The 
format of the date may be any valid Executive Sys
tem date and time acceptable to the SINCE or 
BEFORE constructions in LIO Content Analyzer 
patterns. The date must be enclosed in parenthe-
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ses. The order of the arguments determines how 
they are interpreted; the first argument is always 
taken as " since" . If only " since" is used, no 
comma is needed. For example, Mcs=(23-JUL-76 
10:00) would mark those statements that have 
changed since 23 July 1976 at 10 AM. If "since" 
is not specified, the beginning of time will be as
sumed. 

"before" means mark those statements that were 
changed before the date you specify. The format 
of the date may be any valid Executive System 
date and time acceptable to the SINCE or BE
FORE constructions in LIO Content Analyzer pat
terns. The date must be enclosed in parentheses. 
The order of the arguments determines how they 
are interpreted; the second argument is always 
taken as "before". If" before" is used with or 
without "since", it must be preceded by a comma. 
The default for " before" is the far distant future. 

"ident" means mark those statements that have 
been changed by the person with that ident. 
Whenever an ident is used, two commas must pre
cede it (one on either side of "before" when "be
fore" is used). The ident must begin with an 
upper case letter. For example, the directive 
Mcs=(23 - JUL -76 10:00),(25 - JUL -76 OO:OO),HOL 
would mark only statements that were changed be
tween the indicated dates and times by the person 
logged in with the ident HOL. 

Mcstext "Text of statement marks" 
Mcstext= "string" , "photostring" 
Initial value: vertical bar 

Mcstext defmes the string to be used to mark 
statements. Directives (surrounded by delimiters) 
may appear in the string; they will be executed 
each time the mark is printed. For example, 
Mcstext= " .Gid;" would mark the statement with 
the ident of the person who last changed it. The 
second argument is optional and is used only on 
output to photocomposition. If no "photostring" is 
specified, the mark specified for " string" will be 
used for all output. If there is not enough room 
for the mark on one line of those allocated by 
Mcsline, it will be continued on following lines. If 
not enough space and lines are allocated, the mark 
will be truncated. The mark will be repeated to 
fill all lines allocated by Mesline unless Mcsonce is 
on. A mark will not appear twice on the same 
line. 



Mcsline "Mark statements on only these lines" 
Mcsline=First/Last/intervals 
Initial value: All 
Range: [0, 35] 

Mcsline places each statement mark on only the 
lines you specify. Note that the number of times 
the mark will appear for each statement will also 
be affected by the mark's length and the Mcsonce 
directive. Mcsline= First causes only the first line 
of a statement to be marked. Mcsline= Last causes 
only the last line of a statement to be marked. 

"intervals" represents a series of intervals of lines 
in any of the following forms (where n and m are 
integers between 1 and 35): 

n 

<n 
<=n 
>n 
>=n 
(n, m) 
[n, m) 
(n, m] 
[n, m] 
AII/OnlYes 
None/Off/No/O 

Line n only 
Lines 1 through n - 1 
Lines 1 through n 
Lines n+ 1 through last line 
Lines n through last line 
Lines n+ 1 through m - 1 
Lines n through m - 1 
Lines n+ 1 through m 
Lines n through m 
All lines 
No lines (resets the directive) 

To specify more than one interval, separate them 
with commas (e.g., <=3, [10,12]). You may not 
specify an interval from one line through a preced
ing line (e.g., [12,10]). 

Mcsonce "Mark statements once" 
Mcsonce=On/Off 
Initial value: Off 

When Mcsonce is On, the mark defined by 
Mcstext appears only once, at the beginning of 
each interval of lines allocated by Mcsline. When 
Mcsonce is Off, the mark will be repeated to the 
end of each interval of lines allocated by Mcsline. 
In either case, if the allocated lines and the availa
bIe space on each line do not provide enough room 
for the whole mark defined by Mcstext, the mark 
will be truncated. Each instance of a mark will be 
wrapped around to following lines if they are avail
able. A mark will not appear twice on the same 
line. 
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Mcstpos "Position of statement marks" 
Mcstpos=n 
Initial value: 1 

\ Range: [0, 4] 

Mcstpos specifies where the mark on a statement 
will appear with respect to the body text. The 
text of marks on the right will appear in the right 
margin, between the margins specified by Mcstrpos 
and Mcsrm, justified to the margin specified by 
Mcstrpos. The text of marks on the left will ap
pear in the left margin, between the margins speci
fled by Lmbase and Mcstlpos, justified to the mar
gin specified by Mcstlpos. If Bothmark is speci
fled, the same mark will appear on both sides of 
the body, and the margins specified by both 
Mcstlpos and Mcstrpos will apply. 

The following are the position options: 

Leftmark 0 mark at left 
Rightmark mark at right 
Oddleftmark 2 mark on odd pages at left, 

on even pages at right 
Oddrightmark 3 mark on odd pages at right, 

on even pages at left 
Bothmark 4 mark at both left and right 

You may use either the alphabetic equivalents or 
the numbers (e.g., either Leftmark or 0). 

Mcstlpos "Position of left statement marks" 
Mcstlpos=n,m 
Initial value: 1 
Range: [0, Blm - 1 ] 

When the mark on a statement appears to the left 
of the body text (as determined by Mcstpos), the 
rightmost character of each line of the mark will 
be n characters to the left of the body left margin. 
The mark will be right justified to this position. 
Optionally, m may be specified; m is a photocom
position measure of the distance between the last 
character of the mark and the body left margin. 
On output to photocomposition, the initial value is 
the width of a space in the current font. 
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Mcstrpos "Position of right statement marks 10 

Mcstrpos=n,m 
Initial value: 1 
Range: [0, Mcsrm - Brm - 1 ] 

When the mark on a statement appears to the right 
of the body text (as determined by Mcstpos), the 
leftmost character of each line of the mark will be 
n characters to the right of the body right margin. 
The mark will be left justified to this position. 
Optionally, m may be specified; m is a photocom
position measure of the distance between the body 
right margin and the flrst character of the mark. 
On output to photocomposition, the initial value is 
the width of a space in the current font. 

Mesnn "Right margin of statement marks" 
Mcsrm=n,m 
Initial value: 76/72, 6.5 
Range: [0, Xmax-Lmbase] 

When statements are being marked on the right (as 
determined by Mcstpos), Mcsrm sets the right mar
gin for the mark to n characters to the right of 
Lmbase. Optionally, m may be specified; m is a 
photocomposition measure of the distance from 
Lmbase and replaces n on output to photocomposi
tion. If only m is specified (Mcsrm=,m), the non
photocomposition value will not be changed. The 
left margin of right marks is controlled by 
Mcstrpos. Note that right marks can only appear 
between Brm and Mcsrm, i.e., in the margin to the 
right of the body of the page. The initial value is 
76 for display or typewriter terminals and 72 for 
all other nonphotocomposition devices. 

Mesen "Count marked statements" 
Mcscn=n 
Initial value: ° 
Use Mcscn to record the number of marked state
ments. The marked statements are counted up 
from the number you specify. For example, if you 
set Mcscn=O on every page, you could record the 
number of changes on each individual page. 
Mcscn is useful as the argument of the generate 
number directive (e.g., Gn=Mcscn), enabling you to 
print the number of changes in an entire document 
or on a single page. It can also be included in the 
text of a footer or a statement mark (e.g., 
Mcstext= " .Gn= Mcscn; * 10 ). 
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Mcslev "Mark statements of only these levels" 
Mesle~intervals 

Initial value: All 
Range: [0, 35] 

Statements will be marked only if they are in the 
specified intervals of levels and have met the con
ditions given in the Mcs directive. Mcslev takes 
effect beginning with the next statement. 

"intervals" represents a series of intervals of levels 
in any of the following forms (where nand m are 
integers between 1 and 35): 

n 

<n 
<=n 
>n 
>=n 
(n, m) 

[n, m) 

(n, m] 
[n, m] 
All/On/Yes 
None/Off/No/O 

Level n only 
Levels 1 through n - 1 
Levels 1 through n 
Levels n+ 1 through 35 
Levels n through 35 
Levels n+1 through m - 1 
Levels n through m - 1 

Levels n+ 1 through m 
Levels n through m 
Levels 1 through 35 
No levels (resets the directive) 

To specify more than one interval, separate them 
with commas (e.g., <=3, [10,12]). You may not 
specify an interval from one number through a 
lower number (e.g., [12,10]). 

Mesforce "Foree mark of statement" 
Mcsforce=On/Off 

Mcsforce forces the current statement to be marked 
(if Mcsforce=On) or not marked (if Mcsforce=Off), 
regardless of any other conditions controlled by 
Mcs or Mcslev. 

Mesf "Text of marked statements footer" 
Mcsf= 10 string 10 1 10 odd" , "even" 
Initial value: F 

When Mcsfsw is On, the string deflned by Mcsf 
will be used in place of the standard footer text for 
those pages that contain a marked statement. On 
pages with no marks, the standard footer will ap
pear (when Fsw=On, though Fsw does not have to 
be On for Mcsf and Mcsfsw to take effect). When 
two strings are defmed in Mcsf, the flrst applies to 
odd numbered pages and the second applies to 
even numbered pages. Directives (surrounded by 
delimiters) may appear in the text of the footer; 
they will be executed each time the footer is 
printed. The Mcscn directive may be used to indi-



cate the number of changes on each page (for ex
ample, Mcsf=" .Gn=Mcscn; changes on this page 
.Mcscn=O; "). The Mcsf footer will conform to the 
standard footer positioning, font, and margin direc
tives. Mcsf takes effect on the current page. 

Mcsfsw "Marked statements footer switch" 
Mcsfsw=On/otT 
Initial value: Off 

When Mcsfsw is On, the string defined with the 
Mcsf directive will be printed at the bottom of 
each page that contains at least one marked state
ment (in place of the footer defined with the F di
rective). (If Fsw=otT, no footer will appear on 
pages with no marked statements.) If no string is 
defined for Mcsf, the footer on pages with marked 
statements will be no different from the footer on 
pages with no marked statements. When Mcsfsw 
is Off, the current values of the F and Fsw direc
tives will apply. 

Case 

Casemode "Force case of text" 
Casemode=O/1/2 
Initial value: 0 

Casemode sets the case mode of the text. 

o print text as it appears in the file 
print text as lower case 

2 print text as upper case 

Casemode takes effect immediately and remains in 
effect until subsequently changed. 

Character and text substitution 

Tabs "Effect of tabs on output" 
Tabs=O/1/2/otT/On 
Initial value: 1 

When Tabs is set to 0 or otT, nothing will happen 
when a tab is encountered in the text; when set to 
1 or On, a tab will occur when the tab character 
is encountered; when set to 2, a single space will 
be printed when a tab is encountered. (See Gtab.) 
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Code "Change character to another character" 
Code [character] =character 

This directive assigns a different value to a particu
tar character upon output wherever the character is 
found in the current statement and in subsequent 
statements, until a statement with a Code directive 
changing the character back to itself is reached. 
(The last Code directive in any statement affects 
the entire statement.) The character following the 
equal sign will be generated instead of the charac
ter specified in the brackets. Either character may 
be expressed in ASCII code (e.g., 121B) or typed 
in with a preceding apostrophe (e.g., 
Code ['P] ='Q). If a space or other invisible char
acter is substituted by Code for a printing charac
ter' procedures to determine line breaks between 
visibles will take place before the substitution is 
made. Thus, you can prevent line breaks by in
setting obscure printing characters in the text and 
using Code to substitute spaces for those characters. 

Text "Defiue a uame to priot a text string" 
Text [name] = "string" 

From this point on, the given name is a valid di
rective. When it is encountered as a directive (be
tween the proper delimiters), the string will be 
printed at that point. The first character of the 
name must be in the case specified by the Dease 
directive, normally upper ease. For example, if you 
want header 1 to be "Input Commands", you can 
set Text [Xx] = "Input Commands" and 
HI = " .Xx; ", and if you want the header to change 
for another chapter, you can do so merely by 
changing the Text directive, e.g., 
Text [Xx] = "Output Commands". The given string 
may not contain another Text directive, although 
other directives may be included. The end of the 
string is a double quote mark immediately followed 
by the directive right delimiter; therefore, a double 
quote mark may appear in the string only if it is 
not immediately followed by the right delimiter 
character. The left delimiter character may not be 
the last character of the string. For example, if 
the left delimiter is "." and you want it to appear 
at the end of the string, you could follow it with a 
<CTRL-N>. 
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Storecl Values 

UO "User storage directive 0" 

UO can be used in the argument of another direc
tive. You set its value by typing UO followed by 
an equal sign and the desired value. The initial 
value is o. For example, you may set 
UO=Dec+Brackets+Colon and Pxn[3] -UO. You 
may insert a value from another directive in UO, 
e.g., UO-Pn records the page number at a given 
point for use in a table of contents in which you 
use the directive Gn=UO. You may also use U 
with any positive number, i.e., Ul, U2, U3, U4, 
and so on, up to U299. 

SIc "Number of current line in statement" 

SIc can be used only in the argument of another 
directive. You cannot change its value. The value 
of SIc is the number of lines in the current state
ment up to and including the current line. It 
counts both overflow lines and forced new lines, 
but does not count blank lines between lines (as 
with Ybl, Gybl, Gyel). When the Output Praces
sor cannot fit a statement or a line all on one 
print line, it begins a new line; this new line is 
called overflow. An instance of a forced new line 
is one that begins after a return character. If you 
were printing labels, for example, you could use the 
directive Gyes=9 - SIc at the end of each statement, 
so that even though each contained a different 
number of lines, only enough vertical space would 
be generated after each one to total 9 lines. 

Slcrc "Number of lines ended by return character 
in statement" 

Slcrc can be used only in the argument of another 
directive. You cannot change its value. The value 
of Slcrc is the number of lines ended by a return 
character that have been completely printed so far 
in this statement (i.e., it is incremented after the 
return character). Overflow lines are not counted. 
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Lev "Level of current statement" 

Lev can be used only in the argument of another 
directive. You cannot change its value. The value 
of Lev is a number indicating the level of the cur
rent statement. (The origin statement has the level 
number 0, top level statements have the level num
ber 1, the next level down has the number 2, etc.) 

Levps "Level of previous statement" 

Levps can be used only in the argument of another 
directive. You cannot change its value. The value 
of Levps is a number indicating the level of the 
statement one back from the current statement. 
(The origin statement has the level number 0, top 
level statements have the level number 1, the next 
level down has the number 2, etc.) 

X "X coordinate of current character position" 

x can be used only in the argument of another di
rective. You cannot change its value. On nonpho
tocomposition devices, the value of X is the posi
tion (relative to Lmbase) of the last character 
printed. On output to photocomposition, it is a 
measurement (in thousandths of an inch) from 
Lmbase to the left edge of the next character to be 
printed. 

Y "Y coordinate of start of this statement, header, 
or footer" 

Y can be used only in the argument of another di
rective. You cannot change its value. The value 
of Y is a number indicating the vertical distance 
from the top of the page to the first line of the 
current statement, header, or footer. On nonphoto
composition devices, Y is expressed as a number of 
lines; on output to photocomposition, it is in thou
sandths of an inch. For photocomposition, Y is 
measured from the top edge of the page to the 
tops of the characters in the first line (after proces
sing of the Ybs directive, if any). Use the Yrel di
rective to measure from the beginning of a state
ment to a particular line within it; use Y + Y reI to 
measure from the top of a page to a particular line 
(see Yrel). 



Yrel "Y coordinate relative to start of this 
statement, beader, or footer" 

Y rei can be used only in the argument of another 
directive. You cannot change its value. The value 
of Y rei is a number indicating the vertical distance 
from the first line of the current statement, header, 
or footer, to the line in which this directive ap
pears. On nonphotocomposition devices, Yrel is 
expressed as a number of lines; on output to pho
tocomposition' it is in thousandths of an inch. For 
photocomposition, Y reI is measured between the 
tops of the characters. If used in a statement that 
began printing on a previous page, Yrel measures 
the combined vertical distance occupied by the 
statement in the body area of the previous page(s) 
and on the current page up to this point. Yre} is 
useful in a vertical page measurement argument, 
such as with Gyel or Yth. 

Y+Yrel is the Y coordinate of the current position, 
as long as the current statement did not begin on a 
previous page. (See the Y directive.) It can be 
used in an argument as the vertical measurement 
from the top of the current page to the top of the 
current line. For instance, Gcr=33-(Y+Yrel) or, 
equivalently, Gcr=33 - Y - Y rel used anywhere in the 
top half of the page will space down to the second 
half of a 66 -line page in a position to begin 
printing on the 34th line. If you use Y+Yrel in a 
statement that begins on the previous page, you 
will get the vertical distance from the top of the 
previous page to the top of the last body line of 
the previous page, plus the vertical distance oceu
pied by the part of the statement appearing on the 
current page. 
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Typesetting (photocomposition only) 

Setting page elements 

Defaultfont "Default for all fonts" 
Defaultfont=size,face,style 
Initial value: lOp, Courier, Medium (or lOp, 
Timesroman, Medium on devices not having a Cou
rier face) 

For photocomposition only. The fonts for all areas 
of text are set to the size, face, and style given in 
this directive. Its most common use is at the be
ginning of the file to set up a default font for all 
subsequent font directives. (It will not affect any 
preceding font directives.) If any of the values are 
not specified, the initial values will be assumed. 
Defaultfont takes effect immediately. Note that not 
all size, face, and style options are available on 
every device. 

Size options: From 50 to 2500 thousandths of an 
inch, or from 4 to 144 points. 

Face options: 

Courier 
Directory 

Film 
Ocrb 

Nmamicrofont 
Newsgothic 

Timesroman 
Spectro 

Messenger 
Centuryschool 
Futura 
Optima 
Vcmono 

Style options: 

Medium 
Light 

Bold 
Slanted 

Underlined 
Mono 

o 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
11 
12 
13 

14 

o 

2 
4 
8 
16 

You may combine the style options by adding their 
numbers or alphabetic equivalents, e.g., either 
2+4+8 or 14 or Bold+Slanted+Underlined would 
produce bold, slanted (Italic), and underlined text. 
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BfoDt "Body font" 
Bfont=size,face,style 
Initial value: Defaultfont 

For photocomposition only. The text of the body 
will be set in the type size, face, and style given in 
this directive. If any of the values are not speci
tied, they will not be changed from the current 
font. If you do not wish to change the style, the 
second comma is not necessary. Bfont takes effect 
immediately. If you wish to change only one of 
the values, it is usually easier' to use one of the di
rectives Size, Face, Style, Slant, Underline, Mono
space, Lightface, or Boldface. Note that not all 
size, face, and style options are available on every 
device. 

Size options: From 50 to 2500 thousandths of an 
inch, or from 4 to 144 points. 

Face options: 

Courier 

Directory 
Film 
Ocrb 
Nmamicrofont 
Newsgothic 

Timesroman 
Spectra 

Messenger 
Centuryschool 

Futuro 
Optima 

Vcmono 

Style options: 

Medium 
Light 

Bold 

Slanted 
Underlined 
Mono 

o 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

8 
11 
12 
13 

14 

o 

2 
4 
8 
16 

You may combine the style options by adding their 
numbers or alphabetic equivalents, e.g., either 
2+4+8 or 14 or Bold+Slanted+Underlined would 
produce bold, slanted (Italic), and underlined text. 



Hlfont 01 Header 1 font 01 

Hlfont=size,face,style 
Initial value: Defaultfont 

For photocomposition only. The text of header 1 
will be set in the type size, face, and style given in 
this directive. If any of the values are not speci
fled, they will not be changed from the current 
font. If you do not wish to change the style, the 
second comma is not necessary. Hfont is a syno
nym for Hlfont. This directive takes effect imme
diately. Note that not all size, face, and style op
tions are available on every device. 

Size options: From 50 to 2500 thousandths of an 
inch, or from 4 to 144 points. 

Face options: 

Courier 

Directory 
Film 
Ocrb 
Nmamicrofont 
Newsgothic 
Timesroman 
Spectra 
Messenger 
Centuryschool 
Futura 
Optima 

Vcmono 

Style options: 

Medium 
Light 
Bold 
Slanted 
Underlined 
Mono 

o 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
11 
12 
13 
14 

o 
1 
2 
4 
8 
16 

You may combine the style options by adding their 
numbers or alphabetic equivalents, e.g., either 
2+4+8 or 14 or Bold+Slanted+Underlined would 
produce bold, slanted (Italic), and underlined text. 

Wfont 01 Header 1 font 01 

H2font=size,face,style 
Initial value: Defaultfont 

See Hlfont description. 
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H3font 01 Header 3 font 01 

H3font=size,face,style 
Initial value: Defaultfont 

See Hlfont description. 

H4font 01 Header 4 font 01 

H4font=size,face,style 
Initial value: Defaultfont 

See Hlfont description. 

Ffont 01 Footer font 01 

Ffont=size,face,style 
Initial value: Defaultfont 

Directives: Typesetting 47 

For photocomposition only. The text of footers 
(defined by F or Mcsf) will be set in the type size, 
face, and style given in this directive. If any of 
the values are not specified, they will not be 
changed from the current font. If you do not wish 
to change the style, the second comma is not nec
essary. This directive takes effect immediately. 
Note that not all size, face, and style options are 
available on every device. 

Size options: From 50 to 2500 thousandths of an 
inch, or from 4 to 144 points. 

Face options: 

Courier 
Directory 
Film 
Ocrb 
Nmamicrofont 
Newsgothic 

Timesroman 
Spectra 
Messenger 
Centuryschool 
Futura 
Optima 
Vcmono 

Style options: 

Medium 
Light 
Bold 

Slanted 
Underlined 
Mono 

o 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
11 
12 
13 
14 

o 

2 
4 
8 
16 
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You may combine the style options by adding their 
numbers or alphabetic equivalents, e.g., either 
2+4+8 or 14 or Bold+Slanted+Underlined would 
produce bold, slanted (Italic), and underlined text. 

Hjfont "Journal header font" 
Hjfont=size,face,style 
Initial value: Defaultfont 

For photocomposition only. The text of the Jour
nal header will subsequently appear in the type 
size, face, and style given in this directive. If any 
of the values are not specified, they will not be 
changed from the current font. If you do not wish 
to change the style, the second comma is not nec
essary. Note that not all size, face, and style op
tions are available on every device. 

Size options: From 50. to 2500 thousandths of an 
inch, or from 4 to 144 points. 

Face options: 

Courier 
Directory 

Film 
Ocrb 

Nmamicrofont 
Newsgothic 

Timesroman 
Spectra 

Messenger 
Centuryschool 

Futura 
Optima 
Vcmono 

Style options: 

Medium 

Light 
Bold 
Slanted 

Underlined 
Mono 

o 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
11 
12 
13 
14 

o 
1 

2 
4 
8 
16 

You may combine the style options by adding their 
numbers or alphabetic equivalents, e.g., either 
2+4+8 or 14 or Bold+Slanted+Underlined would 
produce bold, slanted (Italic), and underlined text. 
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Font "Change font" 
Font=size,face,style 

For photocomposition only. The text of the area 
in which this directive appears will be set in the 
type size, face, and style given in this directive. 
This directive applies to text in headers and footers 
as well as body text. For example, if the Font di
rective were included in the string for the footer, 
the font of the footer would be as specified until 
changed by Ffont or Defaultfont or by another 
Font directive in the footer. If any of the values 
are not specified, they will not be changed from 
the current font. If you do not wish to change the 
style, the second comma is not necessary. If you 
wish to change only one of the values, it is usually 
easier to use one of the directives Size, Face, Style, 
Slant, Underline, Monospace, Lightface, or Boldface. 
You can also change fonts by naming the page 
area, e.g., Bfont, Hlfont, etc. Note that not all 
size, face, and style options are available on every 
device. 

Size options: From 50 to 2500 thousandths of an 
inch, or from 4 to 144 points. 

Face options: 

Courier 

Directory 
Film 

Ocrb 
Nmamicrofont 
Newsgothic 
Timesroman 
Spectra 

Messenger 
Centuryschool 
Futura 

Optima 
V.mono 

Style options: 

Medium 

Light 
Bold 
Slanted 
Underlined 

Mono 

o 
1 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

8 
11 

12 
13 
14 

o 

2 
4 
8 
16 

You may combine the style options by adding their 
numbers or alphabetic equivalents, e.g., either 
2+4+8 or 14 or Bold+Slanted+Underlined would 
produce bold, slanted (Italic), and underlined text. 



Pxfont "Font by level" 
Pxfont [level] =size,face,style 
Initial value: Defaultfont 

For photocomposition only. The text of all state
ments of the specified level will be set in the type 
size, face, and style given in this directive, when 
Pxfontshow is set for that level. If you omit 
[level], the directive applies to all levels set by 
Pxfontshow. If any of the values are not specified, 
they will not be changed from the current font. If 
you do not wish to change the style, the second 
comma is not necessary. Note that not all size, 
face, and style options are available on every de
vice. 

Size options: From 50 to 2500 thousandths of an 
inch, or from 4 to 144 points. 

Face options: 

Courier 
Directory 
Film 
Ocrb 
Nmamicrafont 
Newsgothic 
Timesroman 
Spectra 
Messenger 

Centuryschool 
Futura 
Optima 
Vcmono 

Style options: 

Medium 
Light 
aold 

Slanted 
Underlined 
Mono 

o 
1 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
a 
11 
12 
13 
14 

a 
1 

2 
4 
a 
16 

You may combine the style options by adding their 
numbers or alphabetic equivalents, e.g., either 
2+4+8 or 14 or Bold+Slanted+Underlined would 
produce bold, slanted (Italic), and underlined text. 

Pxfont&how "Levels for Pxfont" 
Pxfontshow=intervals 
Initial value: 0 
Range: [0, 35] 

For photocomposition only. Pxfontshow controls 
the levels on which Pxfont will take effect. The 
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listed intervals of levels will be set according to the 
current value of Pxfont for those levels. 
Pxfontshow takes effect on the next statement. 

"intervals" represents a series of intervals of levels 
in any of the following forms (where n and m are 
integers between 1 and 35): 

n 

<n 
<=n 
>n 
>=n 
(n, m) 
[n, m) 
(n, m] 
[n, m] 
AII/OnlYes 
None/Off/No/O 

Level n only 
Levels 1 through n - 1 
Levels 1 through n 
Levels n+1 through 35 

Levels n through 35 
Levels n+ 1 through m - 1 
Levels n through m - 1 
Levels n+1 through m 
Levels n through m 
Levels 1 through 35 
No levels (resets the directive) 

To specify more than one interval, separate them 
with commas (e.g., <=3, [10,12]). You may not 
specify an interval from one number through a 
lower number (e.g., [12.10]). 

Setting special text 

Snfont "Left statement numbers font by level" 
Snfont [level] =size.face,style 
Initial value: Defaultfont 

For photocomposition only. The left statement 
numbers of the specified level will be set in the 
type size. face. and style given in this directive. 
when Snfontshow is set for that level. If you omit 
[level], this directive applies to all levels set by 
Snfontshow. If any of the values are not specified, 
they will not be changed from the current font. If 
you do not wish to change the style, the second 
comma is not necessary. Note that not all size. 
face, and style options are available on every de
vice. 

Size options: From 50 to 2500 thousandths of an 
inch, or from 4 to 144 points. 

Face options: 

Courier a 
Directory 1 
Film 2 
Ocrb 3 
Nmamicrofont 4 
Newsgothic 5 
Timesroman 6 
Spectra 7 
Messenger a 
Centuryschool 11 
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Futura 
Optima 
Vcmono 

Style options: 

Medium 
Light 
Bold 
Slanted 
Underlined 
Mono 

12 
13 
14 

o 
1 

2 
4 
8 
16 

You may combine the style options by adding their 
numbers or alphabetic equivalents, e.g., either 
2+4+8 or 14 or Bold+Slanted+Underlined would 
produce bold, slanted (Italic), and underlined text. 

Snfontshow "Levels for Snfont" 
Snfontshow=intervals 
Initial value: 0 
Range: [0, 35] 

For photocomposition only. The left statement 
numbers of the listed intervals of levels will be set 
in the font specified by Snfont for those levels. If 
the Snfontshow directive does not include a given 
level, or if no Snfontshow directive appears, the 
statement number will be set in the font at which 
the statement was initialized (Bfont or Pxfont for 
that leVel). 

" intervals" represents a series of intervals of levels 
in any of the following forms (where n and m are 
integers between 1 and 35): 

n 

<n 
<=n 
>n 
>=n 
(n, m) 

[n, m) 
(n, m] 
[n, m] 
All/On/Yes 
None/Off/No/O 

Level n only 

Levels 1 through n - 1 
Levels 1 through n 

Levels n+ 1 through 35 
Levels n through 35 
Levels n+ 1 through m - 1 
Levels n through m - 1 
Levels n+ 1 through m 
Levels n through m 
Levels 1 through 35 
No levels (resets the directive) 

To specify more than one interval, separate them 
with commas (e.g., <=3, [10,12]). You may not 
specify an interval from one number through a 
lower number (e.g., [12,10]). 
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Snffont "Right statement numbers font by level" 
Snffont [level] =size,face,style 
Initial value: Defaultfont 

For photocomposition only. The right statement 
numbers of the given level will be set in the type 
size, face, and style given in this directive, when 
Snffontshow is set for that level. If you omit 
[level], the directive applies to all levels. If any 
of the values are not specified, they will not be 
changed from the current font. If you do not wish 
to change the style, the second comma is not nec
essary. Note that not all size, face, and style op
tions are available on every device. 

Size options: From 50 to 2500 thousandths of an 
inch, or from 4 to 144 points. 

Face options: 

Courier 
Directory 
Film 
Ocrb 
Nmamicrofont 
Newsgothic 
Timesromon 
Spectra 
Messenger 
Centuryschool 

Futura 
Optima 
Vcmono 

Style options: 

Medium 
Light 
Bold 
Slanted 

Underlined 
Mono 

o 
1 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
11 
12 
13 
14 

o 
1 
2 
4 
8 
16 

You may combine the style options by adding their 
numbers or alphabetic equivalents, e.g., either 
2+4+8 or 14 or Bold+Slanted+Underlined would 
produce bold, slanted (Italic), and underlined text. 

Snffontshow "Levels for Snffont" 
Snffontshow=intervals 
Initial value: 0 
Range: [0, 35] 

For photocomposition only. The right statement 
numbers of the listed intervals of levels will be set 
in the font specified by Snffont for those levels. If 
the Snffontshow directive does not include a given 
level, or if no Snffontshow directive appears, the 



statement number will appear in the font at which 
the statement was initialized (Bfont or Pxfont for 
that level). 

" intervals" represents a series of intervals of levels 
in any of the following forms (where n and m are 
integers between 1 and 35): 

n 

<n 
<=n 
>n 
>=n 
(n, m) 
[n, m) 
{n, m] 
[n, m] 
All/On/Yes 
None/Off/No/O 

Level n only 
Levels 1 through n - 1 
Levels 1 through n 
Levels n+ 1 through 35 
Levels n through 35 
Levels n+ 1 through m - 1 
Levels n through m - 1 
Levels n+ 1 through m 
Levels n through m 
Levels 1 through 35 
No levels (resets the directive) 

To specifY more than one interval, separate them 
with commas (e.g., <=3, [10,12]). You may not 
specify an interval from one number through a 
lower number (e.g., [12,10]). 

Pxnfont "Font for Pxn numbers by level" 
Pxnfont [level] =size,face,style 
Initial value: Defaultfont 

For photocomposition only. The numbering of 
statements of the specified level will be set in the 
type size, face, and style given in this directive, 
when that level is set by Pxnfontshow. This direc
tive applies only to numbers resulting from the use 
of the Pm and Pxnshow directives. If you omit 
[level], the directive applies to all levels set by 
Pxnfontshow. If any ,of the values are not speci
tied, they will not be changed from the current 
font. If you do not wish to change the style, the 
second comma is not necessary. Note that not all 
size, face, and style options are available on every 
device. 

Size options: From 50 to 2500 thousandths of an 
inch, or from 4 to 144 points. 

Face options: 

Courier 0 
Directory 1 
Film 2 
Ocrb 3 
Nmamicrofont 4 
Newsgothic 5 
Timesroman 6 
Spectro 7 
Messenger 8 
Centuryschool 11 
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Futura 
Optima 
Vcmono 

Style options: 

Medium 
Light 
Bold 
Slanted 
Underlined 
Mono 

12 
13 
14 

o 

2 
4 
8 
16 
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You may combine the style options by adding their 
numbers or alphabetic equivalents, e.g., either 
2+4+8 or 14 or Bold+Slanted+Underlined would 
produce bold, slanted (Italic), and underlined text. 

Pxnfontshow "Levels for Pxnfont" 
Pxnfontshow=intervals 
Initial value: 0 
Range: [0, 35] 

For photocomposition only. The numbering of 
statements of the listed intervals of levels will be 
set in the font specified by Pxnfont for those lev
els. If the Pxnfontshow directive does not include 
a given level, or if no Pxnfontshow directive ap
pears, the number will be set in the font at which 
the statement was initialized (Bfont or Pxfont for 
that level). 

"intervals" represents a series of intervals of levels 
in any of the following forms (where n and m are 
integers between 1 and 35): 

n 
<n 
<=n 
>n 
>=n 
(n, m) 
[n, m) 
{n, m] 
[n, m] 
All/On/Yes 
None/Off/No/O 

Level n only 
Levels 1 through n - 1 
Levels 1 through n 
Levels n+ 1 through 35 
Levels n through 35 
Levels n+ 1 through m - 1 
Levels n through m - 1 
Levels n+ 1 through m 
Levels n through m 
Levels 1 through 35 
No levels (resets the directive) 

To specify more than one interval, separate them 
with commas (e.g., <=3, [10,12]). You may not 
specify an interval from one number through a 
lower number (e.g., [12,10]). 
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Sigfont "Font for statement signatures" 
Sigfont=size,face,style 
Initial value: Defaultfont 

For photocomposition only. The statement signa
tures will be set in the type size, face, and style 
given in this directive. If any of the values are 
not specified, they will not be changed from the 
current font. If you do not wish to change the 
style, the second comma is not necessary. Note 
that not all size, face, and style options are availa
ble for every device. 

Size options: From 50 to 2500 thousandths of an 
inch, or from 4 to 144 points. 

Face options: 

Courier 

Directory 

Film 

Ocrb 

Nmamicrofont 

Newsgothic 

Timesroman 

Spectra 

Messenger 

Centuryschool 

Futura 

Optima 

Vcmono 

Style options: 

Medium 

Light 

Bold 

Slanted 

Underlined 

Mono 

o 

2 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
11 
12 
13 
14 

o 
1 
2 
4 
8 
16 

You may combine the style options by adding their 
numbers or alphabetic equivalents, e.g., either 
2+4+8 or 14 or Bold+.Slanted+Underlined would 
produce bold, slanted (Italic), and underlined text. 

Mcstfont "Font for statement marks" 
Mcstfont=size,face,style 
Initial value: Defaultfont 

For photocomposition only. The text of the state
ment mark defined by Mcstext will be set in the 
type size, face, and style specified by this directive. 
If any of the values are not specified, they will not 
be changed from the current font. If you do not 
wish to change the style, the second comma is not 
necessary. Note that not all size, face, and style 
options are available on every device. 
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Size options: From 50 to 2500 thousandths of an 
inch, or from 4 to 144 points. 

Face options: 

Courier 

Directory 

Film 

Ocrb 

Nmamicrofont 

Newsgothic 

Timesroman 

Spectra 

Messenger 

Centuryschool 

Futura 

Optima 

Vcmono 

Style options: 

Medium 

Light 

Bold 

Slanted 

Underlined 

Mono 

o 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

8 
11 
12 
13 
14 

o 
1 

2 
4 
8 
16 

You may combine the style options by adding their 
numbers or alphabetic equivalents, e.g., either 
2+4+8 or 14 or Bold+Slanted+Underlined would 
produce bold, slanted (Italic), and underlined text. 

VI "Set next n visibles according to Vlfont" 
Vl=n 
Range: [1, 102] 

For photocomposition only. The next n visibles 
will be set in the font specified in the Vlfont di
rective. V is a synonym for VI. If n is not speci
fled, 1 will be assumed. You may also use V2, 
V3, etc., up to VlO. 

Vlfont "Font for VI" 
V Ifont=size,face,style 
Initial value: Defaultfont 

For photocomposition only. Whenever a VI direc
tive appears, the text of the number of visibles spe
cified in the VI directive will be set in the type 
size, face, and style given in this directive. Vfont 
is a synonym for Vlfont. If any of the values are 
not specified, they will not be changed from the 
current font. If you do not wish to change the 
style, the second comma is not necessary. Note 



that not all size, face, and style options are availa
ble on every device. You may also use V2font, 
V3font, etc., up to VIOfont. 

Size options: From 50 to 2500 thousandths of an 
inch, or from 4 to 144 points. 

Face options: 

Courier 

Directory 

Film 

Ocrb 

Nmamicrofont 

Newsgothic 

Timesroman 

Spectra 

Messenger 

Centuryschool 

Futuro 

Optima 

Vcmono 

Style options: 

Medium 

Light 

Bold 

Slanted 

Underlined 

Mono 

o 

2 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
11 
12 
13 
14 

o 
1 

2 
4 
8 
16 

You may combine the style options by adding their 
numbers or alphabetic equivalents, e.g., either 
2+4+8 or 14 or Bold+Slanted+Underlined would 
produce bold, slanted (Italic), and underlined text. 

Setting individual aspects 

Size "Change type size" 
Size=size 
Range: [4p, 144p] 

For photocomposition only. The text of the area 
in which this directive appears will be set in the 
given type size from that point on, until it is 
changed by another directive controlling font. For 
example, if the Size directive were included in the 
string for the footer, the size of the footer would 
be as specified until changed by Ffont or 
Defaultfont or by a Font or Size directive in the 
footer. This directive applies to text in headers 
and footers as well as body text. Note that not all 
size options are available on every device. 

Size options: From 50 to 2500 thousandths of an 
inch, or from 4 to 144 points. 
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Face "Change type face" 
Face=face 
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For photocomposition only. The text of the area 
in which this directive appears will be set in the 
given type face from that point on, until it is 
changed by another directive controlling font. For 
example, if the Face directive were included in the 
string for the footer, the face of the footer would 
be as specified until changed by Ffont or 
Defaultfont or by a Font or Face directive in the 
footer. This directive applies to text in headers 
and footers as well as body text. Note that not all 
face options are available on every device. 

Face options: 

Courier 0 
Directory 1 
Film 2 
Ocrb 3 
Nmamicrofont 4 
Newsgothic 5 
Timesroman 6 
Spectra 7 

Messenger 8 
Centuryschool 11 
Futuro 12 
Optima 13 
Vcmono 14 

Style "Change type style" 
Style=style 

For photocomposition only. The text of the area 
in which this directive appears will be set in the 
given type style from that point on, until it is 
changed by another directive controlling font. For 
example, if the Style directive were included in the 
string for the footer, the style of the footer would 
be as specified until changed by Ffont or 
Defaultfont or by a Font, Style, or individual style 
directive in the footer. The following directives 
can be used to change individual style 
characteristics: Lightface, Boldface, Slant, Mono
space, and Underline. 

Style options: 

Medium 0 
Light 1 
Bold 2 
Slanted 4 
Underlined 8 
Mono 16 
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You may combine the style options by adding their 
numbers or alphabetic equivalents, e.g., either 
2+4+8 or 14 or Bold+Slanted+Underlined would 
produce bold, slanted (Italic), and underlined text. 

Lightface "Change to Light type style" 
Lightface=On/Off 

For photocomposition only. The text of the area 
in which this directive appears will be set in Light 
type of the same size and face as the current font. 
This directive applies to headers and footers as well 
as body text. If no Light type is available for the 
type face currently in effect, the directive will have 
no effect. If no argument is given, On will be as
sumed. This directive takes effect immediately. If 
the type style is Light, it may be set to Medium 
by setting Lightface to Off. 

Boldface "Change to Bold type style" 
Boldface=On/Off 

For photocomposition only. The text of the area 
in which this directive appears will be set in Bold 
type of the same size and face as the current font. 
This directive applies to text in headers and footers 
as well as body text. If no true Bold is available 
for the face currently in effect, the photocomposi
tion device may create an imitation Bold. If no 
imitation Bold is available, the directive will have 
no effect. If no argument is given, On will be as
sumed. This directive takes effect immediately. If 
the type style is Bold, it may be set to Medium by 
setting Boldface to Off. 

Slant "Change to Slanted type style" 
Slant=On/Off 

For photocomposition only. The text of the area 
in which this directive appears will be set in Italic 
type of the same size and face as the current font. 
This directive applies to text in headers and footers 
as well as body text. If no true Italic is available 
for the face currently in effect, the photocomposi
tion device may create an imitation Italic. If no 
imitation Italic is available, the directive will have 
no effect. If no argument is given, On will be as
sumed. This directive takes effect immediately. 
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Underline "Change to Underlined type style" 
Underline=On/Off 

For photocomposition only. The text of the area 
in which this directive appears will be set in under
lined type from that point on. This directive ap
plies to text in headers and footers as well as body 
text. If no argument is given, On will be assumed. 
This directive takes effect immediately. 

Monospace "Change to Monospaced type style" 
Monospace=On/Off 

For photocomposition only. The text of the area 
in which this directive appears will be set in mono
spaced type from that point on. This directive ap
plies to headers and footers as well as body text. 
It has meaning only when a type face that is nor
mally proportionally spaced is in effect. Those 
type faces which may be (and initially are) propor
tionally spaced are: Courier (0), Newsgothic (5), 
Timesroman (6), Centuryschool (11), Futura (12), 
and Optima (13). If no argument is given, On will 
be assumed. This directive takes effect immedi
ately. 



Directives That Control Directives 

DId "Directive left delimiter" 
Dld=character 
Initial value: '. 

Initially, the left delimiter of a directive is a peri
od. DId will change it to one of the following 
characters: ! " # $ % & ' ( ) @: = t [ ] 
<> . , ? + • / - and back arrow (underline). 
The character may be expressed in ASCII code 
(e.g., 72B) or typed in with a preceding apostrophe 
(e.g., ':). Changing delimiters can make it easier 
for you to find directives in your fue or to show 
standard directive usage in your output (i.e., include 
directives surrounded by the standard delimiters as 
part of the text). The change takes effect immedi
ately after the DId directive; from that point on, 
only directives using the new left delimiter will be 
recognized. 

Drd "Directive right delimiter" 
Drd=character 
Initial value: '; 

Initially, the right delimiter of a directive is a 
semicolon. Drd will change it to one of the fol
lowing characters: ! # $ % & ' ( ) @ : = t [ ] 
; <> . ,? The character may be expressed in 
ASCII code (e.g., 72B) or typed in with a preced
ing apostrophe (e.g., ':). Changing delimiters can 
make it easier for you to find directives in your 
file or to show standard directive usage in your 
output (i.e., include directives surrounded by the 
standard delimiters as part of the text). The 
change takes effect immediately after the Drd di
rective (although you must end the Drd directive 
with the old right delimiter); from that point on, 
only directives using the new right delimiter will be 
recognized. 

Dease "Directive recognition case" 
Dease=O/1/2 
Initial value: 2 

Dease sets the ease requirements for the first letter 
of directives and alphabetic equivalents (such as 
All, None, Fl, etc.). 

o recognize either upper or lower ease for 
fIrSt letter of the directive 

1 recognize directives beginning with a lower 
ease letter only 
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2 recognize directives beginning with an upper 
case letter only 

Dease takes effect immediately, so all succeeding 
directives must conform to its specifications, even a 
subsequent Dease. 

Defsyn "Define synonym for directive" 
Defsyn [directive] =name 

Defsyn dermes the given name to be a synonym 
for the directive that you specify in brackets. The 
first character of the name must be in the ease 
specified by the Dease directive (normally upper 
ease). The two names can be used interchangeably 
from that point on. Defsyn is sometimes used to 
abbreviate directives or to name them for their 
purpose in the document. 

D "Print directives switch" 
D=On/Off 
Initial value: Off 

When D=On, it and every directive thereafter will 
be printed as part of the output (and executed as 
well). When D=Off, this directive and all that fol
low will be executed but not printed. 

Igel "Ignore directives switch" 
Igd=On/Off 
Initial value: Off 

All directives except Igd will not be executed while 
Igd is On. Directives will be recognized, however, 
by the D directive. Igd applies only to the body 
area, so directives in the headers and footer will be 
executed. 
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Printing 

Level and line clipping 

Levclip "Do not print levels below n" 
Levclip=n 
Initial value: AUGMENT 
Range: [0, 72] 

Levels below level n will not be printed. Direc
tives in unprinted levels will be ignored. AUG
MENT viewspecs determine which levels are 
printed where this directive is not used. Where 
this directive is used, levels n and above will be 
printed only if passed by the current AUGMENT 
viewspecs. 

Levshow "Show only these levels" 
Levshow=intervals 
Initial value: AUGMENT 
Range: [0, 35] 

Beginning with the next statement, only statements 
of the given intervals of levels will be printed. Di -
rectives in unprinted levels will be ignored. -
AUGMENT viewspecs determine which levels are 
printed where this directive is not used. Where 
this directive is used, the given levels will be 
printed only if passed by the current AUGMENT 
viewspecs. 

"intervals" represents a series of intervals of levels 
in any of the following forms (where n and mare 
integers between 1 and 35): 

n 

<n 
<=n 
>n 
>=n 
(n, m) 

[n, m) 
(n, m] 
[n, m] 
All/On/Yes 
None/Off/No/O 

level n only 
levels 1 through n - 1 
levels 1 through n 
levels n+ 1 through 35 
levels n through 35 
levels n+ 1 through m - 1 
levels n through m - 1 
levels n+ 1 through m 
levels n through m 
levels 1 through 35 
No levels (resets the directive) 

To specify more than one interval, separate them 
with commas (e.g., <=3, [10,12]). You may not 
specify an interval from one number through a 
lower number (e.g., [12,10]). 
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Trun "Truncate to n lines" 
Trun=n 
Initial value: AUGMENT 
Range: >=0 

Starting with the current statement, all statements 
will be truncated to n lines, as with AUGMENT 
viewspecs. If no number is given, 1 is assumed. 
This directive overrides the AUGMENT viewspecs. 
Directives in all lines of truncated statements will 
be executed (although directives that apply only to 
truncated lines will have no effect). 

Printing selected sections of a document 

Pshow "Show only these pages" 
Pshow=interval 
Initial value: All 

Only the given interval of pages will be printed, 
but all the other pages will be formatted and 
scanned for directives. Pshow takes effect on the 
current statement. 

"interval" represents an interval of pages in any of 
the following forms: 

n 

<n 
<=n 
>n 
>=n 
(n, m) 
[n, m) 
(n, m] 
[n, m] 
All/On/Yes 
None/Off/No/O 

Page n only 
Pages 1 through n - 1 
Pages 1 through n 
Pages n+ 1 through last page 
Pages n through last page 
Pages n+ 1 through m - 1 
Pages n through m - 1 

Pages n+ 1 through m 

Pages n through m 

All pages 
No pages 

YOJ~ may not specify an interval from one page 
through a preceding page (e.g., [12,10]). 

Igls "Ignore line segment" 
Igls 

The text of the current line segment will not be 
printed. Directives in the line segment will be ex
ecuted' however. 

A line segment is a string of text terminated by: 

a tab character or Gtab directive 

a Split or Dotsplit directive 

a Tabto or Dotto directive 



a change in type size, face, or style (photocom
position only) 

an end - of -line condition (return character or 
Gcr directive, line overflow beyond the right 
margin, or end of statement). 

Igs "Ignore statement" 
Igs 

The current statement will not be printed. Direc
tives in the statement before, but not after, the Igs 
directive will be recognized and executed. 

Igrest "Ignore rest of statement" 
Igrest 

From that point on, the rest of the current state
ment (both text and directives) will be ignored, as 
if it were at the end of the statement. 

19b "Ignore branch" 
19b 

The current statement and all its substatements will 
not be printed. The directives before the 19b di
rective will be executed. After the 19b directive, 
there will be no scanning for directives and no 
printing. 

Igtext "Ignore text switch" 
Igtext=On/OfT 
Initial value: OfT 

When Igtext is set to On, all text in the ftle and 
all directives except Igtext will be ignored until 
Igtext is set to OfT (as if that section of the ftle 
were not there). 

Halt "Ignore rest of file" 
Halt 

This directive stops the processing of directives and 
the output of the ftle from that point on, as if it 
were at the end of the ftle. 
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Post "Send output switch" 
Post=On/OfT 
Initial value: On 
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When Post is On, the formatted file will be sent to 
the output device or file as usual (post - processed). 
When Post is OfT, the Output Processor will format 
the file as usual, reading all the directives and 
composing all the pages, but the output will not be 
sent to the device or ftle. It will be as if the 
printer were turned off while that section was being 
sent to it. Note that if you set Post=OfT in the 
middle of a page and Post=On in the middle of a 
subsequent page, the two fragments will print on 
the same physical page. Two fragments on the 
same page may throw off numbering on the follow
ing page; a Pbs directive next to the Post=On will 
solve that problem. 
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Apparent right margin. The body right margin un
less multiple columns are being printed, in which 
case it is the column right margin. 

Argument. The part of an Output Processor direc
tive in which you can specify a value. For exam
pIe, in the directive Gcr=3 the number three is the 
argument. 

Columnate. Means "start a new column". 

Eleetrostatic: printer. In this guide we are using 
the term "electrostatic printer" to include all 
high-resolution (100 dots per inch or greater) dot 
matrix printers. All Output Processor directives 
that apply to photocomposition devices also apply 
to electrostatic printers. 

Flush left. Characters are printed so that lines are 
aligned on the left only. This alignment is also 
called "ragged right". When an AUGMENT 
statement is flush left, it is aligned on the state
ment's left margin, not the body left margin or the 
left margin base for the overall document. 

Flush right. Lines are aligned on the right margin 
only. 

Font. The complete character set of type of one 
size, face, and style, for example, 12 point Times 
Roman Medium. The Output Processor knows 
how much space a particular character in a particu
Jar font occupies, and this space may vary on dif
ferent photocomposition devices. 

Footer. One or more lines at the foot of a page 
that most often contain the page number (folio) 
and sometimes other information such as the title 
or publication name. Traditionally, the footer is re
ferred to as a "running foot". 

Header. One or more lines at the head of a page 
that may contain the title or publication name and 
other information, such as the page number (folio), 
chapter name or number, and date of publication. 
Traditionally, the header is referred to as a "run
ning head". 

Initial value. The value that the Output Processor 
automatically assigns to an individual aspect of 
format before a directive changes it. The overall 
format of a document that is printed through the 
Output Processor without any directives is called 
the "initial format". 
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Interval. In this guide, the argument for a direc
tive may be expressed as "intervals". For such a 
directive you are not limited to a single value but 
can specify a range of values. An example of an 
interval of levels is all statements of levels greater 
than two but not more than six. 

Invisible. A series of (generally) nonprinting char
acters that may include return character, space, tab, 
escape, line feed, form feed, null, and control char
acters. 

Journal header. A special header that is automati
cally included in every document that is submitted 
to the AUGMENT Journal. The Journal header 
contains the following information: the ident of 
the person(s) who sent the Journal item, the date 
and time the Journal item was sent, and the Jour
nal catalog number. While a regular header is 
printed below the top margin of a page, the Jour
nal header is printed within the top margin. 

Full justification. The process of spacing out type 
between two margins so that all full lines are of 
equal length. 

Leaders (pronounced like people who go ahead of 
groups). Rows of dots or dashes used to direct the 
reader's eye across large gaps of white space. 

Leading (pronounced like the heavy grey metal). 
In photocomposition, the space between lines of 
type. The word stems from the traditional use of 
thin strips of lead between hand - set type. Leading 
is not the same as double spacing. The leading for 
each line of text is considered part of the type, un
like the blank lines in double - spaced text. For 
photocomposition, the Output Processor adds the 
amount of leading and the height of the current 
type face to calculate the size of one "blank line" 
or "line space". You can set leading equal to 0, 
but type that is set without leading is hard to read. 
Determine the amount of leading according to the 
type face, type size, and line length you are using. 
A general rule of thumb is that leading should be 
no more than 25 percent of the size of the body 
type. 

Left margin base. An AUGMENT term for the 
Output Processor's absolute margin from which 
most horizontal margins are calculated. Nothing 
can be printed to the left of the left margin base, 
and if you change the position of the left margin 
base, all other horizontal margins will move equiva-
1ently. 
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Line. To the Output Processor, a "line" is any 
string of characters that ends with a return charac
ter' end of statement, or right margin overflow. 
Note that a line may consist of only a return char
acter. 

Line segment. To the Output Processor, a "line 
segment" is a string of text terminated by a tab 
character or a Gtab directive, a Split or Dotsplit 
directive, a Tabto or Dotto directive, a change in 
type size, face, or style, or the end of a line. A 
line segment may be a part of a line or an entire 
line itself. 

Line space. A line space is the amount of vertical 
space taken up by a line of text; it includes the 
height of the current type plus the leading. For 
nonphotocomposition formats, a blank line is always 
equal to one line space because you cannot control 
the size of the type or the size of a "blank line". 
For photocomposition formats, if you do not specif
ically set the size of a blank line, the Output Pro
cessor will use a line space. 

Monospaced type. Type in which all the charac
ters in the alphabet are of uniform width. Each 
takes up the same amount of space, whether it is a 
punctuation mark, a lower case letter, or an upper 
case letter. 

Nonphotocomposition device. In this guide, we are 
using the term "nonphotocomposition device" to 
include the broad spectrum of devices that can 
print or display files formatted by the Output Pro
cessor' including line printers, display terminals, and 
typewriter terminals. 

Overflow. When the Output Processor cannot fit a 
statement or a line all on one print line, it begins 
a new line; this new line is called "overflow". 

Paginate. Means "start a new page". 

Photocomposition. Photocomposition or phototype
setting is the process of photographically casting 
type to produce proofs or camera - ready copy. 
You can use an AUGMENT command to prepare 
a file to be composed on one of the four photo
composition devices currently available to AUG
MENT users. 

Point. A point is the smallest unit of type mea
surement (actually .01384 inches or approximately 
1172 of an inch). Traditionally used to describe 



the size of type, points can also be used with the 
Output Processor to specify vertical and horizontal 
measurements for photocomposition. 

Proportional type. Type in which the width of 
various characters in the alphabet varies; the letter 
"i" is the narrowest and the letters "m II and 
" w II are the widest. A proportional type face is 
more legible and attractive than a monospaced type 
face and saves space. 

Slant. When you request a Slanted type style and 
no true Italic is available for the type face cur
rently in effect, the photocomposition device may 
II slant II an upright or Roman type face to create 
an imitation Italic. 

Statement's left margin. In AUGMENT, when 
statements are indented by viewspecs or directives, 
the left margin of an individual statement is mea
sured after the indenting (the blank space) that 
precedes the statement. A statement's left margin 
mayor may not be equivalent to the left margin 
that is controlled by the directive Blm. 

Type face. All the type of a single design, regard
less of size. The following traditional type faces 
are currently available to AUGMENT users: Ceo
tury Schoolbook, Futura, News Gothic, Optima, 
and Times Roman. Courier, a special type face 
that was created to look like typewriter or line 
printer characters, is also available. We also offer 
several type faces easily read by an Optical Charac
ter Reader, but not suitable for high - quality 
printed documents. Note that not all type faces 
are available on every photocomposition device. 
There are samples of the type faces available on 
the Videocomp in Appendix II, those available on 
the COMP80 in Appendix III, and those available 
on the Singer 6000 in Appendix IV. 

Type size. Type size is the height of a font, tradi
tionally measured in points, from the top of the as
cender (the part that sticks up on an "h ") to the 
bottom of the descender (the part that extends 
down on a lip"). Size does not measure the width 
of the characters; the width of the letter "m" in 
different fonts that are of identical height or point 
size will vary. Note that not all type sizes are 
available on every photocomposition device. 

Type style. Type style includes the range of varia
tions for an individual type face. This includes 
both the weight of the letters, including light, me
dium' and bold (heavy), and the choice between 
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upright (Roman) or Italic. (If Italic is not availa
ble' the upright letters may be slanted by the pho
tocomposition device.) Although underlining is not 
truly a type variation, underlining is also an option 
for type style with the Output Processor. 

Visible. A series of printing characters, excluding 
all II invisible II characters such as spaces and return 
characters. 

X coordinate. A number that indicates the hori
zontal distance from the left margin base to a spe
cified character. 

Y coordinate. A number that indicates the vertical 
distance from the top of the page to a specified 
character. For photocomposition, Y is measured 
from the top edge of the page to the tops of the 
characters. 



PAGE LAYOUT DIRECTIVES 
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~--------------Hjrm-------+-----t-----l~ 
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NOTE: lm sets Him, Blm and Flm. 
Rm sets Hrm, Brm and Frm. 
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How To Lay Out A Page 

Study of the diagram on the facing page should 
clarify the relationships between the various direc
tives that control the horizontal and vertical dimen
sions of a page. This section explains those rela
tionships in words and describes some common 
calculations of page measurements. Suggestions on 
how to prepare for different printing devices and 
for the Journal copy of your document are also 
given here. 

Horizontal Page Dimensions 

The left and right margins of the various page 
areas are all measured from the left margin base, 
an absolute left margin. Thus, you can change the 
left margin base and move all page areas while 
maintaining the relative positions of the various left 
and right margins. The left margin base is set by 
the Lmbase directive and is measured with respect 
to the leftmost printing position of the device. 

The initial value of Lmbase is zero for nonphoto
composition devices. A nonphotocomposition hori
zontal measurement is specified in character posi
tions. For example, if you set Blm (body left mar
gin) to 2 and do not change the initial value of 
Lmbase, printing in the body area will start in po
sition 3 (following two spaces). The initial value of 
Lmbase is 1.5 inches for photocomposition devices. 

Nothing will be printed to the left of Lmbase. 
Therefore, if you want to print photocomposed text 
one inch from the left edge of the paper, you can 
set Lmbase to one inch and Blm to zero, or 
Lmbase to zero and Blm to one inch, and so on. 

Note that the left edge of the paper may be 
aligned differently on different devices and may not 
coincide with the first printing position. On pho
tocomposition devices, printing begins at the left 
edge, but on most line printers the paper is in
stalled one - half inch to the left of the first posi
tion. Thus, a left margin base of zero is actually 
located one - half inch from the edge. You will 
have to adjust your calculations according to the 
device you plan to use. Most high - quality type
writer terminals and printers allow you to adjust 
the paper, so you can determine a standard posi
tion for paper insertion. We recommend that you 
align the paper guide one - half inch to the left of 
the machine's local left margin setting. For those 
terminals on which the paper edge setting cannot 
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be varied. determine how far the first printing posi
tion is from the left edge so you know how much 
paper width is available for Output Processor mea
surement. 

The Lm directive provides a short way of setting 
the left margin for the body, headers, and footer all 
at once. BIm. HIm, and Flm will change one par
ticWar aspect of a previous Lm setting, and Lm 
will change all of them. 

Similarly, the Rm directive sets the right margin 
for the body. headers, and footer. and you can 
change these margins using Brm, Hrm, Frm, or an
other Rm directive. Note that right margin set
tings are also measured from the left margin base; 
they do not measure blank space on the right side 
of the page. 

To measure the length of a line in a particular 
page area. subtract the left margin setting for that 
area from the right margin setting, as in: 

(Brm) - (BIm) = maximum length of line in 
body 

For instance, on a high - quality typewriter terminal 
printing at 12 characters per inch. using the initial 
values for Brm and BIm. you would calculate: 

65 - 0 = 65 characters = 5.4 inches at 12 char
acters per inch 

Many office typing or printing regulations specify 
left and right margins in terms of the amount of 
blank paper that must appear to the left and right 
of the printed text. In this case. the blank space 
to the left of the body text on line printer output 
is: 

(paper left of position 1) + (Lmbase) + (Blm) = 
blank space at left 

Assuming there is one - half inch of paper to the 
left of position 1. the initial values yield: 

.5 + 0 + 0 = .5 inch = 5 characters at 10 
characters per inch 
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The blank space to the right of the body text is: 

(width of paper) - (paper left of position 1) -
(Lmbase) - (Brm) = blank space at right 

If the width of the paper is 8.5 inches, the initial 
values yield: 

8.5 - .5 - 0 - 7.2 = .8 inches 

85 - 5 - 0 - 72 = 8 characters at 10 charac
ters per inch 

Note that the left margin setting is not included in 
the last formula because right margins are measured 
from Lmbase. Try using these formulas to see that 
if you change Blm to 5 and Brm to 70, you will 
get one blank inch at the left and one blank inch 
at the right on line printer output, and your lines 
will be 6.5 inches long. 

Vertical Page Dimensions 

Most vertical page dimensions are measured from 
the top of the page. thus allowing you to change 
the top margin without disturbing the bottom mar
gin, and vice versa. (For information on the loca
tion of the top of the page. see Top OJ Form later 
in this section.) 

The Ymax directive sets the total length of a page. 
The initial value directs the Output Processor to 
start each new page 11 inches from the beginning 
of the last one. You may change Ymax to request 
shorter pages (such as 10.5 inches for government 
paper) or longer pages. None of the other vertical 
measurements may exceed Y max. 

Vertical page dimensions are measured in lines on 
nonphotocomposition devices. For descriptions of 
photocomposition measurements. see the "Photo
composition Measurements" section of this appen
dix. Most line printers and typewriter terminals 
print six lines per vertical inch. Some high - quality 
typewriter terminals or printers also print eight 
lines per inch. Format your page for a particular 
setting. The initial Output Processor values are 
only appropriate for six lines per inch. For exam
pIe, Y max is initially set to 66 lines. or 11 inches 
at six lines per inch. 



The top margin is the amount of blank space left 
at the top of each page before the first header or, 
if there are no headers, before the first line of 
body text on the page. If headers are printed, 
blank space will appear between them as specified 
by directives such as Ybhlh2. After all headers 
are printed, the blank space following headers (Yfh) 
will appear followed by the first line of body text. 

If there were two headers, you would calculate the 
amount of vertical space from the top of page to 
the first line of the body text as follows: 

(Tm) + (HI) + (Ybhlh2) + (H2) + (yfh) = 
distance before body 

Since no headers appear when the initial format is 
used, the space preceding the first line of the body 
text is 3 lines, the initial size of the top margin. 

The bottom margin is the last line on which body 
text will be printed. After that line, the Output 
Processor will print the footer, if any, preceded by 
the distance specified by the Ypf directive. If you 
change the value of Y max, you may also need to 
change the bottom margin, leaving room for the 
footer and any blank space. 

The number of lines in the body area of the page 
can be calculated as follows: 

(Bm) - (distance before body) = lines in the 
body area 

Using the initial values, this would yield: 

56 - 3 = 53 lines 

The actual blank space at the bottom of the page 
will be: 

(Ymax) - «Bm) + (Ypt) + (lines in footer» = 
blank space at bottom 

The initial values would yield: 

66 - (56 + 3 + 1) = 6 lines 
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Top Of Form 

The top of the page, called "Top of Form" or 
TOF, is wherever the form feed control character 
<CTRL- L> or a simulation will cause the printer 
to stop feeding paper. 

A terminal with a continuous roll of nonperforated 
paper needs no form feed function because there is 
no particular Top of Form position. AUGMENT 
simply counts lines to fill a particular size page 
from wherever you start the printing; in this case, 
you ask it to "simulate" form feeds. 

A line printer or high - quality typewriter terminal 
can accept a box of paper that is perforated (every 
11 inches or any other measurement). 

We have set up our printers at ARC so that the 
form feed control character will cause the printer 
to stop one line below the horizontal perforation, 
ready to print on the topmost line of the page. If 
a page length of 11 inches is specified to the Out
put Processor, the printer stops at the top line of 
the next page. If any top margin space is speci
fied' it is counted from that first line. For in
stance, initially the top margin is three lines and 
the printer will feed three lines before printing the 
first line of text on each page. 

Some computer centers set up their line printers so 
that Top of Form is on the fourth line of the page 
(since they assume that formatting programs do not 
manipulate the top margin). The Output Proces
sor's initial top margin would thus cause six blank 
lines to appear at the top of each page. A page 
length of 11 inches would cause such a printer to 
stop again at the fourth line of the next page, 
ready to print as before. However, if any printing 
is to occur on the last three lines of such a page, 
it will appear below the perforation on the next 
page. Be sure to compensate for this. 

When using separate sheets of paper, make sure 
you insert each sheet to the same vertical position. 
We recommend that you set the pressure plate's 
line guide (which shows where the bottoms of the 
characters will rest) so that it is ready to print on 
the topmost line of the paper, one line below the 
top edge. 
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If you are using perforated paper, set Top of Form 
when the carriage is situated at the first line of a 
new page (that is, set the line guide one line below 
the perforation). The printer should "remember" 
this setting for all your AUGMENT printing jobs 
as long as it is turned on, unless you move the 
platen. 

Journal Format 

When an AUGMENT file or part of one is sub
mitted to the Journal, a permanent Journal copy is 
created. It is this copy that the recipients read 
and print and the catalogs refer to. AUGMENT 
users often "journalize" the final version of docu
ments that they print for distribution. This Journal 
copy will always be available for historical purposes 
and as a source for future editions of the docu
ment. The directives in the text that you journal
ize will also be contained in the permanent Journal 
copy. If you want your document to be printed in 
the same format after it is journalized, you need to 
know that the Journal adds directives of its own 
that change some initial values you may assume are 
still in effect. 

The Journal copy may be a file containing only the 
text you submitted, in which case the directives 
that are added appear in the origin statement of 
that file. If your text is brief, however, it may be 
added to an existing file, with the added directives 
appearing in a statement immediately preceding the 
submitted text. 

When the Journal copy is a file containing only the 
text you submitted, the origin statement of that file 
has the following form: 

< XJOURNAL, #####.NLS;I, >, DATE TIME 
XXX ;;;; .HJOURNAL=" AUTHOR - IDENTS 
DATE ####"; Title: 
. Hl= "TITLE-OF-SUBMISSION"; Author(s): 
NAMES/IDENTS; Distribution: IDENTS; Sub
Collections: IDENTS; Clerk: IDENT; .IGD=O; 
. SNF=HJRM; .RM=HJRM-7; .PN=-I; .YBS=I; 
.PES; Origin: 
FULL-ORIGIN -STATEMENT-OF-SUBMIT
TED-FILE 

. PEL; .PN=PN-l; .GCR; COMMENT-GIVEN
WITH -SUBMISSION 
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The idents, title, and comment come from informa
tion you supply when you send the Journal item. 
The last two lines shown above are inserted only if 
you supply a comment. Including a comment 
should not affect your format, since the comment 
appears on a separate page and page numbering is 
readjusted. However, the format you constructed 
will be affected by the directives the Journal adds 
preceding the origin statement from your original 
file. (Of course, if the text you submitted did not 
contain an origin statement, none is included in the 
Journal file.) Readers of the Journal file may 
begin printing at its origin statement, in which case 
the directives added by the Journal will take effect 
unless you specifically overrode them in the text 
you submitted. 

The directives you should be concerned about are 
Hjournal, HI, Snf, Rm, Pn, Ybs, and Pes. 

Hjournal (also called Hj): You cannot override 
this directive; however, it should not change your 
format in any way, since the Journal header is 
printed inside the top margin. As shown in the 
page layout diagram, Ybhjtm measures from the 
first line of the Journal header to the end of the 
top margin. By default, the Journal header will 
appear on the line immediately preceding any 
other headers, because the initial value of Ybhjtm 
is zero blank lines. Increasing Ybhjtm in your 
origin statement will move the Journal header up 
without moving the other headers or the body. 
Changing Tm will move the Journal header up or 
down equivalently with the headers and the 
body. 

HI: If you set header 1 in your origin state
ment' your setting will override the Journal's. If 
you do not want a header, you should turn off 
Hlsw, or the HI directive created by the Journal 
will cause the body text to start further down on 
the page . 

Snf=Hjrm: This causes right statement numbers 
to appear in position 76 or 72 (see Hjrm) . 
Reset Snf or turn numbers off altogether with 
Snfshow. 

Rm=Hjrm-7: To override this directive, set Rm 
explicitly in your origin statement . 

Pn= -1: This causes statement 1 to appear at 
the top of page O. We recommend that you set 
Pn to zero in your origin statement. 



Ybs=l: Include a Ybs setting in your origin 
statement if one blank line between statements is 
inappropriate. 

Pes: This causes the text of your origin state
ment to appear on a separate page. It will cause 
trouble only if you wish to print part of your or
igin statement on the same page as statement 1. 

We recommend that you print your me before 
submitting it to the Journal, so that you can see 
the effect of any directives you added to override 
Journal directives. You can defme a Journal 
header in your me if you wish, to take effect when 
you print the me before journalizing it. If you 
wish to include the Journal catalog number in your 
ftle, you may have the number assigned before you 
actually submit the me. You can then insert this 
number into your me where appropriate, and spec
ify that number when you later submit the item. 

Photocomposition Measurements 

Almost every directive that specifies a measurement 
can take two arguments, separated by a comma. 
The second is the photocomposition measurement, 
and you can specify inches, points, or centimeters 
by typing a measurement as follows: 

A number without a decimal point is interpreted 
as thousandths of an inch. 

A number with a decimal point is interpreted as 
inches. 

A number followed by an upper or lower case 
"p" is interpreted as points. This number may 
have but does not need a decimal point. 

A number without a decimal point that is fol
lowed by an upper or lower case "c" is inter
preted as thousandths of a centimeter. 

A number with a decimal point that is followed 
by an upper or lower case "c" is interpreted as 
centimeters. 
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For example, the following measurements are all 
different ways of specifying an equivalent distance: 
1000, 1.0, 72p, 254Oc, and 2.S4c. 

To specify characters or lines for photocomposition, 
simply give a nonphotocomposition measurement 
and the Output Processor will calculate an equiva
lent measurement according to the type size and 
leading you are using. 



PAPER EDGE 

TYPESETTING DIRECTIVES 

H1fOnt~ 
H2font HEADERS 1-4 . 
H3font 
H4font -II-UJ(.i.J(.i.~:L..i:~""""""""""""''''''~~~~~~~''''''''''''~ 

Left 
Statement Snfont 

Number \ 

~ 
~ 
~ 

I 

Sfont ----'~ 

Mcstfont 

Ffont lff2i 

Snffont 

~ Right 
Statement 
Number 

Statement 

~ 
~ 

~ 

NOTE: Defaultfont sets the font for Hifont. H1font. H2font. H3font. 
H4font, Sfont, Ffont, Mcstfont, Snfont, Sigfont, and Snffont. 
Pxfont sets the font for individual levels in the body. 



When you send a file that contains no directives to 
a photocomposition device, the Output Processor 
applies an initial photocomposition format. When a 
file does not have typesetting directives, the Output 
Processor uses the initial value for the directive 
Defaultfont to determine the font that is used. 
This means that, unless you specify otherwise, all 
the text in the photocomposed document, including 
headers, footers, statement numbers, and so on will 
be set in the default font. 

You may want to begin typesetting by setting the 
Defaultfont directive to the font you have chosen 
for your overall document. Since the Defaultfont 
directive takes effect immediately and resets all 
other typesetting directives, we recommend that if 
you use this directive, it should be the first direc
tive in your file. The directives shown in the illus
tration of typesetting directives on the facing page 
enable you to specify the font for individual page 
elements. The page elements that you set will be 
in the font you specify while all others will be in 
the default font. 

Note: If a typesetting directive appears within the 
first visible on a line or at the end of the first vis
ible' the font change will take place at the start of 
that visible (rather than immediately following the 
directive). Therefore, we recommend that you in
sert typesetting directives immediately preceding the 
visible at which you want the directive to take ef
fect. 
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APPENDIX II: 
Type Samples for the Videocomp 
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Note: All of the type faces in this appendix are 
available on the Videocomp 800. The Videocomp 
500 currently provides only the following type 
faces: Times Roman, News Gothic, and 
Century School. 

Times Roman 

16 point Times Roman 

Medium 

In a certain village in La 
Mancha, which I do not wish 
to name, there lived not long 
ago a gentleman - - one of those 

Bold 

In a certain village in La 
Mancha, which I do not wish 
to name, there lived not long 
ago a gentleman - - one of those 

Italic 

In a certain village in La 
Mancha, which I do not wish to 
name, there lived not long ago a 
gentleman - - one of those who 

10 point Times Roman 

Medium 

In a certain village in La Mancha, which I do not 
wish to name, there lived not long ago a 
gentleman - - one of those who have always a lance 
in a rack, an ancient shield, a lean hack and a 

1 
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Bold 

In a certain village in La Mancha, which I do not 
wish to name, there lived not long ago a 
gentleman - - one of those who have always a lance 
in a rack, an ancient shield, a lean hack and a 

Italic 

In a certain village in La Mancha, which I do not 
wish to name, there lived not long ago a gentleman
-one of those who have always a lance in a rack. an 
ancient shield, a lean hack and a greyhound for 

6 point Times Roman 

Medium 

In a certain village in La Mancha. which I do not wish to name, there lived not 
long ago a gentleman--one of those who have always a lance in a rack, an ancient 
shield, a lean hack and a greyhound for coursing. His habitual diet consisted of a 
stew, more beef than mutton, of hash most nights, boiled bones on Saturdays, len
tils on Fridays, and a young pigeon as a 

Bold 

In a certain village in La Mancha, which I do not wish to name, there lived not 
long ago a gentleman--one of those who have always a lance in a rack, an ancient 
shield, a lean hack and a greybound for coursing. His habitual diet consisted of a 
stew 7 more beef than mutton7 of hash most nights7 boiled bones on Saturdays, 
lentils on Fridays, and a young pigeon as a 

Italic 

In a certain village in La Mancha. which I do not wish to name. there lived not/ong 
ago a gentleman--one of those who have always a lance in a rack, an ancient shield. a 
lean hack and a greyhound for coursing. His habitual diet consisted of a stew. more 
beef than mutton. 0/ hash most nights. boiled bones on Saturdays. lentils on Fridays. 
and a young pigeon as a 
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New Gothic 

16 point News Gothic 

Medium 

In a certain village in La 
Mancha, which I do not wish to 
name, there lived not long ago 
a gentleman - - one of those 

Bold 

In a certain village in La 
Mancha, which I do not wish 
to name, there lived not long 
ago a gentleman - - one of 

Slanted 

In a certain village in La 
Mancha, which I do not wish to 
name, there lived not long ago 
a gentleman - - one of those 

10 point News Gothic 

Medium 

In a certain village in La Mancha, which I do not 
wish to name, there lived not long ago a 
gentleman - - one of those who have always a 
lance in a rack, an ancient shield, a lean hack 

Bold 

In a certain village in La Mancha, which I do not 
wish to name, there lived not long ago a 
gentleman - - one of those who have always a 
lance in a rack, an ancient shield, a lean hack 
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Slanted 

In a certain village in La Mancha, which I do not 
wish to name, there lived not long ago a 
gentleman- -one of those who have always a 
lance in a rack, an ancient shield, a lean hack 

6 point News Gothic 

Medium 

In a certain village in La Mancha, which I do not wish to name, there lived not 
long ago a gentleman--one of those who have always a lance in a rack, an an
cient shield, a lean hack and a greyhound for coursing. His habitual diet con
sisted of a stew, more beef than mutton, of hash most nights, boiled bones on 
Saturdays, lentils on Fridays, and a young pigeon as a 

Bold 

In a certain village in La Mancha, which I do not wish to name. there lived not 
long ago a genUeman--one of those who have always a lance in a rack, an an
cienl shield, a lean hack and a greyhound for coursing. His habitual diet con
sisted of a stew, more beef than mutton, of hash most nights, boiled bones on 
Saturdays. lentils on Fridays, and a young pigeon as a 

Slanted 

In a certain village in La Mancha, which I do not wish to name, there lived not 
long ago a gentleman--one of those who have always a lance in a rack, an an
cient shield, a lean hack and a greyhound for coursing. His habitual diet con
sisted of a stew. more beef than mutton, of hash most nights, boiled bones on 
Saturdays, lentils on Fridays, and a young pigeon as a 
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Century School 

16 point Century School 

Medium 

In a certain village in La 
Mancha, which I do not wish 
to name, there lived not long 
ago a gentleman - - one of 

Bold 

In a certain village in La 
Mancha, which I do not 
wish to name, there lived 
not long ago a gentleman - -

Italic 

In a certain village in La 
Mancha, which I do not wish 
to name, there lived not long 
ago a gentleman - - one of those 

10 point Century School 

Medium 

In a certain village in La Mancha, which I do 
not wish to name, there lived not long ago a 
gentleman - - one of those who have always a 
lance in a rack, an ancient shield, a lean hack 

Bold 

In a certain village. in La Mancha, which I 
do not wish to name, there lived not long 
ago a gentleman - -one of those who have 
always a lance in a rack, an ancient shield, 
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Italic 

In a certain village in La Mancha, which I do 
not wish to name, there lived not long ago a 
gentleman - -one of those who have always a 
lance in a rack, an ancient shield, a lean hack 

6 point Century School 

Medium 

In a certain village in La Mancha, which I do not wish to name, there lived 
not long ago a gentieman-<lne of those who have always a lance in a rack, an 
ancient shield, a lean hack and a greyhound for coursing. His habitual diet 
consisted of a stew, more beef than mutton, of hash most nights, boiled bones 
on Saturdays, lentils on Fridays, and a young pigeon as a 

Bold 

In a certain village In La Mancha, which I do not wish to name, there 
lived not long ago a gentieman-one of those who have always a Janee 
In a rack, an ancient shield, a lean hack and a greyhound for co1ll'lling. 
His habitual diet consisted of a stew, more beef than mutton, of hash 
most nights, boiled bones on Saturdays, lentils on Fridays, and a young 
pigeon asa 

Italic 

In a certain village in La Mancha, which I do not wish to name, there lived 
not long ago 8. gentJeman-cne of those who have always 8. lance in 8. rack, an 
ancient shield, 8. lean hack and 8. greyhound for coursing. His habitual diet 
consisted of 8. atew, more beef than mutton, of hash most nights, boiled bones 
on Saturdays, lentils on Fridays, and 8. young pigeon as 8. 



Futura 

16 point Futura 

Medium 

In a certain village in La Mancha, 
which I do not wish to name, there 
lived not long ago a gentleman - -
one of those who have always a 

Bold 

In a certain village in La 
Mancha, which I do not wish to 
name, there lived not long ago 
a gentleman - - one of those 

Light 

In a certain village in La Mancha, 
which I do not wish to name, 
there lived not long ago a 
gentleman - - one of those who 

Slanted 

In a certain village in La Mancha, 
which I do not wish to name, there 
lived not long ago a gentleman - -
one of those who have always a 
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10 point Futura 

Medium 

In a certain village in La Mancha, which I do not wish 
to name, there lived not long ago a gentleman - - one of 
those who have always a lance in a rack, an ancient 
shield, a lean hack and a greyhound for coursing. His 

Bold 

In a certain village in La Mancha, which I do not 
wish to name, there lived not long ago a 
gentleman - - one of those who have always a 
lance in a rack, an ancient shield, a lean hack and 

Light 

In a certain village in La Mancha, which I do not wish 
to name, there lived not long ago a gentleinan - - one 
of those who have always a lance in a rack, an 
ancient shield, a lean hack and a greyhound for 

Slanted 

In a certain yillage in La Mancha, which I do not wish 
to name, there liyed not long ago a genfleman- -one of 
those who have always a lance in a rack, an ancient 
shield, a lean hack and a greyhound for coursing. His 
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6 point Futura 

Medium 

In a certain village in La Mancha. which I do not wish to name, there lived not long ago a 
gentlemon--one ~of those who have' always a lance in a rack. an ancient shield, a lean hoek 
and a greyhound for coursing. His habitual diet consisted of a stew, more beef than mut
ton, of hash most nights. boiled bones on Saturdays, lentils on Fridays. and a young pi
geon as a 

Bold 

In a certain viii ... In La Mancha, which I do not wish to nam., there lived not 
long ago a .entI ...... n-on. of tho.e who have always a lance in a rack, an an-
...... shield, a lean hack and a llreyhaund "'r _ng. HI. habitual diet con.lsted 
of a .... , .......... f than lIIuHon, of hash ... , nl ..... t boiled bon .. on Satur
days, lentil. an fridays, and a younll plgean .. a 

Light 

In a certain village in La Mancha. wllich I do not wish to name, there lived not long ago 
a gentleman-one of those who hove always a lance in a rad. an oncient shield. a leon 
hack and a greyhound for coursing. His habitual diet consisted of a stew, mOre beef than 
mutton, of hash most nights. boiled bones on Saturdays, lentils on Fridays. and a young 
pigeon as a 

Slanted 

In a cerlain village in La Mancha. which I do not wish to name, there lived not long ago 
a gentleman-one 01 those who have always a lance in a racle, an ancient shield, a lean 
had and a greyhollnd lor coursing. His habitual diet consisted of a stew. mOre beel than 
mlltlOn, 01 hash most nights, boiled bones on Saturdays. lentils On Fridays, and 0 young 
pigeon as a 
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Optima 

16 point Optima 

Medium 

In a certain village in La 
Mancha, which I do not wish to 
name, there lived not long ago a 
gentleman - - one of those who 

Bold 

In a certain village in La 
Mancha, which I do not wish 
to name, there lived not long 
ago a gentleman - - one of 

Italic 

In a certain village in La 
Mancha, which I do not wish 
to name, there lived not long 
ago a gentleman - - one of those 

10 point Optima 

Medium 

In a certain village in La Mancha, which I do not 
wish to name, there lived not long ago a 
gentleman - - one of thosE:! who have always a lance 
in a rack, an ancient shield; a lean hack and a 

Bold 

In a certain village in La Mancha, which I do not 
wish to name, there lived not long ago a 
gentleman - - one of those who have always a 
lance in a rack, an ancient shield, a lean hack 
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Slanted 

In a certain village in La Mancha, which I do not 
wish to name, there lived not long ago a 
gentleman- -one of those who have always a lance 
in a rack, an ancient shield, a lean hack and a 

6 point Optima 

Medium 

In a certain village in La Mancha, which I do not wish to name, there lived not long 
ago a gentleman--one of those who have always a lance in a rack, an ancient 
shield, a lean hack and a greyhound for coursing. His habitual diet consisted of a 
stew, more beef than mutton, of hash most nights, boiled bones on Saturdays, lentils 
on Fridays, and a young pigeon as a 

Bold 

In a certain village in La MaMha, which I do not wish to name, Ihere lived not 
long ago a gentleman-one of those who have always a lance in a rack, an an
cient shield, a lean hack and a greyhound for couning. His habitual diet con
sisted of a _, more beef than mutton, of hash most nights, boiled bones on 
Saturdays, lentils on Fridays, and a young pigeon as a 

Slanted 

In a certain village in La Mancha, which I do not wish to name, there lived not long 
ago a gentleman-one of those who have always a lance in a rack, an ancient 
shield, a lean hack and a greyhound for coursing. His habitual diet consisted of a 
stew, more beef than mutton, of hash most nights, boiled bones on Saturdays, lentils 
on Friclays, and a young pigeon as a 
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Monospaced New Gothic (Vcmono) 

16 point Monospaced News Gothic 

Medium 

In a certain village 
in La Mancha, which I 
do not wish to name, 
there lived not long 

Bold 

In a certain vi Ilage 
Mancha, which I in La 

do not 
there 

Slanted 

wish 
I i ved 

to name, 
not long 

In a certain village 
Mancha I which I in La 

do not wish 
there lived 

to name I 
not long 

10 point Monospaced News Gothic 

Medium 

In a certain village in La 
Mancha, which I do not wish to 
name, there lived not long ago a 
gentleman--one of those who have 

Bold 

In a certain vi Ilage in La 
Mancha, which I do not wish to 
name, there lived not long ago a 
gentleman--one of those who have 
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Slanted 

In a certain village in La 
Mancha, which I do not wish to 
name, there lived not long ago a 
gentleman--one of those who have 

6 point Monospaced News Gothic 

Medium 

In a certain village in La Mancha, which I do not wish 
to name, there lived not long ago a gentleman--one of 
those who hive always 8 lance in a rack. an ancient 
shield. a lean hack and 8 greyhound for coursing. His 

Bold 

In a eertain vi III •• in La Mancha, which I do not wlah 
to nam •• there lived not lonl aao a cent1emln--one of 
tho •• who have Ilw.y. I lance in a rack. an ancient 
shield, I 1.ln hIck and a greyhound for couraln._ Hla 

Slanted 

In. certain village in La Mancha, which I do not wish 
to name. there lived not long 8g0 a gentleman--one of 
those who ha~e always 8 'Bnce in Brack, sn ancient 
shield, 8 leBn hBck Bnd B greyhound for coursing. His 
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J 

Note: Appendix III was typeset on the COMP80j this 
accounts for differences in the overall appearance of the 
pages in the appendix and in the body of the document. 

Tim. Roman 

24 point Times Roman 

Medium 

In a certain village in 
La Mancha, which I 
do not wish to name, 
there lived not long 

Bold 

In a certain village in 
La Mancha, which I 
do not wish to name, 
there lived ·not long 

Light 

In a certain village in 
La Mancha, which I 
do not wish to name, 
there lived not long 
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Slanted 

In a certain 
La Mancha, 

village in 
which I 

do not wish to name, 
there lived not long 

10 point Times Roman 

Medium 

In a certain village in La Mancha, which I do not wish 
to name,· there lived not long ago a gentleman--one of 
those who have always a lance in a rack, an ancient 
shield, a lean hack and a greyhound for coursing. His 

Bold 

In a certain YiUaae in La Mancha, which I do not wish 
to name, there lived not IODI aao a pndeman--one of 
those who have always a lance in a rack. an ancient 
shield, a lean hack and a greyhound for counin.. Ria 

Light 

In a certain village in La Mancha, which I do not wish 
to name, there lived not long ago a gentleman--one of 
those who have always a lance in a rack, an ancient 
shield, a lean hack and a greyhound for coursing. His 

Slanted 

In a certain villa8e in La Mancba, wbicb I do not wish 
to nlJlD.e, tbere lived not lon8 a80 a 8entleman--one of 
those wbo bave always a lance in a rack, an ancient 
shield, a lean back and a 8reybound for coursin8. His 
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6 point Times Roman 

Medium 

III. catabI vIIIqo Ia La Maacha, .... I do ...... to _ ..... Hwd - ...... 
patJemu....e "' ... wIIo .... ahraJw. ~ Ie. ra. ................. leu ... ..... ~'or ~ Hla ....... dIeI...-IIted "'. _. __ beoflllu ... -. 
"' .... _ ....... IJaiIed lIOIIoa CID s.turda,., IeaIiII CID Frida,., ..... J-a ........ . 

Bold 

.............. I.a .......................................... . 
p1 -" .............................................. ... 
.......... IIr .......................... " ..... _..., .... -. " .... -........................................ ,... ....... . 
Light 

In a certain village in La Mancha, which I do not wish 10 name, there Jived not JODg ago a 
gentleman--one of those who have always a lance in a rack, an ancient shield. a lean hack 
and a greyhound for coursing. His habitt.al diet consisted of a stew, more beef than mutton. 
of hash most oishts, boiled booes on Saturdays, lentils on Fridays, and a youoS pi,eon as a 

Slanted 

hi ____ rm.,.. u"'" rikt I dtI_ .... 111_ dtnli __ "'.,0-
,..u....-- tJ£6«- ..... .".. _ .... _ nd, .. ..., MiorIC _ .. ..... 
Md_ ~ lOr --.. lIitIlItIlIitwI dIttt -"t.t tJ£_ '*III _".., .... ,. 
tJ£UoA _._ 6tJil«I ...... ..,.,.,.. ..,. .. ~ Md_",..,,... .. _ 



News Gothic 

24 point News Gothic 

Medium 

In a certain village in 
La Mancha, which I 
do not wish to name, 
there lived not long 

Bold 

In a certain village in 
La Mancha, which I 
do not wish to name, 
there lived not long 
Light 

I n a certain village in 
La Mancha, which I 
do not wish to name, 
there lived not long 

Slanted 

In a certain village in 
La Mancha, which I 
do not wish to name, 
there lived not long 
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10 point News Gothic 

Medium 

In a certain village in La Mancha, which I do not 
wish to name, there lived not long ago a gentleman-
one of those who have always a lance in a rack, an 
ancient shield, a lean hack and a greyhound for 

Bold 

In a certain villa .. In La Mancha, which I do not 
wish to name, there lived not lonl alo a .. ntleman-
one of those who have always a lance in a rack, an 
ancient shield, a lean hack and a lreyhound for 

Light 

In a certain village in La Mancha, which I do not 
wish to name, there lived not long ago a gentleman-
one of those who have always a lance in a rack, an 
ancient shield, a lean hack and a greyhound for 

Slanted 

In a certain village in La Mancha, which I do not 
wish to name, there lived not lon6 a60 a 6entleman-
one of those who have always a lance in a rack, an 
ancient shield, a lean hack and a 6reyhound for 
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6 point News Gothic 

Medium 

In • cermln ...... In u MIInchI, whIc:IIl do not willi to .me, theN IIwd not ~ .. 
I ......... n--_ of .... who hnIt ....,. I IMce In I reck, .. IIIICIenIIIHId, • IIIn 
hick Ind I ~ for COlli'll... HIs hIbItuIl dIIt COIIII ... of I stew. __ beIf 
thin mutton. of hili! moat nI&fda, boIl.cI bona on SItu..,., IMItIII on FrIdIys, IncI I 

Bold 

................... --. ....... , ............................ ... .... _ .......................... ,. .............. ... 
1IMIl ..................................................... _ ..... .... --............................... ......,., ..... ",....., .. . 
Light 

In a certain village in La Mancha, which I do not wish to name, there lived not long ago 
a gentleman--one of those who have always a lance in a rack, an ancient shie'd, a lean 
hack and a greyhound for coursing. His habitual diet consisted of a stew, more beef 
than mutton, of hash most nights, boiled bones on Saturdays, lentils on Fridays, and a 

Slanted 

In • CWfMII .... ", u MIMdI4 ""*" I dtI_ ",." to ~ ".,.IIMI_"""., 
• .."".,.,-__ (If II-. MIo ".,. ...,. • """.",.,. .. MdMt .,."" • ,." 
hM:It MIll. ~"" --,. ,.".""., til« ~ of." _".", 
",., __ of".""..,.". ..".,.". 01/ s.twdtp. IMtI/$ 01/ Frltap. 1IIItI. 
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Courier 

24 point Courier 

Medium 

In a certain 
village in La 
Mancha, which 
I do not wish 
Bold 

In a certain 
village in La 
Mancha, which 
I do not wish 
Light 

In a certain 
village in La 
Mancha, which 
I do not wish 
Slanted 

In a certain 
village in La 
Mancha, which 
I do not wish 
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10 point Courier 

Medium 

In a certain village in La 
Mancha, which I do not wish to 
name, there lived not long ago a 
gentleman--one of those who 

Bold 

In a certain village in La 
Mancha, which I do not wish to 
name, there lived not long ago a 
qentleman--one of those who 

Light 

In a certain village in La 
Mancha, which I do not wish to 
name, there lived not long ago a 
gentleman--one of those who 

Slanted 

In a certain village in La 
Mancha, which I do not wish to 
name, there lived not long ago a 
gentleman--one of those who 
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6 point Courier 

Medium 

In a cert:ain villap in La JlaDcha, which I 40 not 
vi.h to na.., there li .. 4 not 10119 a90 a pntl ... n-
one of tho .. who ha .. al_y. a lance in a ract, an 
ancient .hie14, a lean hact an4 a 9reyhoUD4 for 

Bold 

Light 

In a certain village in La Mancha, which I do not 
wish to name, there lived not long ago a gentleman-
one of those who have always a lance in a rack, an 
ancient shield, a lean hack and a greyhound for 

Slanted 

x" a certal." vl.llage I." La lllUJaba, wbl.ab Z do "01: 
,,1.0 to _, tlMre ll.ved "ot 10llg ago a geDtl_,,-
ON or th".. wbo bave alINY. a l_ce I." a raok, a" 
a"ol.."I: ol..ld, a 1.." back a"d a grey60UDd rOr 
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24 point Directory 

Medium 

In a certain 
village in La 
Mancha, which 
I do not wish 
Bold 

In a certain 
village in La 
Mancha, which 
I do not wish 

10 point Directory 

Medium 

In a certain village in La 
Mancha. which I do not wish to 
name. there lived not long ago a 
gentleman--one of those who have 

Bold 

In a certain village in La 
Hancha. which I do not wish to 
name, there lived not long ago a 
gentle.an--one of those who have 
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6 point Directory 

Medium 

In • c.rt.ln vIII ••• In L. llencb •• IIhlch I dD nDt IIllh 
to n .... th.r. lived nDt Ion. liD I ,Intll •• n--Dnl of 
thos. IIho h.v •• 111." •• IlnCI In I rick. In .ncllnt 
Ih III d. I 1.ln h.ck Ind I ,rl"ound fDr CDUrs In.. H II 

Bold 

I. 1 clrtal. viii", II LI 1IInc~1 •• ID I III nat .I.~ 
ta _. "It, 11_ not 1111 ... 1 IIItl_-_ If 
",II .1 ~_ II .. ,. 1 1_ I. 1 rack •• _I.t 
.lIllld. 1 I ... ~ack ... I ar.,~1111111 fir CItIr.I... HI. 
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Pilm 

24 point Film 

Medium 

In a certain 
v i I I age i n La 
Mancha, which 
I do not wish 

Bold 

In a certain 
village in La 
Mancha, which 
I do not wish 

10 point Film 

Medium 

In a cerlaln village In La 
Mancha. which I do no~ wish ~o 

name, lhere lived no~ long ago a 
gen~leman--one of ~hose who have 

Bold 

In a cerlaln vIllage In La 
Mancha. whIch I do no~ wIsh lo 
name, lhere lIved nol long ago a 
genlleman--one of lhose who have 
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6 point Film 

Medium 

II •• cort.1 n vlll •• o In L. Hanch. ohl ch I do not 01 sh 
to n •• o. lhor. II wed nol 10., '10 • gonU .... _ •• of 
thos. who h •••• Io.,s • I.nco I •• r.ck •• n .n .... l 
shl.ld •• I •• n h.ck •• d • , .. ,hound for coursing. His 

Bold 

In. e.rteln vIII ••• In Le .... eh •• "'Ich I •• n.' 01 •• 
l. n_. lI,.ro I ho' n.' hn •• , •• ,.IIU __ no If 
lh ....... hovo .101, •• II.eo I. I rock. I. Inclo.l 
ohlol'. I Ilin '.ck .11' 0 .rl,.oun. f., .Iurll.,. HlI 



OCRB 

24 point OCRB 

Medium 

In a certain 
v i I I age 1 n La 
Mancha, which 
I do not wish 

Bold 

In a certain 
v i I I age 1 n La 
Mancha, which 
I do not wish 

10 point OCRB 

Medium 

In a certaln vll lage in La 
Mancha, whlch I do not wlsh to 
name, there I ived not long ago a 
gentleman--one of those who have 

Bold 

In a carta;n v;llage ;n La 
Mancha, wh;ch I do not w;sh to 
name, there lived not long ago a 
gentlaman--one of those who have 
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6 point OCRB 

Medium 

In 0 corr.ln vIII ... In L. Mench •• dlch I do not 1I1sh 
ro n_. rher. I tvod nor 10l1li 010 • ,Inrl_--on. of 
rho •• do h.". .III.Y •• 1_. In • rock. en onclonr 
shl.llI. 0 lIon hock ...... ,r.yhound for cour'I.... HI. 

Bold 

III 0 _,.1" ."1 ... In Lollencllo .... 1 ... I do nor III ... 
'0 _. , ...... IIveII no, I ....... 0 .... U_--_ of 
, ......... how .1_" • 1_ 'n. 1' .... III _1111' 
''''0.11. 0 1_ .... IIId • .,.oy1lounll f ... cour.'.... H'. 
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NMA Microfoat 

24 point NMA Microfont 

Medium 

In a certain 
vi Ilage in La 
Mancha, which 
I do not wish 

Bold 

In a certain 
village in La 
Mancha, which 
I do not wish 

10 point NMA Microfont 

Medium 

In a certain vi Ilage in La 
Mancha. which I do not wish to 
name. there lived not long ago a 
gentleman--one of those who have 

Bold 

In a certaIn vIllage In La 
Mancha. whIch I do not wish to 
name. there lIved not long ago a 
gentleman--one of those who have 
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6 point NMA Microfont 

Medium 

In e ce.teln .lIle,. In L. Hanch •• which I do not wl.h 
to n •••• th ... lI .. d not long ,,0 I ,.ntl •• ln-on. of 
tho •• who he •• 11.1,. I Iince In I rack •• n Inc lent 
.hl.ld •• 1.ln hick Ind I , •• ,hound for cou •• ln,. HI. 

Bold 

la • c •• t.l. viii ••• In La Hanch •• "'Ich I II. n.t .hh 
t •• _. t •••• IIv •••• t I ••• e, ...... U_.-. .... f 
th ....... h ••• II .. , •• Iinc. I •••• clo. In .acl ... t 
.hl.I" • I ... haclo e ... e .r.,h.u .. 11 f.r c.ur.I.,. HI. 
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Type Samples for the Singer 6000 
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1 

Note: Appendix IV was typeset on the 
Singer 6000; this accounts for differences 
in the overall appearance between t.he 
appendix and the body of the document. 

Times Roman 

24 point Times Ronlan 

Medium 

In a certain 
village in La 
Mancha, which I 
do not wish to 
Bold 

In a certain 
village in La 
Mancha, which I 
do not wish to 
light 

In a certain 
village in La 
Mancha, which I 
do not wish to 
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Italic 

In a certain 
village tn La 
Mancha, 11Jhich I 
do not 11Jish to 

10 point TiInes Roman 

Medium 

In a certain village in La Mancha, which I 
do not wish to name, there lived not long 
ago a gentieman--one of those who 
have always a lance in a rack, an ancient 

Bold 

In a certain village in La Mancha, which I 
do not wish to name, there lived not long 
ago a gentleman--one of those who 
have always a lance in a rack, an ancient 

Light 

In a certain village in La Mancha, which I 
do not wish to name, there lived not long 
ago a gentieman--one of those who 
have always a lance in a rack, an ancient 

Italic 

In a certain village in La Mancha, which I 
do not wish to name, there lived not long 
ago a gentle-.rnan--one of those who 
have always a lance in a rack, an ancient 
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6 point Times Roman 

Medium 

In a certain villa~e in La Mancha. which I do not wish to name. 
there lived not long ago a genUeman--one oC those who have al
ways a lance in a rack. an ancient shield. a lean hack and a 
greyhound for coursing. His habitual diet consisted of a stew. 

Bold 

In a certain village in La Mancha. which I do nol wish to name. 
there lived nolloDi ago a genUeman--one of thOlle who have al
ways a lance in a rack. an ancienl llbield. a lean hack and a 
greyhound for coUl'lling. His habitual diel conaisted of a Blew. 

Light 

In a certain village in La Mancha. which I do not wish to name. 
there lived nol long ago a genUeman--one of those who have al
ways a lance in a rack. an ancienl shield. a lean hack and a 
greyhound for ,oursing. His habilual diel consisted of a sI.ew. 

Italic 

In a certain viJ./oge in La MancluJ, which I do not wish to name. 
there lived not lung ago a gentleman--one 0/ tIwse who have al
ways a lance in a rack. an ancient shield, a lean hack and a 
grvyhou:nd far cuu:rrTi:Tl.g. His haMtual diet cunsisted 0/ a stew. 
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News Gothic 

2·i point News Gothic 

Medium 

In 0 certain villoge 
In Lo Moncha, 
which I do not wish 
to nome, there 

Bold 

In 0 certoin villoge 
In Lo Mancho, 
which I do not wish 
to nome, there 

light 

In 0 cer-toln villoge 
In Lo ~v1oncho, 
which I do not wish 
to norne there , 
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10 point News Gothic 

Medium 

In a certain village in La Mancha, which I do 
not wish to nome, there lived not long ago a 
gentleman--one of those who have always a 
lance in a rock, on ancient shield, a leon hock 

Bold 

In a certain village in La Mancha, which I do 
not wish to name, there lived not long ago a 
gentleman--one of those who have always a 
lance in a rack, an ancient shield, a lean hack 

light 

In a certain village in La Mancha, which I do 
not wish to nome, there lived not long ago a 
gentleman- -one of those who have always a 
lance in a rock, on ancient shield, a leon hcck 

6 point News Gothic 

Medium 

In a certain village in La Mancha, which I do not wish to nome, there lived 
not long ago a gentlemon--one of those who have always a lance in a 
rock, on ancient shield, a leon hock and a greyhound for coursing. His 
habitual diet consisted of a stew, more beef than mutton, of hash rrost 

Bold 

In a certain village in La Mancha, which I do not wish to nome, there lived 
not long ago a gentleman--ane of those who have always a lance in a 
rock, on ancient shield, a lean hack and a greyhound for coursing. His 
habitual diet consisted of a stew, more beef than mutton, of hash most 

light 

In a certain village in La Mancha, which I do not wish to nome, there I\'ed 
not lang ago a gentleman- '-one of those who have always a lance in 0 
rock, on ancient shield, a leon hock and a greyhound for coursing. Hs 
habitual diet ~onsisted of a stew, more beef thon mutton, of hash mcst 
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Courier 

24 point Courier 

Medium 

In a certain 
village in La 
Mancha, which I 
do not wish to 
Bold 

In a certain 
village in La 
Mancha, which I 
do not wish to 
light 

In a certain 
village in La 
Mancha, which I 
do not wish to 
Italic 

In a certain 
village in La 
Mancha, which I 
do not wish to 
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10 point Courier 

Medium 

In a certain village in La Mancha, which I 
do not wish to name, there lived not long 
ago a gentleman--one of those who have 
always a lance in a rack, an ancient 

Bold 

In a certain village in La Mancha, which I 
do not wish to name, there lived not long 
ago a gentleman - -one of those who have 
always a lance in a rack, an ancient 

light 

In a certain village in La Mancha, which I 
do not wish to name, there lived not long 
ago a gentleman---one of those who have 
always a lance in a rack, an ancient 

Italic 

In a certain village in La Mancha, which I 
do not wish to name, there lived not long 
ago a gentleman--orce of those who have 
always a lance in a rack, an ancient 



6 point Courier 

Medium 
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In a certain village in La Mancha, which I do not wish to name, lhere 
lived not long ago a gentleman--one of those who have always a 
lance in a rack, an ancient shield, a lean hack and a greyhound for 
coursing. His habilual diet consisled of a slew, more beef than 

Bold 

In a ·certain village in La Mancha, which I do not wish to name, there 
lived not lona ago a genUemen--one of thOle who have always a 
lance in a rack, an ancient shield, a lean hack and a greyhound for 
coursing. His habitual diet conslsled of a stew, more beef than 

light 

In a certain village in La Mancha. which I do not wish to name. there 
lived nol long ago a genUeman--one of those who have always a 
lance in a rack. an ancient shield, a lean hack and a greyhound for 
coursing. His habitual diet consistl'd of a stew. more beef than 

Italic 

In a certain village in La Manclw. which I dJJ 7IOt wish to name. there 
lived 7IOt lollg ago a gent/.eman--one oJ these whe hatle always a 
lance in a rack. an ancient shield, a lean hack and a gre!jlwUnd Jar 
coursing. His habitual diet ctmSisted oJ a stew. more beef than 
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B 
Bfont "Body font" 46 
BIm. "Body left margin" 14 

Bm "Bottom margin" 14 

Boldface "Change to Bold type style" 54 
Bp "Body position" 23 
Brm "Body right margin" 15 

C 
Casemode II Force case of text" 43 

Cbl "Columnate before line" 29 

Cbs "Columnate before statement" 29 

Cel "Columnate at end of line" 30 
Center "Center n lines" 25 
Ces II Columnate at end of statement II 30 
Cfit "Columnate to fit statements" 30 
Clev "Columnate before statements of level n or 

higher" 30 
Code II Change character to another character II 43 

Columns "Number of columns on a page II 26 

D 
D "Print directives switch" 55 
Dash "Dash character for page breaks" 27 
Dease "Directive recognition case" 55 
Defaultfont "Default for all fonts" 46 
Defsyn "Define synonym for directive" 55 
Diabm "Diagram bottom margin II 32 
Dialm. II Diagram left margin" 31 
Diarm "Diagram right margin" 31 
Diasid "Insert diagram II 31 
Diatm "Diagram top margin" 32 
DId "Directive left delimiter" 55 
Dot "Dot character" 40 
Dotspacing "Spacing between dots" 39 
Dotsplit "Split line with dots" 39 
Dotto "Fill with dots to character position" 39 
Drd "Directive right delimiter" 55 



Index of Directives 

E 
Evenpage "Ensure an even page" 29 

F 
F "Text of footer" 12 
Face "Change type face" 53 
Ffont "Footer font" 47 
F1m "Footer left margin" 15 
Font "Change font" 48 

Fp "Footer position" 23 
Frm "Footer right margin" 15 
Fsw "Footer switch" 12 

G 
Gcr "Generate return character(s)" 16 
Gd "Generate text for current date" 39 
Gdc "Generate text for date of creation or last 

change" 39 
Gdt "Generate text for current date and 

time" 39 
Gdtc "Generate text for date and time of 

creation or last change" 39 
Gid "Generate text for ident" 33 

Gn "Generate text for number" 38 
Gntype "Numbering type for Gn" 38 
Gpn "Generate text for current page number" 36 
Grab "Paginate if n lines do not fit on page" 28 
Gsig "Generate text for statement signature" 33 
Gsp "Generate space(s)" 18 
Gt "Generate text for current time" 39 

Gtab "Generate tab(s)" 19 
Gybl "Generate vertical distance before line" 16 
Gybs "Generate vertical distance before 

statement" 16 
Gyel "Generate vertical distance at end of 

line" 17 
Gyes "Generate vertical distance at end of 

statement" 17 
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H 
HI "Text of header 1" 11 
Hlfont "Header 1 font" 47 
Hlp "Header 1 position" 23 
H1sw "Header 1 switch" 11 
H2 "Text of header 2" 11 
H2font "Header 2 font" 47 
H2p "Header 2 position" 23 
H2sw "Header 2 switch" 11 
H3 "Text of header 3" 11 
H3font "Header 3 font" 47 
H3p "Header 3 position" 23 
H3sw "Header 3 switch" 11 
H4 "Text of header 4" 11 
H4font "Header 4 font" 47 
H4p "Header 4 position" 23 
H4sw "Header 4 switch" 11 
Halt "Ignore rest of me" 57 
Hj "Text of Journal header" 11 
Hjfont "Journal header font" 48 
Hjlm "Journal header left margin" 16 
Hjp "Journal header position" 24 
Hjrm "Journal header right margin" 16 
HIm "Header left margin" 15 

Hrm "Header right margin" 15 
Hyphenate "Hyphenate words at ends of 

lines" 30 

I 
Icr "Indentation for return character on previous 

line" 22 

mrst "Indentation for first line of statement" 20 
19b "Ignore branch" 57 
Igd "Ignore directives switch" 55 
Ig1s "Ignore line segment" 56 
Igrest "Ignore rest of statement" 57 
Igs "Ignore statement" 57 
Igtext "Ignore text switch" 57 

II "Indentation per line in statement" 22 



Ilcr "Indentation per line ended by return char-
acter in statement" 22 

Ilev "Indentation per level" 19 

lmax "Maximum total indentation" 19 

lovr "Indentation for overflow of previous 
line" 22 

Irel "Indentation relative to first visible in 
previous line" 22 

Irest "Indentation for statement lines after first 
line" 21 

Isn "Indentation to replace statement 
numbers" 22 

J 
Justify "Fully justify n lines" 25 

L 
Leading "Leading spaces switch" 18 

Lev "Level of current statement" 44 

Levclip "Do not print levels below n" 56 

Levps "Level of previous statement" 44 

Levshow "Show only these levels" 56 

Lightface "Change to Light type style" 54 

Lm "Left margin" 15 
Lmbase "Left margin base" 14 

Lp "Line position" 24 

M 
Mcs "Mark changed statements" 40 
Mcscn "Count marked statements" 42 

Mcsf "Text of marked statements footer" 42 
Mcsforce "Force mark of statement" 42 
Mcsfsw "Marked statements footer switch" 43 

Mcslev "Mark statements of only these 
levels" 42 

Mcsline "Mark statements on only these 
lines" 41 

Mcsonce "Mark statements once" 41 
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Mcsrm "Right margin of statement marks" 42 
Mcstext "Text of statement marks" 40 
Mcstfont "Font for statement marks" 52 

Mcstlpos "Position of left statement marks" 41 
Mcstpos "Position of statement marks" 41 
Mcstrpos "Position of right statement marks" 42 
Monospace "Change to Monospaced type 

style" 54 

N 
Names "Statement names switch" 33 

Numdash "Number of dashes at page breaks" 27 

o 
Oddpage "Ensure an odd page" 29 

P 
PhI "Paginate before line" 27 

Pbs "Paginate before statement" 27 

Pel "Paginate at end of line" 28 

Pes "Paginate at end of statement" 28 

Pfit "Paginate to fit statements" 28 

Photo "Insert photograph" 31 

Plev "Paginate before statements of level n or 
higher" 28 

Plexnum "Number plex below current 
statement" 37 

Pn "Current page number" 36 

Pntype "Page number type" 36 

Post "Send output switch" 57 

Pshow "Show only these pages" 56 

Psw "Pagination switch" 29 

Pxfont "Font by level" 49 

Pxfontshow "Levels for Pxfont" 49 

Pxfshow "Levels for inserting vertical 
distance" 18 

Pxfyd "Insert vertical distance down a level" 17 
Pxfys "Insert vertical distance at same level" 17 
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Pxfyu "Insert vertical distance up a level" 17 
Pxgrab "Paginate to fit n lines for specific 

levels" 28 
Pxgrabshow "Levels for Pxgrab" 29 
Pxi "Indentation for specific levels" 20 
Pxitirst "Indentation for first lines of statements 

by level" 20 
Pxitirstshow "Levels for Pxifirst" 21 
Pxirest "Indentation for statement lines after fust 

line by level" 21 

Pxirestshow "Levels for Pxirest" 21 
Pxishow "Levels for Pxi" 20 
Pxn "Number statements by level" 37 
Pxnfont "Font for Pm numbers by level" 51 
Pxnfontshow "Levels for Pxnfont" 51 
Pxnshow "Levels for Pm" 38 
Pxp "Body position by level" 25 

Pxpshow "Levels for Pxp" 25 
Pxylead "Leading by level" 26 
Pxyleadshow "Levels for Pxylead" 26 

R 
Rm "Right margin" 16 

S 
Sed "Set n lines flush left" 25 
Setr "Set n lines flush right" 26 
Sigf "Statement signatures position" 33 
Sigfont "Font for statement signatures" 52 
Sigfrel "Statement signatures position relative to 

right margin" 33 
Size "Change type size" 53 
Slant "Change to Slanted type style" 54 
SIc "Number of current line in statement" 44 
Slcrc "Number of lines ended by return character 

in statement" 44 
Sn "Left statement numbers switch" 33 
Snf "Right statement numbers position" 34 
Snffont "Right statement numbers font by 

level" 50 
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Snffontshow "Levels for Snffont" 50 
Snfont "Left statement numbers font by level" 49 
Snfontshow "Levels for Snfont" 50 
Snfrel "Right statement numbers position relative 

to right margin" 35 
Snfshow "Show right statement numbers for these 

levels" 35 
Snftype "Right statement numbering type" 35 
Snshow Ii Show left statement numbers for these 

levels" 34 

Sntype "Left statement numbering type" 34 
Sp "Statement position" 24 
Split "Split line" 26 
Style "Change type style" 53 

T 
Tabp "Position of line segment ended by tab" 24 
Tabs "Effect of tabs on output" 43 
Tabstops "Clear and set tab stops" 19 
Tabto "Tab to character position" 19 
Text "Define a name to print a text string" 43 
Tm "Top margin" 12 
Trailing "Trailing spaces switch" 19 
Trun "Truncate to n lines" 56 

u 
UO "User storage directive 0" 44 
Underline "Change to Underlined type style" 54 

V 
VI "Set next n visibles according to Vlfont" 52 
Vlfont "Font for VI" 52 
V split " Vertical split" 18 



W 
Widowl "Minimum number of widowed lines on 

next page" 29 

x 
X "X coordinate of current character 

position" 44 

Xbc "Horizontal distance between columns" 27 
Xmax "Maximum horizontal distance" 14 

y 

Y "y coordinate of start of this statement, header, 
or footer" 44 

Ybhlh2 "Distance between headers 1 and 2" 13 
Ybh2h3 "Distance between headers 2 and 3" 13 
Ybh3h4 "Distance between headers 3 and 4" 13 

Ybhjtm "Distance between Journal header and top 
margin" 13 

Ybl "Distance between lines within a 
statement" 18 

Ybs "Distance between statements" 18 
Yfc " Vertical distance following change in 

columns" 27 

Yth "Distance following headers" 13 
Ylead "Leading" 26 
Ymax "Maximum vertical distance on a page" 12 
Ypf "Distance preceding footer" 14 
Y rel "y coordinate relative to start of this 

statement, header, or footer" 45 
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WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU 

The people who produce AUGMENT documentation want your comments on this users' guide to make 
future documents more useful. Please write any comments in the space below . 

•••••••••••••••••••• 
Fill in as many of these as you wish. 

Errors: 

What you liked: 

Suggestions for improvements: 

Your occupation: 

Your name: 

organization: 

address: 

•••••••••••••••••••• 
After you have filled out this sheet, tear it out along the perfor,ated line, fold it as indicated by the 
folding lines on the back, put a stamp on it. and mail it to us. The form is also available online in 
<userguides,opguide-comments,>; you can copy it. fill it in with AUGMENT. and sent it to INFO with 
the AUGMENT Journal. 



- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Fold Here - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Fold Here - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

User Information Unit 
Augmentation Resources Center 
Tymshare. Inc. 
20705 Valley Green Drive 
Cupertino, California 95014 


